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Central A venue, from 7th Street to 3 7th A venue, is a place through which many 
people travel. It is a connection between the northern suburbs and downtown 
Minneapolis. Due to the commuting nature of the Avenue, many people hold 
misconceptions about the accessibility of businesses along Central. Although the visual 
impression of the Avenue is one of inaccessibility by car, this study demonstrates that 
Central Avenue is very car accessible, at almost any time of the day. 
Since Central A venue is located in an older part of Minneapolis, the look of the 
neighborhood is different than that of the suburbs and downtown areas--there are neither 
spacious parking lots spreading out in front of strip mall-type shopping complexes, nor 
are there flashy parking ramps. Instead, businesses themselves abut Central and parking 
is found on the street--for free--or in lots along the alleys behind the stores. 
While such a parking situation is efficient to those who know the area and 
frequent the Avenue's shops, those who have not stopped along their daily commute will 
find it harder to maneuver. For many suburbanites, rear parking is an unfamiliar concept 
except where it is posted and street parking is largely restricted on Central during rush 
hour. Some business owners have also expressed the concern that there simply is not 
enough parking available to customers at peak hours, whether on-street or in the back 
parking lots. 
With these concerns in mind and a desire to improve the area for both businesses 
and residents, the Central A venue Steering Committee set out to create a plan for 
revitalizing the A venue (the list of Steering Committee members is found in Appendix 
A). The Central Avenue Plan is a blueprint for redevelopment of the area, led by the 
Steering Committee as well as the consulting firms of Miller, Hanson, Westerbeck and 
Berger; Biko Associates; Damon Farber, Associates; the Maxfield Research Group; and 
Bruce Peterson, a shopping center and commercial real estate consultant. As a part of 
this overall plan, a survey was conducted of the amount of parking available along this 
twenty block stretch both on Central, its cross streets and parallel streets and within the 
lots provided by the businesses. The results, in many ways, are surprising: the amount of 
parking more than covers the perceived need. 
Methodology 
The target study area for the inventory was decided to be along Central A venue 
stretching from Seventh Street (at Premier Rent-A-Car) to Thirty-seventh Avenue (at the 
Hi-Lo Motel), as well as a one-block corridor from Spring Street to Thirty-seventh 
A venue that included Jackson/Van Buren Street and Polk/Tyler Street. 
From this geographic base, an inventory of each business and residence, by 
address within the study area was compiled through observation. Each of these 
businesses were later served with a survey of parking and related issues on the A venue. 
Many of these businesses were also asked to distribute customer surveys as well. In 
addition, a random survey of 400 residents from all of Northeast Minneapolis was 
conducted. These surveys are found in Appendix B. 
Parking counts were assembled in a similar mariner, with any painted lots being 
counted and faded paint or gravel lots being estimated. The on-street parking was 
tabulated over a number of days working with Janine Ryan of the Transportation and 
Special Projects division of Minneapolis Public Works; using a measurement wheel, the 
number of available parking spots was tabulated block by block. 
All of the information gathered for the Central A venue Parking Inventory was 
compiled from the middle of June to the end of August, 1996. It was compiled through 
numerous on-site inspections; surveys of business owners, customers and area residents; 
and through working with the Minneapolis Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
department. 
Central Avenue Inventory 
The first of the inventories compiled, found in Appendix C, was a list of all of the 
businesses and residences along Central Avenue from 7th Street at Premier Rent-A-Car to 
37th Avenue at the Hi-Lo Motel, as well as a one block corridor from Spring Street to 
37th Avenue, which includes Jackson/Van Buren Street and Polk/Tyler Street. 
This inventory was the first and the last of the inventories created, for it 
encompasses nearly all of the information known about available parking on Central 
A venue. Each business is listed with the others in the same building and information is 
included regarding the property owner, with whom a building is shared, the business' 
name, phone number, contact person's name, property address, tax record holders' name, 
the billing address, the access to and number of parking spots available, whether a 
parking lot is shared and whether the lot is advertised. 
An important note: the amount of parking found in any one unpainted lot can vary 
according to the parking "style" used. A lot may easily hold 30 cars in one configuration, 
but only 20 in another or loading docks or other usually off-limits areas may be used for 
employee or temporary parking, increasing the lot's real capacity, but not its hypothetical 
capacity. The number of parking spaces provided by the various businesses relays 
information about the availability of parking in the area--according to zoning codes, 
every business should provide a parking space for every 15 square feet of public space 
they use. But, the long history of Central A venue is the loophole in this code: buildings 
which have not changed use codes since before the law was established do not have to 
provide lots (this problem is compounded when lots are not provided and employees are 
forced to park on the street for their entire shift, which lowers motorist's perceptions of 
parking availability). 
This information was compiled primarily by walking through the neighborhood, 
talking to various people at the businesses listed and through information obtained at the 
Minneapolis Geographic Information Systems (GIS) department. 
Available On-Street Parking 
Free on-street parking is a valuable commodity in Minneapolis business districts 
and, fortunately, it seems to abound along Central Avenue. The spreadsheet (in 
Appendix D) lists the amount of on-street parking available in a block-by-block format, 
with a division of separate sides of the street and notation of parking restrictions (i.e. 1-
hour, 2-hour, no parking during rush hour ... ). 
Parking restrictions placed on various areas are an important feature to note along 
Central, as parking is influenced by busy intersections, bus stops and railroad tracks. 
Many people also are not aware of specific codes restricting parking within five feet of 
driveways. A complete list of parking restrictions is included in Appendix E. 
The total amount of parking available is 2582 spaces, a number that seems 
sufficient, except when taking into account that this includes the cross streets. In today's 
fast paced lifestyles, many people do not even feel they have the time to walk a half of a 
block, much less circle around from one of the parallel side streets; if only parking on 
Central and the cross streets is included in the overall count, the numbers fall to 1250 
spaces. Many of these spaces are also found between 27th Avenue and 35th Avenue in 
front of the Burlington Northern yard and Colombia Golf Course. Local business owners 
expressed surprise when told that the area was not restricted; unfortunately, there are few 
businesses along that stretch so the visible, available parking goes unused. 
This information was compiled through the help of Janine Ryan at the 
Minneapolis Traffic department by walking each of the streets with a measuring tool and 
determining the number of cars (approximately 20 feet each) that could be parked there. 
This process took into account any roadway obstructions including bus stops, fire 
hydrants, railroad tracks and the like. This information can also be found on maps 
located at the NEBA offices. 
Parking Lot Use Survey 
Like on-street parking, the use of parking lots varied greatly throughout the day. 
While particular lots and particular streets were filled with cars in the early morning, 
others were empty, only to be filled later in the day. It was deemed important to 
investigate the hours in which the largest and busiest lots were used with the hope that 
parking problems could be resolved through joint-business cooperation. 
Not all of the lots within the study area were included in the survey, but a sample 
of outlying lots (those not near the Central Lowry intersection) as well as those in the 
main activity hub (two to three blocks off of the Central-Lowry intersection) were 
included. This information was collected on Friday, 16 August and Monday, 19 August 
1996 through on-site visits. 
This survey was also meant to include information on the number of employee 
vehicles parked in the provided lots, according to the placement of green cards on 
employee dashboards, but sporadic employee participation rendered any percentages 
useless. These numbers, therefore, are not shown, but are included in the overall counts. 
Surprisingly, a small percentage of the lots were actually used throughout the day, 
on average about 46%. Yet, some lots were filled beyond what had been determined as 
capacity while others stood empty. And during rush hour times, it seemed that most of 
the lots peaked in their capacity: perhaps commuters are aware of the of-street parking to 
some degree. It should be noted, however, that no similar survey was taken of the use of 
on-street parking because of its extremely transitory nature--oftentimes one needs only to 
run into one store for an item and will be gone before all of the cars parked on the block 
can be counted. 
Much like the on-street parking spreadsheet, the information on parking lot space 
numbers and use is compiled in a block-by-block format, although the parking lots are 
grouped ny the businesses that front the parking lot. These are not necessarily the 
businesses that are authorized to use the lot. This information is found in Appendix F. 
Business, Customer and Resident Surveys 
In order to determine the perceived availability of parking along Central A venue 
as well as the familiarity of area residents with their shopping and business options not 
far from their homes, a survey was compiled, which is found in Appendix G. This survey 
was conducted beginning on Thursday, 15 August and included each of the businesses on 
Central A venue, a random sample of 400 residents and customers of various local 
businesses. 
A total of 80 businesses responded to the survey, many of them reporting safety 
and cleanliness as a concern of theirs in the coming years, but most also declared that 
they were not looking to leave their Central A venue location. Parking did not seem to be 
a big concern for most of the business owners. They listed their peak business hours as 
falling mid-morning, mid-afternoon and late afternoon, which coincides with the 
observations of the parking inventory above, which indicated fuller lots at 4:00 pm than 
at noon. These results are found in Appendix H. 
Over 50% of the businesses claimed to provide parking for their employees; oddly 
enough, the number of provided spaces usually exceeds the number of employees 
working at any one time. A slightly higher percentage of businesses claimed to provide 
customer parking, but the numbers of spaces provided are a bit lower than the number 
provided for employees. Many of these lots (34/80) are unadvertised (only 24/80 claim 
to the advertised), which would facilitate employee instead of customer use of the lots. 
Finally, there were 470 resident units mentioned as a part of the business' buildings (335 
of which belong to Senior's Place), an undetermined number of which require parking as 
well. 
Thirty-one customers replied to the survey, which was left at various businesses 
for one week. The majority ofresponses came from two or three locations, so it is 
possible that the results are slightly skewed (bars constituted a majority of responses). 
Most significantly, many of the people using the Central Avenue businesses have been 
doing so for a number of years--on average over 10 1/2 years--and are aware of existing 
parking options. Despite often living close to Central, many customers preferred to drive 
onto the A venue and to park on the street, citing that they felt they needed to walk too far 
to use the lots or felt unsafe doing so. The surveys indicated that the businesses at which 
surveys were filled out were the most often visited, but nearly universal was the desire for 
a larger grocery store on the A venue and a wider variety of retail shops . This need, 
expectedly, will be partially filled by the construction of a Rainbow Foods ant Target at 
The Quarry just off of 35W. The results of the survey are found in Appendix J. 
Resident responses primarily came from young couples in their twenties or from 
older women. Most of these people were home-owners who came onto Central A venue 
by car and were concerned about safety while they are using the businesses there. Most 
of these responses also indicated a propensity to shop close to or during rush hours, when 
they drive onto the Avenue. Not surprisingly, most residents knew that parking was 
provided although only about half of the surveyees claimed to use it. They also came 
shopping frequently; about twice a week. 
13 August 1996 
Dear NorthEast Business Owner: 
As a part of an effort to better serve your needs, the North East Business Association 
(NEBA) and North East Neighborhoods have, with the help of the planning firm of 
Miller, Hanson, Westerbeck and Berger, created a 3-phase plan to improve Central 
A venue and the surrounding corridor. 
In conjunction with this plan, the Committee would like to ensure that each business and 
residence in a one-block radius of Central A venue has sufficient parking space. In order 
to determine whether additional parking is necessary, we ask you to complete a short 
survey, fold it with the addresses showing and drop it in the mail by 19 August 1996. 
Your responses are very important to our findings. We also ask you to open up your 
business to a few customer surveys that customers can fill out within a minute or two and 
leave with you. I will collect them from participating businesses on Wednesday, 21 
August. 
Finally, another aspect of our plan is to document lot and on-street parking use. In order 
to get accurate counts for both employee and customer use, I ask that you have employees 
place the provided colored squares on their dashboards both on Friday, 16 August and 
Monday, 19 August. 
If you have any questions or concerns about the survey, please contact Betsy Carlson at 
789-4352. Thank you for your participation on this project. 
Sincerely, 
Betsy Carlson 
North East Business Association 
Research Assistant Intern 
Recommendations and Conclusions 
So we see that although Central A venue is a busy locale, the problems that have 
stricken business owners in the past and, most likely, will strike them in the near future 
will not be as a result of parking problems. Although both the street and the lots are well 
used, there are few indications that customers could not find parking within a reasonable 
walking distance of the store they seek. 
One recommendation for businesses that do provide their own lot parking is that 
they advertise the parking they have so that at rush hours, motorists do not drive past. It 
is also important that businesses maintain a dialogue with each other about their parking 
needs. Oftentimes, where one business has more parking than they need, the business 
next door has none or too little during peak hours. Owning parking space is expensive 
and business owners should recognize the valuable commodity that they have: one 
instance of a reciprocal relationship is that of St. Clement's Church and Great Scents and 
the Dream Team--Great Scents is able to rent space from the church during the week 
because the hours of a shop and a church differ greatly. The O.E Larson-Osborne 
Mortuary also uses the Norwest Bank lot after business hours for funeral parking. Such a 
relationship could also be initiated between restaurants and service-oriented businesses 
such as tax or law offices: one is busy at mealtimes, the other virtually empty. Within an 
hour or two, the tides have turned for each. 
The businesses along Central A venue have an opportunity to survive and to thrive 
in the rapidly expanding Twin Cities; for the most part, they should not blame their 
problems on parking inadequacy, neither should they have to notice a parking dilemma. 
Some shop owners have noted that cars are able to remain parked right on Central 
A venue in a 1- or 2-hour parking zone for the entire day. Others have noted that 
employees of other businesses park all day in their lots without being moved. Still others 
are forced to escort female employees to their cars because lots are dangerous. It is 
important that businesses can function according to their maximum ability and that may 
mean increasing signage to lots at each business or at busy comers, ticketing vehicles that 
have overstayed their parking limits and installing brighter or additional lighting in alley 
lots. 
Throughout this survey it was also n<?ted that some customers that were aware of 
alley lots were not aware of or were not provided alley entrances to businesses. Again, in 
today's fast pace, many people do not feel they have the time to walk a half of a block or 
more to get to a particular business. Signs should be posted advertising the placement of 
any provided parking. Signs should also be posted at the back entrance to buildings for 
each business accessible by that door; many customers do not know that they can use a 
business' back door. 
The parking situation on Central A venue should not be one of great concern, but 
neither should it be ignored. There are many ways to improve the accessibility of parking 
and, therefore, businesses. This accessibility may encourage residents to frequent Central 
more often than they do and could encourage commuters to stop and sample the variety 
of businesses to be found here. There is a diversity of ethnicity found on Central that is 
lacking in many parts of the Twin Cities that with support could thrive in ways that it has 
not. Alerting customers to their parking options is one way that this can be done. 
Central A venue Parking Inventory 
Business Owners Survey 
Please fill out the following questionnaire and return to: 
Betsy Carlson 
NEBA 1618 Central Avenue NE 
Minneapolis, MN 55413 
Business Owner: _______________ _ Phone: ____________ _ 
Business Name: ---------------------------------
Business Address: --------------------------------
Building Owner: __________ _ Owner Address: _____________ _ 
1. What type of business would you categorize your business as? (i.e. restaurant, retail, etc.) 
2. What are your peak business hours? (Circle no more than two) 
Early Morning Late Morning Noon Mid-afternoon Late Afternoon Evening 
3. What is the size of the public area within your business (the space which customers can occupy: 
i.e., sit for dinner or shop)? 
___ square feet 
__ I don't know; the room measures approximately __ x __ feet 
4. What is the size of the entire space you own/lease? 
___ square feet 
width length 
5. Do you have reserved employee parking spaces? If so, how many spaces and how many 
employees working during your largest shift? 
6. How many parking spaces does your business have reserved for customer use? Where are these 
spaces located? (This does not include any on-street parking) 
7. Do you share a parking lot/spaces with another business? Ifso, which business(es)? If not, would 
you be willing to do so? 
8. Is any parking you provide for your customers' use well advertised in the front of the building or 
elsewhere? How do customers know to use your lot? 
9. Do you feel that you business space is sufficient? Are you interested in expanding your business 
within the next few years? 
10. Do you or others live in your building? What other businesses are housed in your building? 
Please explain. 
11. What other concerns do you have as a business owner on Central A venue? 
To Central Avenue Customers: 
As a part of an effort to better serve your needs, the North East Business Association 
(NEBA) and North East Neighborhoods have, with the help of the planning firm of 
Miller, Hanson, Westerbeck and Berger, created a 3-phase plan to improve Central 
A venue and the surrounding corridor. 
In conjunction with this plan, the Committee would like to ensure that each business and 
residence in a one-block radius of Central A venue has sufficient parking space. In order 
to determine whether additional parking is necessary, we would ask you to complete a 
short survey and leave it at this business or drop it in the mail by 19 August 1996. Your 
responses are very important to our findings. 
If you have any questions or concerns about the survey, please contact Betsy Carlson at 
789-4352. Thank you for your participation. 
Betsy Carlson 
North East Business Association 










Central A venue Parking Inventory 
Customer Survey 
In an effort to provide you with the shopping experience you desire, the 
NorthEast Business Association asks that you please fill out this 
questionnaire and leave it at this business or mail it to: 
Betsy Carlson 
NEBA 1618 Central Avenue NE 
Minneapolis, MN 55413 
How often do you shop on Central Avenue? (Circle one) 
Daily Twice/week Every two weeks Once/month Infrequently 
How many years have you regularly shopped on Central Avenue? 
What types of business do you generally use on Central A venue? 
Is there one particular business you shop most often? 
What new businesses or types of businesses would you like to see 
on Central A venue? 
How did you come to Central Avenue? (Circle One) 
Bus Car Walk Bike Taxi Other: _____ _ 
Where do you generally park when you shop on Central A venue? 
On the street __ In a lot designated for the store I'm at 
Are you aware that there is off-street parking available for most 
shops on Central A venue? 
Yes No I prefer not to park off the street for this 
reason: ___________ _ 










Central A venue Parking Inventory 
Customer Survey 
In an effort to provide you with the shopping experience you desire, the 
NorthEast Business Association asks that you please fill out this 
questionnaire and leave it at this business or mail it to: 
Betsy Carlson 
NEBA 1618 Central Avenue NE 
Minneapolis, MN 55413 
How often do you shop on Central Avenue? (Circle one) 
Daily Twice/week Every two weeks Once/month Infrequently 
How many years have you regularly shopped on Central A venue? 
What types of business do you generally use on Central A venue? 
Is there one particular business you shop most often? 
What new businesses or types of businesses would you like to see 
on Central A venue? 
How did you come to Central Avenue? (Circle One) 
Bus Car Walk Bike Taxi Other: 
------
Where do you generally park when you shop on Central A venue? 
On the street __ In a lot designated for the store I'm at 
Are you aware that there is off-street parking available for most 
shops on Central A venue? 
Yes No r prefer not to park off the street for this 
reason: 
------------
What is your zip code? 
13 August 1996 
Dear NorthEast Resident: 
As a part of an effort to better serve your needs, the North East Business Association 
(NEBA) and North East Neighborhoods have, with the help of the planning firm of 
Miller, Hanson, Westerbeck and Berger, created a 3-phase plan to improve Central 
A venue and the surrounding corridor. 
In conjunction with this plan, the Committee would like to ensure that each business and 
residence in a one-block radius of Central A venue has sufficient parking space. In order 
to determine whether additional parking is necessary, we ask you to complete a short 
survey, fold it with addresses showing and drop it in the mail by 19 August 1996. Your 
responses are very important to our findings. 
If you have any questions or concerns about the survey, please contact Betsy Carlson at 
789-4352. Thank you for your participation. 
Sincerely, 
Betsy Carlson 
North East Business Association 
Research Assistant Intern 
Central A venue Parking Inventory 
Resident Survey 
Please complete the following questionnaire and return to: 
Betsy Carlson 
NEBA 1618 Central Avenue NE 
Minneapolis, MN 55413 
1. How many people live in your household? (Please specify the number in each age group) 
__ 1-17 yrs. __ 18-24 yrs. __ 25-39 yrs. 
__ 40-59 yrs. __ 60 + yrs. 
2. Do you/your family live alone in the building? If not, how many other family units are there? 
3. Are there any vacant apartments in the building? How many? 
4. Do you own the building in which you reside? If not, who is the owner? 
5. Do you have sufficient parking for your building? 
6. Where do you usually park while at home? (Check one for each vehicle in your household) 
on the street __ in a driveway 
__ in a provided lot 
7. Is there a near-by bus stop? How many blocks away? 
8. How far do you live from Central A venue? 
9. How often do you visit businesses on Central Avenue? 
Daily Twice/week Every couple of weeks Once/month Infrequently 
10. What time of day do you visit these businesses? (Circle one) 
Early Morning Late Morning Noon Mid-afternoon Late Afternoon Evening 
11. How do you get to these businesses? 
Bus Car Walk Bike Taxi Other: _____ _ 
12. Do you feel as though you have trouble parking when you decide to shop at Central Avenue 
businesses? 
13. Where do you usually park when you visit? (Circle one) 
On the street 
__ In a lot provided by the business 
14. Are you aware that there is off-street parking available for most shops on Central A venue? 
__ Yes __ No __ I prefer not to park off the street for this reason: 
15. Do you have any other suggestions for the improvement of Central A venue? 
_1 Business Name 
--, - -
Pr~e~Y Owner 
Sh1rtd Contact Name Bulldng Phone Number Property Address 
Cross Street Businesses Spring Street lo 37th Avenue 
·--· 
Spring Street 
'-'CDA address doesn't exist (Vegas Lounge lot) 915 SPRING ST 
3rd Avenue 
&&&&&& Julius Nelson & Sons 962 3RDAV NE 
&&&&&& Campbell Lease 966 3RDAV NE 
Convertible Tommy's 1032 3RDAVNE 
bodyshop 1034 3RDAVNE 
Summer Street 
KO&MJSIWF[R residential 901 SUMMER ST 
OT NORTti[RN RY CO address does not exist (rail road) 904 SUMMER ST 
OT NORTlt[HN RY CO address does not exist (rail road) 945 SUMMER ST 
UNRR address does not exist (rail road) 1000 SUMMER ST 
01 NORH1[RN RY CO address does not exist (rail road) 1012 SUMMER ST 
Cemetery Street 
ONRY CO address does not exist (rail road) 900 CEMETERY ST 
Autumn Street 




GHRYCO address does not exist (rail road) 900 BROADWAY ST 
---
GREAT NORTIIERN RAILWAY address does not exist (rail road) 916 BROADWAY ST 
S1A1[ tr«t DEPT address does not exist (highway) 921 BROADWAY ST 
I CPUOl{JlNOlTOllA8CO Twin City Paper Supply Co/ Sign Center, Inc 945 BROADWAY ST 
13th Avenue 
--
N(v.4.AAN R(.-.l TY CO Minneapolis Armor 
-
950 13TH AV NE 
--- 14th Avenue 
L>.8UIURS ~l Bl DO CORP local 563 
-
901 14TH AVNE 
-----
Wl UAM A JACOBSON JR open lot (connect to lot 1330 Van Buren) 902 14THAV NE 
v"w'llll.AM A JACOBSON JR residential 904 14TH AV NE 
IIMOTIIY l 8AU[R residential 914 14TH AV NE 
18th Avenue 
RICHARDO LINDMAN ETAL address does not exist 917 18THAVNE 
J & M MANCINO address does not exist 919 18TH AV NE 
l'AIRICIA. C C0l8ERO UAL address does not exist 946 18TH AV NE 
18 1/2 Avenue 
l<.ARL F tlEnRMANN ElAl residential 901 181/2AV NE 
---•- ---- .. --··-··- -·------·-··-----·- ------------ ·---·-
IOIIN S SUIIMA residential 905 18 1/2 AV NE 
---------·-- ---- ---·-- ··- - -· -----·------------




5IA14!",MVUAK sec above 907H 18 1/2 AV NE 
------- -- . ----·---·•----• 
-----·• ·---------··- -- ····-···-·-----·---------- ----------- --· --------
JOl!ffSSIJIIMA. residential 911 181/2AVNE 
·------ .. - --- ---·---- ·--- ·------
-------- ·- ---- ··---·---- ---------------- ------ ----· ----· --·-·----- - --------- ------------·--· 
JOHN $ ~1JfH,4A. see above 911H 18 1/2 AV NE 
---------- --- -------
-·---- . ----------------- ------------ -------------- •---------
JOHNS SllHMA. residential 913 18 1/2 AVNE 
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MELANIE J SHAFFER, g()1 SUMMER ST NE 
K.ENNETH D IHAHER MPLS MN 5$413 
1206 CONTINENTAL PlAZA. TT7 MAIN St 
BURLINOJON RRIATTN PROP TAX FORT V-.ORTH TX 715102 
OT NORTHERN RY CO ST PAUL MINN 
1206 CONTINENT Al. PLAZA, 111 WJN ST 
BURLINOTON RR/ATTN PROP TAX FORT WORTH TX 76102 
1208 CONTINENTAi. PLAZA, 7n MAIN ST 
BURLINGTON RR/ATTN PROP TAX FORT VI.ORTH TX 78102 
1208 CONTINENT Al PlAZA, m MAIN ST 
BURLING JON AR/ATTN PROP TAX FORT WRTH TX 711102 
SUN JAE KJM & UI OK KIM &-40 AUTUMN ST NE MPLS MN 
0 HRYCO JM DEPT, ST PAUL MN 
eURLINOTON NORTIIERN 1711 E 5TH ST, ST PAUL MN 5$101 
-
STATE tNV'i DEPT 
JC P HOLDING llOLIAB CO 945 BROADWAY ST NE MPLS MN 5S413 Tyler 18 (and gravel) 
A.ffN. TMOEPT, PO BOX t2250ARIENCT 
0RINl'.'S INC OG<l20 
AfTN JOE BYRD, SIOI 14TH AVE NE MPLS MN 14th IABOR[RS 54J eLOO CORP 55-413 22 
v"vM A JACOBSON JR 85-4 14TH AVE NE MPLS MN 55-413 
'N JACOBSON JR 85-4 14TflAVE NE MPLS MN 55-413 
TIMOHN' L BAUER 91114TH AVE NE MPLS MN 55-413 
mcKAAO O LINOMAl'i 718 50 1'2 AVE NE MPLS MN 55-421 
JOUN & MAROIE MANCINO 73-4 NE PIERCE ST MPLS MN 55-413 
PATRICIA & LORRAINE COLeERO 9◄8 18Tl1AVE NE MPLS MN 55◄ 18 
" 
JOHN SURMA 2"101 FILLMORE ST NE MPLS MN 55◄ l1 
JOHN SSURMA ?JOI FILMORE ST NE MPLS MN 55◄ 18 
STAN SKAVNAK l600 18llt ST N VV NEW BRIGtiTON MN 55112 
--
Sf AH SKAVNAK ]fltl) 115111 St N WNlW8RIGltlON MN !15111 
----· 
------- ---
JOl1N S SURMA 1JUI FILMORE ST N [ MPLS MN SS-411 
---
JOUN S SURMA 1201 FILMORE ST NE MPLS MN 55◄ Ul 
------------·----·-- - ·------- ----•--------- ---------·--·------ ------------ -- ·--·- --
JOHNS SURMA. J/01 fllM0/1£ Sr N £ M/'LS MN 55418 I I I 
Prnnorl\/ nwnnr 
Sh1r1d R11siness Name Phone Number \Contact N~me __Jjt_P_ro.....:p_e_rt-=--y_A_d_d_re_s_s __ ) 
I 
tt>.ROLOOJ.t. residential 9,4 ,a '12 IW NE. 
fl(VlRl Y IPMSIM[Nf PROP INC address does nol exisl (Central Care lol) 917 18 112 AV NE 
l 8 lVNDCA ET .AL W\. (St resldenlial 918 18 1/2 AV NE 
---·-· 
----· 
' !lA&CLrUlRSl£,.8[R0 residential 922 18 112 AV NE 
- ·-•-- ------·--- ---- -------- ---
RAlPII MARONE residential 926 18 112 AV NE 
--·-- ----
JRANK P NELSON residenlial 947 18 112 AV NE 
0 IO WUIAMS JR residential 951 18 1/2 AV NE 
JULIAR MENAAD lRUSTEE residenllal 955 18 1/2 AV NE 
WAAA[H S(O[RB{RQ rosidenlial 957 18 112 AV NE 
19th Avenue 
BANKE.AS TRUST CO residenlial 902 19TH AV NE 
Sll(AfH' l OOUGt1[RrY residenlial 904 19TH AV NE 
··-·· 
SR ClAYlON & AW PERRIN residenlial 908 19THAV NE 
liAANUAI. Y OONZAlU resldenllal 910 19THAVNE 
0 LA.ASCH l l MAXEY unmarked while stucco residence(could be 917) 911 19THAVNE 
MCOA address does not exist 914 19THAV NE 
tl("4NEPIN fORf[IT[O l.ANO address does nol exist (could be 911) 917 19THAVNE 
DAYTON N[fF CORPORMION residenlial 942 19TH AVNE 
CITY OF MPLS address does not exist 945 19THAVNE 
rRANK A MISKE JR & WFE residenlial 946 19THAV NE 
CURI$ TINE SROKA residential 954 19THAVNE 
RA SCUNEtOER l EA ELLIOTT residenlial 960 19TH AVNE 
20th Avenue 
residenlial 902 20TH AV NE 
JANE J M PAONE residonlial 903 20THAVNE 
residential 906 20THAVNE 
-
OOROltl'f A $tlGl[R V\f\. [Sf residenllal 907 20TH AV NE 
·-· 
w\lllllAM 11 St[OLER I Wf( triplex 909 11 13 20TH AVNE 
0 E LAASON OS!IORNE MORTUARY residential 914 20THAVNE 
0 l SKOGLUND l l A SKOOLUNO resldenlial 915 20THAV NE 
{RIC M CLARK residential 916 20TH AV NE 
SMIRL[NE A FAIRBURN residenlial 917 20TH AV NE 
L l'Yl$1S & f $ KITSIS lRSTES residenlial 918 20THAV NE 
HOflHVESTMCNTS residential 921 20TH AV NE 
Cl rY Of MtNN[APOUS address does not exist (2nd Precinct lot) 946 20TH AV NE 
CIIY Of MINNEAPOllS address does not exist (2nd Precinct lot) 950 20THAV NE 
CW SMlfH & KS SMJltt residential 953 20THAVNE 
CITY Of MINNEAPOLIS address does nol exist (2nd Precinct lot) 956 20TH AV NE 
-- ---
WA.I.LACEE [VfNSON residential 957 20THAVNE 
----
JI l SCHRlMPP residential 959 20TH AV NE 
-------· ·---- ---·· ·--· 
22nd Avenue 
. - . ·- -·-···------·-- --
. -- - -•----------
r;uy G MC c.-el duplex 900 22NDAVNE 
----·--------------- ----
- --- ···----------- -
CIIARl ( P.( M SI H◄ SON residential 901 22ND AV NE 
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Le111raI Avenue I11ve111ury 
1-tAAOlO OJA. 914 11 f/2 AVE NE MPLI MN S5'111 drive 
CIO HOPKINS HEAL JH CARE CTR. 72' 2N0 
LONG TE.RY CAAE fOUNOAflON A'v'l S HOPICJNS, MN $5343 
-
MRS Ell.A I lUNOER 911 II lt2AVE NE MPLS MN 5S411 
OA IC l fUEASJENeERO le6&0 KOSJ TR, NORTH BRANCH, MN S605e drive 
4059 4TH ST NE COlUMBIA HEIGHTS MN drive ftAlPH MARONE 55-4:ll 
rRANK P NELSON 9-4711112AVE NE MPLSMN"-411 
OA'Mi' DONALD WLLIAMS JR 951 11 trlAVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 drive each side 
JU\.IA II ME NARO 955 ti 1t2AI/NE MPLS MN 55-411 
-
,...._,.REN IEDERBERO 17111 llNCOlN sr NE MPLS MN 55-413 
"'4 M GAMACHE I JR MELL go:z IIUHA\IE NE MPLS MN 55411 
SHERRY l DOUGHERTY 904 19TH AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 drive 
ROBERT W PERRIN, 808 19TH AVE NE MPLS drive SHERRY ClAYTON MN 55-411 
MANUAI.OONZALU 91019THAVE NE MPLS MN M411 
LORI ANNE MAXEY 911 tlTHAVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
"'4CDA 1~ 5TH AVES MPLS MN 5S401 
ti[NNEPIN fORFEITED lAND 
9111 v.ESTMORELANO lA ST LOUIS PARK MN 
DAYTON NEFF CORPORATION ,,.,. 
MARY JO I FRANK A MISKE JR 10071 lWN LAKE RD ELK RfVER MN 553JO 
CHRISTINE SROKA ml BUCHANAN ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
EA ElllOTT 1139 RALEIGHWST PAUL MN55l13 
-
7lG5 PlEASANTVIEWOR MOUNDS VIEWMN 
JAAE f M PAONE 55112 
lf-MH&IEOlER 907 20TttAVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
'MlllM4 H SIEGLER 907 20TH AVE N E MPlS MN 55-418 
0 ( I.ARSON OSBORNE MORTUARY ?JOI CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55418 
1150 GREEN MOUNTAIN DA BRANSON MO 
DAVID SKOOlUNO 65"6HI 
[RIC MCLAAK 918 20THAVE NE MPlS MN 55418 
----
SHIRlENE A fAIRBURN 917 20TttAVNE MPLS MN 5S418 
CIO VIP PROPER TIE$, I I 300 MINNETONKA 
l\ltstS PROPERllES MILLS RD MINNEfONKA MN 55305 
Ii 0 f INVUTMENfS 4"42 GTH ST H MPLS MN 55430 
PUBLIC WORKS/REAL ESTATE, :xJ!12ND Avt S 
CITY 01 MINNlAPOllS MPL S MN 5S401 
----
PUOllC '-'ORKS/REAL ESTAfE, JOO 2ND ,t,V[ S 
CITY Of MINNEAPOLIS MPl S MN 5S401 
,. 
-
CMRllY W& MTHY S SMITH ~5CONCORO ST NW ELK RIVER MNS5.ll0 
------
PUBLIC V-.ORKSl'REAL ESTATE, 309 ,No AVE S 
CITY Of MINNEAPOllS MPLS MN 55401 
""'-llACE l lvtNSON •mPm[VIEWLAN PLYMOUTH MN 55441 
----





. -·--•----·------- - -·----
Gl/Y Q MC CAB[ f'!.,IJ MADISON ST NE MPLS MN 5541J 
------- -
CHARl[N[ M S,INSOPI 901 l]ND AV-E NE MPlS MN 55418 I I J 
IV-.ROlOOJA. residential 




I-' ( l SA SlAtlCEK duplex 90'2. '2.'2.NO I\\J NE. 
-
lYNNOOOYl[ duplex 906 22NDAV NE 
ROM Rf J BEUG(H residential 907 22NDAV NE 
CLAU~A J MU[O[R £TAI. triplex ·, 909 11 13 22ND AV NE 
Rrl(J.tEfl&KION.E residential 910 22NDAV NE 
Dl lW.EK&C M HAI.EK duplex 912 22NDAV NE 
OlHAt[KlCMtW.[K duplex 916 22NDAV NE 
BRUCE WAYNE WAAGE residential 920 22NDAV NE 
JOIIN D ROU1AD residential 922 22NDAV NE 
BLUtRUO JAMIL Y l TD PTNSt1P address does not exist (lot to Marino's, elc) 941 22ND AV NE 
Bl[)(RUO FAMILY lfO PTNSttP address does not exist (lot to Marino's, etc) 943 22NDAV NE 
E Y£AlHERMAN l T EICHHORN residential 947 22NDAV NE 
CORDELL A LARSON ti.A.I. residential 949 22NDAV NE 
CITYSIO[ LOAN & TtlRIFT CO residential 952 22NDAV NE 
LUEllAHD(TO residential 954 22NDAV NE 
81\NK(RS IRUST CO CAI.If TRStf. residential 958 22NDAV NE 
MCOA address does not exist (open lot) 962 22NDAV NE 
23rd Avenue 
LAURA A WORCE residential 900 23RDAV NE 
\/IJ[NOEA ARORA PA Family Dentistry I Medical-Dental 631-1985/789-9444 Dr Jeffery WendV Dr. Richard P Vincent 901 23RDAV NE 
RICHARD J JOHNSTON UAL residential 904 23RDAV NE 
OAV\O l IIIC( residential 906 23RDAV NE 
RALPH UOHAAO V'd:OSCH(IO residential 910 23RDAV NE 
0 4 Gletl YOU l O L onnt YOU residential 912 23RDAV NE 
-
ROM Rf J IIEUO£N apartments 915 23RDAV NE 
JAM[ 5 f HIGGINS address does not exist (lot to NW Dental, etc) 916 23RDAV NE 
-
11Q8[ RT J II( UGEN address does not exist (lot lo 915 apts, Attorneys et Lew) 919 23RDAV NE 
lfAllAN AMERICAN CLUB MPLS address does not exist (lot to Cost Cutters, etc) 940 23RDAV NE 
"'4AAY AHN ( PRADO residential 946 23RDAV NE 
0 ( lARSONS MORTUARY INC address does not exist (0.E. Larson Mortuary) 949 23RDAV NE 
JA l WHCRTEL residential 950 23RDAVNE 
JAM[S A. Al(O(L residential 952 23RDAV NE 
1/Al{RI{ J rlSUER TAUS TU residential 956 23RDAV NE 
24th Avenue 
MAROUETI{ 8.4.NI(. MPLS NA address does not exist (First Bank lot) 900 24TH AV NE 
Ct1URCH or ST CLEMENT Church of St Clement 789-2791 901 24TH AV NE 
M"-ROU{Tl[ 11,ANI(. MP\.S NA address does not exist (First Bank lot) 910 24THAV NE 
MARQUE TIE DANK MPlS NA address does not exist (First Bank lot) 916 24THAV NE 
IAWWSNIEWSKI El Al address does not exist 924 24TH AV NE 
Latvian House 789-1575 940 24TH AV NE 
.. 
SIIIRl(Y J SWA.NSON address does not exist 943 24TH AV NE 
J El ME V'JENSINO residential 947 24TH AV NE 





IA WWSNl(~KI ET A.l residential 949 24TH AV NE 
--- ----
p.-,Ul f CIOHST[tlSON ET Al duplex 951 24TH AV NE 
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\.,t:1111 ell 1-\\/t:IIUt: 111\/t:lllUI y 
1112 MAJOR AVE NO BROOl'U.YN CTR MN 
PATIUCK E ITANC[K ,,,.,. 
lYNNDOOYl( 906 22ND AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
-
HARRY I & MR[N A BR~ 907 lWDAVE NE MPU MN"411 
B'IVCE WWAA.OE 7912 W RIVER RD MPLS MN '6,444 
AA Utt.UN OAlt )Hil PARK AVES MPLS MN 55A07 
·-
tW(K (Nl(RPRISES 10'.JOI [AGLE 1ST NW COON AAPINS MN '6-4ll 
DA.YID & CYN1H1A HAHK 10001 EAGLE ST NW COON RAPINS MN SS.JJ 
IRUCE WAYNE w,..A,OE 1932 W All/ER AD MPLS MN !644-4 
IIUCHAAO T & CINDY JO SfEVENS 122 22ND AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
IV.YMONO L ILURUO HIit )Sftt A\/E NE MPLS MN !6-411 
AAYMOHD L llEXRUO 1111 :,OJH AVE NE MPLS MN 56411 
E V.0.THtAMAN & T EICHHORN 1551 BERNE RD fRIDLEY MN 55-421 
COADELL A LARSON M9 22NOAY NE MPLS MN 56-4111 
GORDON & SANORA MANNS i'52 22NDAVE HE MPLS MN 5,5.411 
lUElLAHIETO fl54 22ND AVE NE MPLS MN $5.411 
JOttN I PAMELA IUNT r..e 21NO AVE NE MPLS MN $5411 
MCOA 105 5TH AVES '600 MPLS MN 55401 
lAURAALVORCt !OJ 2'JRO AVE NE MPLS MN '5411 
VIJENO[R I( MORA PA VOi 2JRDAVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
R & M JOHNS JON 904 23RD AVE NE MPU MN M-411 
DAVID l llCE 90613RD AVE NE MPLS MN ™II 
KURT NOWACKI 9102'lROAVE NE MPll MN S6411 
OR[OO & OCBOAAH OleELYOU 912 2'JROAVE NE MPLS MN 5,S,411 
-· 
JIOBCRT J ICUOEN AffORNEY DJ) CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 56411 alley 8 
JAMES F HIGGINS 2214 CENTRAi.AVE HE MPlS MN 55411 
llOBCRT J BEUOCN 2''.lll CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5$411 
·--
tfAI.IAN AMERICAN CLUB MPLS nn CENfRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5$411 
MARY AHN E PRADO IMO 2'JROAVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
0 E lARSONS MORTUARY 1301 CENTRAL AV NE MPLS MN 55-411 
JEFFREY A HERTEL 9""..0 23RD AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
JAMES A RIEDEL 952 23RD AVE NE MPLS MN 55-4111 
CIO WAllACE & MYRTLE JASICKI. 956 ZJRO 
TA JASICKI IM A Wl[NER AVE NE MPLS MN554tl 
PROPERTIES MANAGEMENT, 001 2ND AVES 
flRST BANK SYSTEM MPLS MN 5S402 
CHURCH OF ST CLEMENT 911 24rH AVE NE MPLS MN SS411 
PROPERftES MANAGEMENT, 001 2ND AVE S 
rlRSf BANK SYSTEM MPLS MN 55-402 
PROPERftES MANAGEMENT, 001 2ND AVE S 
flR5f IIANK SYSlEM MPl S MN SS402 
MLTCHEll & CAROlE VvtSNl[v-r.'.iP'..f 2407 0UCllANAN Sf NE MPlS MN 5~115 
- --
DOUGLAS Y SWANSON -4501 OUPONI AVE S MPLS MN ~5409 
-
JEEVES INVESIM[NI UG JEFFERSON ST ANOKA MN 55303 
CltRIS.aJ'O J BOOSALIS )O.XJCI JV[LANO ST NE MPLS MN 55-418 
·-------- ---- ---------- -- -----· 
MIICtl£ll l CAROLE VvtSNIEVVSKJ 1401 fJIJCllANAN sr N [ Mf'LS MN 55-411 
---· ----
-·---· 
PAUL F & ANN C CHRISTENSON J5().( COOllOGE ST NE MPLS MN 5S-418 
' 
90'2. '2.'2.t\ll I\\/ NI:. 
.' duplex en" .,.,IJn AV NI= 
._ ___ -;_;_-_;,;-·_;;··_;;·-:_:•;:-;,::•••::•:.._ _____ /~Ju~;,,~AS~l:'.!"~UR~S~T:!N'.!_f!M~Pl:_!5~M!'.:N~S~S<:'.!IO~-.J.----------__ -11_---========--=1c-~=--=--=-=tt=-=-=-=-=·=--=--=--j/t--=====:;/ 
IAHC.( Cfl\HlR residen\ia\ \l"-"l "2.~°'\\ "-'1 We. 
' 
--· 
JOA..N C RAl~All 0 residential 955 24TH AVNE 
------
f*,t,Rf M1Ct1,l(l $ ►1VN residential 956 24THAVNE 
.-t1ll1AM [ ti( 11•,J•JLA address does not exist (open lot) 959 24THAVNE 
Lowry Avenue 
---·- --
Ro,w.o, tw:>l[NS,CV residential 901 LOWRY AV NE 
JACK l WARNE JR residential 905 LOWRY AV NE 
(] J l(.(NN(l' & 'H.[NN(T' residential 909 LOWRY AV NE 
-
fUCIVJIO O RAl11ll Y residential 911 LOWRY AV NE 
MARION L BAJIU[MAAN residential 913 LOWRY AV NE 
----
.&..RCANA lOOO[ NO 117 Arcana Lodge #187 789-2280 916 26 LOWRY AV NE 
Great Scents and the Dream Team 761-6002 921 LOWRY AV NE 
Refinishing 
-
936 LOWRY AV NE 
0 & M lAH110S Cleaners Shirt Launderers (closed) 942 LOWRY AV NE 
NICtf.J£ 0 MANGOS For Sale (Waldorf) 942H LOWRY AV NE 
lORRAYNl WMISS address does not exist (lot to Subway, etc) 943 45 LOWRY AV NE 
LORRAYNE WMISS address does not exist (lot to Subway, etc) 943H LOWRY AV NE 
DANIEL T DUDA residential 946 LOWRY AV NE 
THOMAS E SULLIVAN residential 947 LOWRY AV NE 
GARY W CRQQl(S E f AJ.. residential 949 LOWRY AV NE 
J l RISHAVY & S Vt[NCAMP residential 952 LOWRY AV NE 
0 E LARSON OSBORNE MORTUAR'T' offices (Sandra Hilary?) 953 LOWRY AV NE 
-
BERNARD R vet ETAl address does not exist (open lot) 954 LOWRY AV NE 
0 [ l,ARSON OSDORN[ MORTUARY duplex 955 LOWRY AV NE 
ll[NN[P1N FORHITCO LAND address does not exist (open lot) 956 LOWRY AV NE 
11ARTVIO J FAIIHENOORFF' residential 964 LOWRY AV NE 
J'ATRICIA A z-.wst.AK residential (condemned) 966 LOWRY AV NE 
·-- 26th Avenue 
MICHAEL l R ISAAJUOlO duplex 900 02 26TH AV NE 
KATHRYN R MOORE residential 903 26TH AV NE 
GORDON R HINSE TH ETA.l. residential 904 26THAVNE 
SO SOPER l l A SOPER duplex 906 26TH AVNE 
ISL,A..MIC CUL TURA.1.. COMM CTR Islamic Cultural Community Center 
-
907 26TH AV NE 
fl l APAJOAR duplex 910 26TH AVNE 
JAM[S V OElMONICO JR residential 911 26THAVNE 
K VYRINGOlU l IM RINOOlD residential 914 26THAVNE 
MICHAEL S tANGl['MCZ residential 915 26TH AV NE 
htOMAS REStlA. residential 916 26THAVNE 
LOUISA PORTER residential 946 26TH AV NE 
. -· 
IOUISArORIER see above 946H 26TH AV NE 
---------------- -------- ----·--------------- -
Cl P DENtlARIOO address does not exist (open lot) 947 26TH AV NE 
CENTRAl MANOR APT$ PRTSttP see above 947H 26TH AV NE 
----------·--
J A. SKOK l E R Si<.OK residential 946 26TH AVNE 
-----·· - - ··----•- --- -·-
---
J A. s,i.ol(' E R Si<.OK see above 946H 26TH AV NE 
---- - - ---------- ------ --------·- - - - -···-·----· ·------------- -·---------- - -------------------
IIIHJC( WIJIHl,SIROM residential 949 26TH AV NE 
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Central Avenue Inventory 
LAHCl C rlSHER 95.J 24TH AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
~RNW.LO ffl 2◄TH AVE NE MPLS MN 5$.411 
GA.AYM &HUN J~ lSTH ,Wt: N E MPLS MN S541 I 
.,._.lll,._M E H£11<.X.1LA 4 BEECtMOOD OR COLUMBUS NC 21722 
ROtW.D I LINDA l ZV..OL[NSKY Rf 3 BOX ta) NORJHflELD MN S5057 
JACK l WARNE JR 905 LO'v'.flY AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
OEOROE J K[NNEY WJ LO'MlY AVE NE MPLS MN 5S411 
FUCHAAO ORA.HILLY 91 I Lov.-RY AVE NE MPLS MN SS,411 
OAEODOU:ZAI. ◄ 152COlfAA AVES MPL5 MN 5S409 
-'RCNtAlOOOE 117.AI ANO,._M OJOLO'twHYAVE NE MPLS MN 5S4tl 
share with SI. Clemenrs 
OEOROE I MARION WtHOS 3100 ARMOUR TER MPLS MN 55411 
NICKIE O MANGOS JIOO MMOUR TEA MPLS MN 55411 alley 12 
15ol MISSISSIPPI sr tNVNEWBRIOHTON MN 
IARRY & flllNOA MACDONALD 55112 
150J MISSISSIPPI ST Wt NEW BRIGHTON MN 
LA.RAYA MAC OOHAl.0 55112 
DANIEL TOU~ 9-40 lOV'vtlYAVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
THOMAS E IUlUVAH 25HI CENTRAlAVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
OARY I DARLENE CROOKS t~UNITY ST NW COON RAPIDS MN 55441 
LAUNDERETTE CORP 220 2ND ATS STE 320 
A.TTN BRYON IC~ROEOER MPLS MN S$401 
0 E LARSON OS!!ORNE MORTUARY lJOt CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5S.C111 
BERNARD U!!l J11S JOIINSON ST NE MPLS MN5S-42t 
0 E LARSON OSBORNE MORTUARY 1J01 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 554111 




.. •·-•-··---· -- . -··· -·-•······ . ----·-·· ·--------
. 




104040lt1AVE NE COLUMOIA ltEIOtlT MN 
J(ROME I JANICE CHRISTENSON 55421 
PATRICIA A IAWISL>.K 'JI.OLOWn AVE NE MrLS MN 5$4111 
------- ---- ·- -·- ----
1000 MCDONALD 2119 GRAND ST NE MPLS MN $5418 
KAHIRYN R MCGOVERN MOORE 90J :l'GlH AVE NE MPLS MN $5-419 
GORDON R HINSETH n, W9JRO sr MPLS MN 55-420 
Sl[vtN O I, LOIS A SOPER 900 26TltAVE NE MPLS MN55-4l11 
ISL.A.MIC Cl/l. TURAL COMM CTR J5I PIERCE ST NE MPLS MN 55413 
KS IAKUI I KN BAKtR !110 lGftt AVE NE MPLS MN 55418 
JAMES V DELMONICO JR 911 20Tlt AVE NE MPlS MN 55-418 
KEITH WI IRIS M RINGOLD 2031 THOM DR ARDEN HILLS MN SSl 12 
LORI MOSES 915 26TH AVE NE MPLS MN 55"l8 
THOMAS RE SHA 2518 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN Ss-418 
LOUIS A PORTER 1422 $Tit ST NE MPLS MN 55413 
LOUISA.PORTER 1412 Slit ST NE MPLS MN 55-413 
lm4 SYCAMORE ST NW COON RAPIDS MN 




C[NJRAL MANOR Al'fS f'NTSIIP JJ S 10111 AVE SJ[ 120 IIOf'KINS MN 55143 
.. 
... - ---- •- . -----·--------------· ··---- --- ---- ------ - --- ·- ···---------· -------- ------------
JOtlN A I [lll,\B[ JU R SKOK 8M V\o£CKS AVES E Mf>lS MN 55-414 
------------· ·--•--· -- . ··-- ------ ----· ----------- ------- ---~-----
JOHN A I [lllAt!E Hf A SKOK &Jf "lEKS AVES [ MPlS Mr-, 55-414 
------
------7 
l.ARYl IMfREDITHJJONCS J019ARll1Uff SJ NE MPlS MN 5~18 I I I I J 
1.A.HC.l Cf\S,lllR 
1esiden\ia\ 
~- ---l=.:.:.;:..:._ ___ _ Q~!i 74TH AV NE 
-C(NIR"1. MAAOR .VlS PRJSHP see above 949\\ 261\\ A.\J NI:. 
JR SJ<.OK I [ R $,;QI( residential 952 26THAV NE 
()l lMJJOt~CS residential 953 26THAV NE 
J A $1(Qflt l ( R 511:0K residential 
' 
956 26THAV NE 
----- ---
rJ IM JOP◄ [S duplex 957 26THAVNE 
R & M IW.lSTROM residential 958 26THAVNE 
DOUGLAS J( JONES residential 959 26THAV NE 
27th Avenue 
R & I M[ll[MA residential 900 27THAV NE 
JA I ,oeR1CN residential 
·. 
901 27TH AV NE 
UA\110 J 11RU0'f residential 902 27THAV NE 
U & N JOIINSON residential 905 27TH AV NE 
GARY l SOt,t..NO residential 906 27TH AV NE 
P(l(R PAHASMOCN(KA residential 908 27THAV NE 
RICHARD W etNSON duplex 909 27TH AV NE 
UICHAll £ GREENE residential 911 27TH AV NE 
R WI Sl CROPPER residential 912 27TH AV NE 
'NKWEn[RHAHHETAl. residential 915 27TH AV NE 
'NAIC ULRICH (1' Al address does not exist (Ulrich Motors) 916 27TH AV NE 
ttJ I l M ttYO[ apartments 917 27TH AV NE 
l M PEAASON I J £ PEARSON residential 945 47 27TH AV NE 
....,HGIL W BL.AK[ l WIFE residential 946 27TH AV NE 
CHRIS fOPU[R A OS'M:>00 residential 949 27THAVNE 
IAA.RHWRUSStl residential 950 27TH AV NE 
MPU PUBLIC HOUSINO AUTH residential 954 27THAVNE 
LT JUSlER 1RUS1H ET Al residential 960 27THAVNE 
28th Avenue 
ltONAlO CI \110LET C ANDERSON address does not exist (lot to Muesch Molars) 941 28THAV NE 
A.RTHUR S JOIINSON Goad Shepard 
-
942 28TH AV NE 
S S l l I BERGMAN residential 944 28TH AV NE 
U CllRISl[NS[N I 1!1 MICKELSON residential 945 28TH AVNE 
OANl<..ERS tRUST CO TRUSTEE residential 946 28THAVNE 
SUSAN M Ttl!EllNO residential 947 28TH AV NE 
TA v.\AllO ETAl residential 955 28TH AVNE 
CAL CAl[NOIN( residential 959 28THAV NE 
29th Avenue 
-----·----
IO PAL"-O'NSKIIO R INDERGMRD apartments 933 29THAV NE 
GENE ti BOllOlN residential 946 29THAV NE 
G[NE II BOHll[N apartments 950 29THAVNE 
GEAAlDAl\JNO apartments 960 29THAV NE 
---




!OM llllJ"-4!1 rnoo M,.Rl'l[f$ INC address does not exist (Torn Thumb) 932 30TH AV NE 
----. --·-
---- ------·- -------------- ------------- ---- -------------- -
31st Avenue 
----- - - --- I ------· --
-·· . - ·----·----
-·· ----
32nd Avenue/St. Anthony Parkway 
Paqe 9 
l,t:llllcll AVt:IIUt: lllVtmlUry 
C(N1RAL MANOR APtl PRlSHP llS 10HtAVE ST£ 120HOPKINSMN"5l0 
JOHN A I EllWEIH R SKOK ea, WEEKS AV£ SE MPlS MN"'414 
OAAY l I MER(OUH J JONES J02'9 AATtfVR St NE MPLS MN 55-411 
JOHN I Elll.AeETH SKOK ea, WEEKS AVES E MPLS MN 55414 
GAAYL I MER(OITHJ JONES l029 AA I HUR sr NE MPLS MN 55411 
ROBIN I MA.IC.ANA HALLSTROM 12900 58TH AVE N Pl ¥MOUTH MN 5544:Z 
t,11£REOITH J JONES "1'JAATHUR ST NE MPLS MN 554111 
SANDRA J MELLEMA 900 27Tlt AVE NE MPLS MN 55-4111 
UlCHA[l J I JANE p o·enrEN aJI 21TH AVE NE MPLS MN 5!Ata drive 
OA\/10 J HRUU' 002 21TH AVE N E MPLS MN 55-4 I II 
MAA._.,N I NANCY JOHNSON 005 2nH AV[ NE MPLS MN 5S411 drive 
OARY L Sot.ANO ~ 21TH AVE NE MPLS MN 55-418 
PlT(R I PAA.ASK.A O[NEKA 'n! 21TIIAVE NE MPLS MN 5$-411 
,uctwm w IIENSON 909 21TH AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
MICHAEL [ GREENE 911 21TH fWE NE MPLS MN 55-4111 drive 
---··- -· 
rlOOER WCROPPER !.111211111.V[ NE MrLS MN Y-1-4111 
.... 
WAYNE I JOAN ~TlERAHN 915 21TH AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
0 H BEERS I WA UlRICH 2836 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
ROeERTHOUSE 5-427 BUHERNUT CIR MINNETONKA MN 55343 
I.AAJKIN I PEARSON IMS mH AVE NE MPLS MN fflUI 
I/IROIL WBLAKE 9411 2nH AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
CHRISTOPttER A OSWOOO 949 2nH AVE NE MPLS MN 56411 Central 
MARTIWRUSSEL tY.JJ 2TTH AVE NE MPLS MN $S4l1 Central 
MPLI PUBLIC HOUSINO AUTlt Central 
DONNIE I BAR8ARA PETERSON 900 2TIHAVE NE MPLS MN "'411 Central 
10368 YORKTO'Mi LAN MAPLE GROVE MN 
RONALD CI \'\OLET C ANOERSON 55J69 
JACK D DEAN 142127JIIAVENEMPLSMN5S411 
STEV£N 11 LYNN I BERGMAN 944 21fH AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
0 CHRISTENSEN I B MICK.ELSON IMS 29TH AVE N E MPlS MN 55411 
""T eon£ ID l AADERSON 941129HtAVE HE MPLS MN 55411 
SUSAN M Tti!ELINO !MT 211TH AVE NE MPLS MN 55-4111 
T Av-A.AZLO 955 2!1Ttt AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
CM. CAI.ENO/NE 21&2 TIOGA BLVD NEW BRIGHTON MN 55112 Central 
4020 ARTHUR 5T NE COLUMBIA HEIGHTS MN 
TtlOMAS O PALKOVv'Sl'U 5~21 
--
GENE H BORDEN !)'"..,O :mu AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
GENE H BORDEN !Y...O 29TH AVE NE MPLS MN ~Ill Central 








. ---------·-- --· -----•··--. -
-------· -- ---·--·------
.. . .. 
----------------- -·• 
I I I 
Cl NTRA.l MAttOR APTS PRISHP 




( l P OUNO[J.ISON apartments 930 33RDAV NE 
'1MllMLUIO .. J~ Luhm's Refinishing 781-3662 936 33RDAV NE 
"'11l JON W Wil'ltAM residential 937 33RDAVNE 






~ICHARO A Otll.l residential 910 37THAV NE 
G(RAlO J $UlllVAH £T .AL address does not exist (Central VVholesale Auto) 938 37THAV NE 
Central Avenue 
7th Street to Eighth Street 
Premier Auto 379-8131 701 CENTRAL AV NE 
........... Twin City Office Supply Co 379-2832 718 20 CENTRAL AV NE 
.......... Mintz School SuppliesfToys/Hairslyling 379-7877 722 CENTRAL AV NE 
.......... For rent 379-3350 
--------
8th Street to 3rd Avenue 
----
Dresser-Rand Electric Machine 378-8000 800 CENTRAL AV NE 
-------
open lot 802-958? CENTRAL AV NE 
-·-- --
3rd Avenue to Spring Street 
-------
Auto Truck Service Co 379-2030 958 CENTRAL AV NE 
----
King of Clubs Liquors 
-
957 CENTRAL AV NE 
------·-
3rd Avenue alleyway 
Vegas Lounge 378-1873 965 CENTRAL AV NE 
-
Healy Spring Co 379-2080 990 CENTRAL AVNE 
Spring Street to Summer Street 
open lot (fenced) 
tlQUS( Of JAITtt PR[SI CHURCH address does not exist (could not pinpoint location) 1001 CENTRAL AV NE 
tlOUS( OJ J.AJlti PAUi CHURCH see above 1001H CENTRAL AV NE 
MPlS COM"4UNlTY O(V(l AO[HCY address does not exist (Norcom Bldg) 1014 CENTRAL AV NE 
"4HR A address does not exist (Norcom Bldg) 1022 24 CENTRAL AV NE 
----
'-'CD.A. Norcom Bldg (under construction) 1026 CENTRAL AV NE 
-- --
YCOA address does not exist (Norcom Bldg) 1032 CENTRAL AV NE 
---
--------
Summer Street to Broadway_ Street 
SI.AT[ tf\NY O[PI address docs not exist (road) 1101 CENTRAL AV NE 
----
-- --
Y C Pf!OlOINO LIO l!A8 CO address does not exist (Twin City Paper Co) 1121 CENTRAL AV NE 
------~------ --- ------ --·-- -----
Broadway Street to 12th Avenue 
-- -- --- . --- ----- - . ··-·· -- - - -
---- -
--- ---- ------- -- -- ---------- - -- -- ----
_______ T _____ ----------------- ------ --
- . - ------------
....., lO ANO P.,AACU CO 789-3539 1132 34 CENTRAL AV NE 
----
Union Welding & Machine Co 
12th Avenue to Vanburen Connection/13th Avenue 
Page 11 
Central Avenue Inventory 
EUGENE & PATRICIA. OUNOtRSON 1l051J1NO LANE el.Alf.IE MN 5s.4l-4 
!!EN.JAMIN M lUIIM JR 408 HARRIET CIRCLE SIIOREVIEWMN 55129 
MILTON W11NKJ1AM a557 405TH AVE NW MILACA MN 58353 
SANTIAOO l MA.TlESON IMZ lJRD AVE NE MPlS MN 5S419 drive 
R1CHAAO A OHM 910 lTTH AVE NE MPLS MN 5$421 
SANOYS C IIHMTA l671 C[NTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5S411 
Central 8 
32 (3 TCOS, 3 Car1ndgo 
81h Caro) $$$$$$$$ 
81h see TC Office $$$$$$$$$ 
81h see TC Office $$$$$$$$$ 
81h 12 (6 are visitor garages) 
Cenlral 11 




tlOUSE Of fAlftt PRE SD CHURCH 808 8RO,t.OV,IAY ST NE MPLS MN 5S41l 
HOUSE OF FAITH PRE SB CltURCtt 6C,& BROADWAY ST NE MPLS MN 55413 
'-ICDA 105 5TH AVE SUITE &00 MPLS MN S$40I 
MttRA 105 5Ttt AVE SUITE C.00 MPLS MN 55-401 ,,, 
MCDA 105 STHAVE SUITE 60l MPLS MN 55401 
I.ACOA 105 5111 AVE SUITE 600 MPLS MN 55-401 
STATE HWY OEPf 
T C P HOLDING L 10 LIA9 CO S.5 8ROAOWAY ST NE MPLS MN 55-41] 
UNION MLO AND MACti CO 113-4 CENTRAL AVE NE M'PLS MN 55-4tl fJ 
-
I I I I 
D 
- 4A 
C.P.OVM t\Oll>IUQ!. INC Ctov.on ol tlt.\m,e$o\a, \nc. 16\·<l':>'2':> '\"2,.QQ C.'t.\'\\~"'- "'" l\\:.. 
6HI MAR COMPffl'f Cadillac Plastic 781-6585 Doug Rice 1218 CENTRAL AV NE 
'-IC DA vacant service ataion 1234 CENTRAL AV NE 
·--
Edison Youth Hockey Arena (under conslruction) 1235 CENTRAL AV NE 
·--
13th Avenue to 14th Avenue 
-
r[l[Al OIN[A INC Ideal Diner parking 1306 CENTRAL AV NE 
AiMSOtl!IY[tAl residential 1310 CENTRAL AV NE 
10EAl OIN(R INC Ideal Diner 789-7630 1314 CENTRAL AV NE 
lol ti GACEK I AC O[ORGE residential 1316 CENTRAL AV NE 
MWWSNl(Ml<J[TAI.. residential (set back from Cenlral) 1320 CENTRAL AV NE 
residential 1322 CENTRAL AV NE 
ROO(R A lflPIIU4SON residenlial 1324 CENTRAL AV NE 
YOUNCOLOOO LUMB(R CO Youngblood Lumber Co 789-3521 Tom Youngblood 1335 CENTRAL AV NE 
IHOMAS E YOUN08L000 II unmarked warehouse (Youngblood Lumber) 1345 59 CENTRAL AV NE 
CllHORO LUNDBLAD UM. TASTE address does not exist (billboards) 1354 CENTRAL AV NE 
14th Avenue to 15th Avenue (virtual) 
NPRR address does not exist (rail road) 1401H CENTRAL AV NE 
HENNEPIN 10Rf[ITED LANO address does not exist (City Tree Project) 1401 CENTRAL AV NE 
[AGl(S PAAIN[RSUIP Eagles 781-9531 1404 CENTRAL AV NE 
15th Avenue to 16th Avenue (virtual) 
flURLINOION NORTtt[RH RR address does not exist (rail road) 1500 CENTRAL AV NE 
NP RY' CO address does not exist (rail road) 1503 CENTRAL AV NE 
.V..RON CARLSON CORP Aaron Carlson Co 789-8885 1505 CENTRAL AV NE 
OURLINOION NORllt(RN RR address does not exist (rail road) 1512 CENTRAL AV NE 
111111111111111 Al-Cast Mold & Pallern 781-2012 1513 CENTRAL AV NE 
CENTRAL AVE CO 111111111111111 Whirl-Air-Flow Corp 781-3461 1515 CENTRAL AV NE 
OA8COCK tNVESlM[Nf CO Minneapolis Molds and Engraving, Inc 151719 CENTRAL AV NE • 
16th Avenue to 17th Avenue (virtual) 
MPLS MOLDS I HlGRAVING INC vacant (Minneapolis Molds and Engraving offices) 1617 23 CENTRAL AV NE 
JO SANDER ........... Thorpe Building 1618 CENTRAL AV NE 
JO SANO[R Minneapolis Printing, elc 1620 CENTRAL AV NE 
----
.......... Kaufman Sign Co 788-6828 1622 CENTRAL AV NE 
17th Avenue lo 18th Avenue (virtual) 
SAM MAflCIIIAfAI/A vacant (office) 1701 CENTRAL AV NE 
[lllABE.lttWMINAR Hannay's Marine 781-7411 Ken Hannay 1708 CENTRAL AV NE 
CUSHMAN ti. 0 MINAR JR ET ,\l, Burger King 788-3838 1717 CENTRAL AV NE 
---
18th Avenue to 18 1/2 Avenue 
---------
-
vacant building (residcnlial, commercial) 1800 CENTRAL AV NE 
----- ·- -
MPlS PUBllC ttOUSINO .AUTH @@@@ Senior's Place - 1801 CENTRAL AV NE 
-----
M fl M 8 11 MAllE duplex 1804 06 CENTRAL AV NE 
.. 
-
I ELS INC rcsidcnlial 1810 CENTRAL AV NE 
·---- - --------
wM&Morns Central Car Wash 781-6924 Wayne M Fels 1814 CENTRAL AV NE 
---- -·· ---------- ---··· 
--------------
@@@~ ~~rker.:kyview .. 1815 CENTRAL AV NE 
... 
----·------
-- --· - --------- ----------------- ----- --
------. ·----
----------- --- -- --- -- --- -- ·---··-----· 
Ill[ Cl NHfAl AV[ H [ COUP 11111111/11111 Cenlral Sauna and Oalh .. 1822 26 CENTRAL AV NE 
-··---·---- -
. ----------------- -------·-··· ----------- --------- ·-- ----
11111111111111 Gene's Barber Shop .. 1822 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE 
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vl:I Ill di tWt:I IUt: 11 IVt:I ILUI y 
CROWi ttOLOINCS INC ~CORO CW ROSCVIUE MN 551 IJ Central 20 
C/0 MA.tv.NNACO. IJOI E ITHSf llOC.O 
Central CADILLAC PI.ASJIC & CH[MICAl CLlVELANO OH 41141180 see Crown of MN 
t.lCOA 105 5lH AVE SUITE e(l)MPLS MN 5S401 Central, 13th 18 
10EAL OIN[R INC IJl4 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5S4tl Central 9 (and gravel) at lot 
JIONALDMIEN 1310 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS Mw.6413 
I0EAI. DINER INC l:Jt ◄ CENlRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5$413 Central see Ideal lot above 
MARY GACEK & ROeERJ GEORGE 13111 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN $5.413 
t.41lCHEll & CAAOlE WSNIE'MSKI 1401 BUCHANAN 6T NE MPLS MN 55418 
OAA:Y L & ROOER A SllP~SOH 4G01 ISLAND V\EW OR MOUND MN 55384 
tOUNOBLOOO LUMBER CO 1335 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5S41l 
CIO YOUNGBLOOD LUMDE.R CO. UJS 
THOMAS E YOUNOBLOOD II CENlRAL AVE NE MPLS MN ~ll 
CLIFFORD LUNDBLAD 24JOWCOUNTY ROOST PAUL MNMIIJ 
NORTHERN PACIFIC RR CO 
ttENNEPIN FORFEITED LAND 
3200 MAIN ST N W 1300 COON RAPIDS MN 
14th EAGC.ES PARTNERSHIP ..... 278 
BURLINGTON NORTHERN RR 
A.MON CAAUON CENfRAlANO tSTHAVE NE MPlS MN M-413 
AARON CARLSON CORP 1505CENTRALAVE N [ MPLS MN 56413 Central 75 
1208 CONTINENTAL PLAZA. m MAIN ST FOR 
BURLINGTON RR/ATTN PROP TAX 'MJRTH TX 70102 
Central 49 &&&&&&&& 
CENTRAL AVE CO 151SCENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-413 Central see Al-Cast &&&&7 
5100 OLSON MEMORIAL HWY GOLDEN 
Central &&&&&& ORVILLE£ BABCOCK VALLEY MN 5$422 see Al-Casi 
5100 OLSON MEMORIAL tfNf GOLDEN 
ORV1LLE £ BABCOCK VALLEY MN 55422 
JO SANDER 1020 ~ENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-413 Central 26 
JO SANDER 1620 CENTRAL AVE NE MPlS MN 55"l3 Central 11 ( 5 garages) · 
18th, alley 13 
DAVE MEDIN 1565 Cliff R0l327l EAGAN MN 551n Central 
ttANNEY'S INC 1705 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55"13 
llUROER KING CORP eo, 200 S &Hi ST MS: TAX02 MPLS MN 5$402 Central, 18th 41 
- ·-·-------------·----- ---·· 
18th '·' 8 
- ----·--··-···-----
MrLS PUBLIC HOUSING AUTH 18th, 18 1/2 107 ###t! 111111 /I 
.. 
sxa INOErENOCNCE AVE NEW IIOPE MN 
M!C>WL f MAILE 55425 
CUHRAL CAR WASt~ 1514 CENTAAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55.il!II 
···- -----
C[NTRAL CAR WASH Hll4 CCNH1AL AVE NE MrtS MN 55,418 Central, alley 6 
.•. 
------ -----
181h, 18 1/2 see Senior's Place #tl##t#I 
- ----•-------------- . -----· 
110[ V llOANO & YEN Y K NGUY[ N 1512 CENTRAL AYE NE Mf'I S MN 55418 
-- ------- ----
I I I 
' 
nn11n RirA 1218 CENTRAL AV NE 
------ ------
JUJ"1COILCF A.IAIL Ml•LSMNS5401 __ _ - - ---------
23 (2 handicapped) -- -----
--------
------ -------
~~-- ·-------, ....... n •• \unmat\l..t1:<11loor-Ha'f 
----
~--, --
' ####### Kim's Vietnamese 1189-9~5S \ -\\~, .. C.£.\\"\R"-\. "-'l \\£. \ 
-~-------• -------
18 1/2 Avenue to 19th Avenue 
----· 
OlvtRl Y INV{SIM(NJ PROP INC Central Care Center 781-3118 Mike Sc hultz 1828 34 CENTRAL AV NE 
U&MGESE Holly Perras Income Tax 781-7193 1831 CENTRAL AV NE 
n&MCUE Rhylhmland Rollerskating 789-3870 Karen McNamara 1835 CENTRAL AV NE 
-
FAANKA!Qfl(RMAN The Neon Shop 781-8521 Kelly Jo Draeger 1839 CENTRAL AV NE 
---
8&VPAfEL Asia Imports 788-4571 1840 CENTRAL AV NE 
- ---
E OWN CI JAAEI H WOSETH $$$$$$$ Farmers' Meal 
-
1844 54 CENTRAL AV NE 
$$$$$$$ door 1846 CENTRAL AV NE 
-
$$$$$$$ Patel Grocery 789-8800 1848 CENTRAL AV NE 
$$$$$$$ Sharezad Middle Eastern Grocery 
-
1850 CENTRAL AV NE 
$$$$$$$ Coln Laundromat 1852 CENTRAL AV NE 
- ----
JOIINWSVwtll Jack's Gas Slop (Jack's Apco) 789-3490 1851 CENTRAL AV NE 
19th Avenue to 20th Avenue 
vacant 1900 CENTRAL AV NE 
Clf'I' Of MINNl.APOLIS 2nd Precinct Station ( 1911 posted) 673-5702 lnsp David lndrehus & Sgt Dan Lawler 1901 07 CENTRAL AV NE 
MCOA %%%% address does not exist (open lot) 1908 CENTRAL AV NE 
MCDA %%%% address does not exist (open lot) 1910 CENTRAL AV NE 
MCDA %%%% address does not exist (open lot) 1914 CENTRAL AV NE 
l KJISIS Ir S l<JISIS TASTES Fat Boy Billiards 789-9750 1920 CENTRAL AV NE 
---
AAAAAAAAA door 1926 CENTRAL AV NE 
AAA.AAA.AAA Tobasi's Furniture World 
-
1928 CENTRAL AV NE 
20th Avenue to 22nd Avenue 
--
DE IL JMCflOER Central Lock and Safe 788-9024 2000 CENTRAL AV NE 
l l CASPARH( [T AL TRUSIHS (((((((({(({( Mr. Movies 788-0003 2001 CENTRAL AV NE 
-((((({((((((( Rise, Inc 781-3114 Tony Ganlenbein 2003 CENTRAL AV NE 
GEORGE J t<ENNEV' duplex 2008 10 CENTRAL AV NE 
l l GASPARRE ET AL TRUSTEES address does not exist (New Boston Square) 2011H CENTRAL AV NE 
l l GA.SPARR( [I Al TRUSTEES address does not exist (New Boston Square) 2011H CENTRAL AV NE 
((( {(( ((( {(( Friendship Center 
-
2013 CENTRAL AV NE 
V\QOOROW S SCttllllNO Lindgren Sales Associates, Inc (vacant) 2014 CENTRAL AV NE 
(( ((( ((( ((( New Boston Square 781-2607 2015 CENTRAL AV NE 
----
AlfREOAJ JOtlNSON apartments 2016 CENTRAL AV NE 
((((( I( {{((( I vacant office (New Boston Square) 2017 CENTRAL AV NE 
mmcmm H & R Block 789-4397 2019 CENTRAL AV NE 
---·-·---
--
>/Y&l SCALISE Mafalda's 782-9112 David Plack 2026 CENTRAL AV NE 
21st Avenue to 22nd Avenue (virtual) 
I{( (( I{( I{( ( NMBD-Nalional Minority Business Directory 781-6819 2105 CENTRAL AV NE 
((( ((( ((( {({ I Edison Youth Hockey Center 789-0580 2107 CENTRAL AV NE 
{({ {({ ((( ((( Law Office-Derek Amerman 789-8805 2109 CENTRAL AV NE 
--- --
l l GA.SPAHR( Ef AL TRUSTEES ((( {{{ { {({ ({( Hearing Society of Minnesota 788-8580 2111H CENTRAL AV NE 
(((((((((({(( First Impression Hairstyling 781-2623 2113 CENTRAL AV NE 
--- -- ·- ·--------
22nd Avenue to 23rd Avenue 
···------·--
----- r·--------•-•----- - . - ------• . --·- ··--·- ,. -- ---·-··· ---·-- - --- - . ------ ---
Ui'l !, tllUl/\10 11011..R() Minneapolis Public Loll, my 789-1000 Connie tt,11 2200 CENTRAL AV NE 
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l.t:1111 al 1-Wt!IIUI! II IVt:IIIUI y 
CIOttOPt'JNSHEAl.THCAAE CTR, 7252ND 
18 1/2 LONO IERM CAAE fOUHOAflON AVE S ttOPKJNS M,,, SSJ4l 26 
OONAlDJOCSE 4S2S WASHINGTON ST NE MPLI MN 55421 181/2 16 
OONM.DJOUE 4525 WASHINGTON ST NE MPLS MN 56421 alley see Income Tax 
JRANKAtUTIERMAH &4CO CENTRAL AVE N E FRIDLEY MN &5432 Central 3 
Bltttr.tW..AlWPAJ(L 521! JERSEY AVE N CRYSTAL MN 55421 alley 4 
lULFE ENTERPRISES INC 2790 tlrH lER NEW BRIOltTON MN 55112 alley 14 (((((((((((( 
alley see Farmer's Meat (((((((((( 
alley see Farmer's Meat ((((((((( 
alley see Farmer's Meat (((((((((((((( 
20th see Farmer's Meat (((((((((((( 
JOltN WS'M.Ll 981 381tl LA ANOKA MN ":m Central, 20th 5 
PUBLIC \\ORKSIREAI. ESTATE 3012ND AVE I 
ClfY Of MINNEAPOLIS MPUMN5$40I Cenltal, 20th, 22nd 68 I hour (5 handicapped) 
MCDA 105 5TH AVE I NOO MPU MN 55401 
MCOA 105 5TH AVE I fOCXI MPlS MN 55401 
MCDA IDS 5TH AVE I ME MPlS MN "401 
C/0 VIP PROPERTIES 11XIO MINNETONKA 
IUTSIS PROPERTIES MILLS AD MINNElONKA MN 55305 
DARRYL E MET ZG[R 200) CENTRAL AVE NE MPLI MN 5$411 7 
1ST BANK IT PAUL. 332 MINNESOTA IT ST 
20th, 22nd 
44 (4 Mr. Movies, 2 
ATTN USA COOK PAUL MN 55101 handicapped) ++++++++ 
20th, 22nd see Mr Movies +++++++++ 
GEORGE J KENNEY 1768 CHATHAM AVE. ARDEN HILLI MN 55112 
t ST BANK ST PAUL. 332 MINNESOTA ST ST 
A.11NLISACOOK PAUL MN 55101 20th, 22nd see Mr Movies +++++++++ 
1 ST BANK IT PAUL. 332 MINNESOTA IT IT 
A.TtN USA COOK PAUL MN 55101 20th, 22nd see Mr Movies +++++++++ 
20th, 22nd see Mr Movies +++++++++ 
WALLACE I LINDGREN 1452WN0£MERE ORNE FRIDLEY MN $5421 
20th, 22nd see Mr Movies +++++++++ 
MARGARET KRUECER 751 COUNTY RD I W SHOREVIEW MN 55121 
20th, 22nd see Mr Movies +++++++++ 
20th, 22nd see Mr Movies +++++++++ 
Central, 22nd - 7 MAFAI.DA'S INC 4322 EMERSON AVE N MPLS MN ss-421 
20th, 22nd see Mr Movies +++++++++ 
20th, 22nd see Mr Movies +++++++++ 
·------- 20th, 22nd see Mr Movies +++++++++ 
·--
1ST DANK ST PAUL, 312 MINNESOTA ST ST 
20th, 22nd .\JTNllSACOOK PAUL MN 55101 see Mr Movies +++++++++ 
---------·· 
20th, 22nd seo Mr Movies +++++++++ 
----- ----------------- J-~--l /-----/ --------··---- - - - ··•·--·----------·---·- -MPlS &UtAARr 80ARCJ J(.-JfllCOllCf MAI& MPLS MN5540r I /23 (2 handicapped) 
r-:~--__ -_-_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_--\\•~•~•=:-•:.:•:.:•:.:•:_,.\u.::":.:.m:.:.a:.:•-:'~"-:': __ -1-':_:-<1_0_0.-..._-_•-::?----
u1n;;;;y --------
.fSOf OIIPONt AVC S MPLS 41N $S.f09 
Sea Atlas 
'"'-""""'•"ta•\..'f "-,u .. ,..,'!o•w- ' ... ······ ..... ,:'\"Q~ti.etilt.,\. ....,,,.,"\Qn C.Q~,~• "\:1b,--..,~1i:. .............. _,_.,...,. __ ..._ __ ,_ .. 
---
............... Marino's Res\auranl 111\-1)<;)1)'2 ,,,ll~ . ci"~-~~ ;..;_; \\i 
' 
-----
lflCUAHD l llR,1.MA &&&&&& KC Trader, Inc Arts & Supplies 
-
220911 CENTRAL AV NE 
---- &&&&&& Kwik Cash 788-9211 2211 CENTRAL AV NE 
. --·--- ··-------- ----· 
l'ftlllP t JOIINSON UAl >>>>>>> Manny's Barber Shop 781-3222 2213 15 CENTRAL AV NE 
-----
·•· . 
>>>>>>> Jackson Hewilt Tax Services 788-7680 2213 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE 
J R I C I HIGGINS Higgins/Theilmann Insurance 789-7231 James F Higgins 2214 18 CENTRAL AV NE 
----
>>>>>>> Joette Design Tailoring 782-3846 2215 CENTRAL AV NE 
PT JOHNSON ETAL 
-------
Christian Science Reading Room 789-8025 221719 CENTRAL AV NE 
-------
Chinn Fua Restaurant 781-5931 2219 CENTRAL AV NE 
JAM( S f HIGGINS ........... A Second Look Womens' Consignment/ 3 Rs 2220 26 CENTRAL AV NE 
\\\\\\\\\\111\\ Rushlord Bingo Hall 781-0625 2221 CENTRAL AV NE 
........... door 2222 CENTRAL AV NE 
·-------
11\\\\\\\\II\\I Rushlord Square 
-
2223 CENTRAL AV NE 
. 
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ Central Meat and Grocery 
-
2223 CENTRAL AV NE 
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ Cost Cutters 
-
2223 CENTRAL AV NE 
........... Northeast Family Counseling Center 788-0640 2224 CENTRAL AV NE 
........... Northwest Dental Center 788-3133 Dr. Bruce Hagelthorn 2226 CENTRAL AV NE 
23rd Avenue to 24th Avenue 
ROBERT J BEUO(N ((((((((((((( William R. Lindman, Attorneys at Law 789-1778 Bill & JoAnn Lindman 2300 06 CENTRAL AV NE 
lA\MIENC( E OSBORNE ETH. 0.E. Larson-Osbourne Mortuary 789-3571 Larry Osborne & Timm Schnabel 2301 CENTRAL AV NE 
((((((((((((( Northeaster and North News 786-9003 Margo & Kerry A!hmore 2304 CENTRAL AV NE 
(((((((((((( unmarked door 
((((((((((( Fastronic Service 789-0985/8867 2306 CENTRAL AV NE 
MISt((lL KNUTSON PTNRSltP 
---
George A Knutson, CPA 788-1624 George Knutson 2308 10 CENTRAL AV NE 
---
Northeast Economic Development Council 789-4352 2308 CENTRAL AV NE 
---
Dr. C.A. Wilken, Dentist 788-1625 2308 CENTRAL AV NE 




Jilly Print 788-1352 2310 CENTRAL AV NE 
--
tfOR'M:51 BANK MN NA )) ))) ) ))) ) ))) address does no exist (Norwest Bank) 2311 CENTRAL AV NE 
OK SYAi. I It SYAL Blue Star Marketing 788-5000/7476 2312 CENTRAL AV NE 
MARQU(lll BANK MPU NA ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ address does not exist (First Bank) 2316 CENTRAL AV NE 
MAAQU(tfl BANKMPU NA +++++++ address does not exist (First Bank) 2320 CENTRAL AV NE 
MARQUE I IE BANK MPlS NA +++++♦+ address does not exist (First Bank) 2322 CENTRAL AV NE 
MARQUU 1l DANK MPU NA ++t+++ ♦ address does not exist (First Bank) 2324 26 CENTRAL AV NE 
MARQUE I IE DA.NKMPlSNA +++++++ address does not exist (First Bank) 2326 CENTRAL AV NE 
CE NIAAI. KW N.-.JL BANI\ MPLS )))))))))) Norwest Bank 781-5581 Ed Janssen 2329 CENTRAL AV NE 
lA fVIAN ttOtJSE INC 
............. Pinnade Signs and Graphics, Inc 781-3644 2337 39 CENTRAL AV NE 
' 
MA.AQUlfl[ DANK MPLS NA ++++♦+ ♦ First Bank 782-4109 Jerry Moynagh 2338 CENTRAL AV NE 
----
.......... Labor Ready 788-8974 2339 CENTRAL AV NE 
--·-- ·---- ···--- --
. 
- . -·- --· --
---
24th Avenue to Lowry ____ 
•·•··· .. 
·-•· ·- -- . - --- ·-·--·- .. ------·. .... ····--------- ------------------------- ·-
Alias Travel 781-9532 Addie Perl 2400 CENTRAL AV NE 
---
. 
-------- --·-· -··-·- •· ···----------· -· 
AOllllC ............... American General Finance 782-9223 2400 CENTRAL AV NE 
---- -- --
!.1t1Rl ( 'f J SWANSON 171?1?? American Quality Jewelers 786-2416 2401 05 CENTRAL AV NE 
Page 17 
AAYMOND l ll(XRUO 
RICHA.RO l IIRAMA 
JAMURHIOOINS 
JAMES R & CLARA I HIGGINS 
JAMES R HIGGINS 
JAMES f H1001NS 
ROIIUU J HUOEN ATTY 
0 E LARSON MORTUARY 
,.uslf.ELL 11.NUTSON PAATNERSHiP 
NOR'M:Sf PAOP[AflU INC 
tiOR'nf.ST PROP(RflES INC 
DEV'£NO[ .. K IYAL. 
FIRST BANK IYUtM 
ru~ST BANK SYST[M 
FIRST BANK sYSTEM 
flRSf BANK IYSlCM 
FIRST BANK SYSl[M 
NOR'M:St PROPERTIES INC 
lAfV\AN t101JSE INC 
flRSf BANK $¥SIEM 
ADlll l C 
OOUot.A.S V SWANSON 
t;entral Avenue Inventory 
Ult l61ttAVE NE MPLI MN55-111 
111:XJWCO ROD II NEW BRIGHTON MN 55112 
2214 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN ~11 
216.l LAKE BROOK OR NEW BRIGftTON MN 
55112 
2214 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 564UI 
2214 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN SS4IB 
2300CENTRALAVE NE MPLS MN 5$411 
2301 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN !164111 
1310 CENTRAL.AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
--~--- ---~-
NOft'M::Sl C[NU:R, 1TH & MARQUETTE AVE 
MPUMN5s.17t 
NOR\fw1:Sf CENfER, efH & MARQUETTE AVE 
MPLS MH55-47t 
2112 CENfRAL Avt NE MPlS MN 55-411 
·, PROPERTIES UAHAGEMENf, 801 2NDAV1: S 
MPLS MN 55-402 
PROPERTIES MANAOEMENT,8012NDAV£ S 
MPLS MN 5$402 
PROPERTIES MANAGEMENT, !101 2ND AV£ S 
MPLS MN Ss.102 
PROPERJIES MANAGEMENT, 13012ND AVES 
MPLS MN 5$402 
PROPERTIES MANACEMENT, 601 2NDAVE S 
MPLS MN 55402 
.. 
NORVv{ST CENTER, 8TH & MARQUETTE AVE 
MPLS MN SS-479 
2337 CENTRAL A\/NE MPLS MN SS-411 




2t)6l0 llN"°OO RD cx.cns,oR MN''"' 
.. 14501 DIJPONT AV£ S MPLS MN 5S409 I 
23rd 61(3 handicapped) 
23rd see NE Vision 
23rd see NE Vision 
23rd see NE Vision 
23rd 
23rd see NE Vision 
23rd 
23rd see NE Vision 
23rd see NE Vision 
alley 
24th 24 (2 handicapped) 
24th see 3 Rs 
24th see Rushford Bingo 
24th see Rushford Bingo 
24th see Rushford Bingo 




alley See Attorneys 
alley See Attorneys 
alley 
alley see CPA 
alley see CPA 
alley see Cf>A 
~ 
Cenlral, Polk, LO""f 118 (2 handicapped) 
Central, Lowry. Jackson 
















13 ( {{( {{( {{( {(( (( 
yes 
{{ {(( {{ {(( {(( (( 












7 I I I 
I I I I 
--· ---
ror,u~~AIN.HJA,l(R -------- ··- ~------ 26yes 
.___....;..:..;;,;=.:::...-------.l!::.'":.'.;''•~"~"~•Al~IA~V'.!::"!.·~.,,~·•·::· .,~,,~·~,.~,,~=-=-i,,~-ll~e~!=--=-~-~~=-=-=-==L======-=--~z==-=·~-t-=-=-·-· -- ... )/. ________ _ 
,~~~R\l.'f a •v-."'""'°"' \°1°1'1'1')"1') \'Su~e.1\o'I" "56'1"'\\0I "£,,Q'l"',l-~'1!11, --~,b~1Q"\~ ·, 
-- -
...... -____ , ____ 
. 
!.tllRl \ 'I J 1'1'11ANSOH nnrn Icebox Pic:\ure Framing \'HO\ \12) '11111-,1110 
' 
"2 .. 1:1, 1:1~ C~\\"lR""'- ,._,_;-"i 
' 141Ct<ll O MAAGOS ======= Central Foods 788-0306 2402 06 CEN'TRAL AV NE 
======= door 2403 CENTRAL AVE NE 
---
======= unmarked door 2404 CENTRAL AV NE 
---
777777? Dominoes 789-0030 2405 CENTRAL AV NE 
unmarked office 2405 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE 
8ARBARAAMAfH(AHU.0 Phoenix Graphics 
-
2407 07 CENTRAL AV NE 
J J KlAJINQ IRCH I llOO CORP 1111111111111111 National Association of Letter Carriers 781-9858 2408 10 CENTRAL AV NE 
1111111111111111 door 2408 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE 
CtiAISAfO BOOSALIS , .............. Central Avenue Paging 782-5933 2409 09 CENTRAL AV NE 
,., .... , ... , ... Sirius Books 
-
2409 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE 
CltRl$,t,f0 IOQS,t,llS ............... Salon 2411 CENTRAL AV NE 
........... ,,, Buttons 4 U 781-0063 2411 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE 
JAANM. 0 SCHUfTA door 2412 1/2, 14 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE 
JAMES C t.0 PESIO IIIIIIIII/IIII Redeeming Love 
-
2413 CENTRAL AV NE 
IIIIIIIIIIIIII SLP Diversified Services 788-0804 2413 CENTRAL AV NE 
------- ·•· --·- ----
llllllllllllll Red Doi Express 
-
2414 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE 
-- --
.. 
1111111111111111 unmarked door 2414? CENTRAL AV NE 
1111111111111111 Schutta, Nelson and Zembal CPAs 781-9571 Frank Schulla 2414 CENTRAL AV NE 
----
JUDITH L tiOGCATI Hogetti's Piua 789-2971 Judith McCormick 2416 CENTRAL AV NE 
'-' 'C VAN GUil DEA Photos by Beth 781-0029 Beth Marsolais 2418 CENTRAL AV NE 
---
III/IIIIIIIIII B-Sharp Music 781-6838 2417 CENTRAL AV NE 
SINlt TAAA' mu L£ CAO 111111111111111 Vien Tham My Bich Ngoc 2419 CENTRAL AV NE 
SINH fAAN & UtU LE CAO 111111111111111 Tlem Vang Phoc Loe Tho 2419 CENTRAL AV NE 
BEVlRL YA KAOOEA Tom's Barber Shop 789-8134 2421 23 CENTRAL AV NE 
l Lll!IA Pl ACU"fSHYN £ tAI. Ukranlan Gilt Shop 788-2545 2422 24 CENTRAL AV NE 
I.RCA.NA LODGE NO 111 @@@@ STS Temporary Services 782-3808 2428 CENTRAL AV NE 
@@@@ Lowry Central Bowlers and Trophy Supplies 781-3436 2430 CENTRAL AV NE 
--- Lowry Avenue to 26th Avenue 
IHOMAS E SULLIVAN Discount 70 781-1502 Dani Jo Vavere 2500 CENTRAL AV NE 
LORRAYNE WW£1S$ lllllllllllllll Subway 789-4989 Larry & Linda McDonald 2501 03 CENTRAL AV NE 
lllllllllllllll Northeast Office Plus 789-4989 Bonnie Stanley 2503 CENTRAL AV NE 
JWN CITY MARINE & HAAD'NAAE ((( (( ((( ((( (( Twin City Marine & Hardware 781-7427 2504 CENTRAL AV NE 
ttEAMANO 'A{.ISS EtAL &&&&&& Queen of Cups 
-
2505 07 CENTRAL AV NE 
IWN ClfY MARINE & ltAADWARE (((((((((((( True Value Hardware 781-7427 2506 CENTRAL AV NE 
&&&&&& door 2507 CENTRAL AV NE 
--··-•··· 
&&&&&& best gyro 
-
--··-·••·•• -·· .. ----------------·-
GUROON C N( DH UNO Certified TV & Video 789-3537 2509 CENTRAL AV NE 
----I' J IR[l.Al40 ............... Tax Services Ins Retirement Planning (Hermann Agency) 
-
2512 CENTRAL AV NE 
---
M1LION l JOIINSON ETAL Holyland Bakery & Grocery Deli 781-2627 WajdiWadi 2513 CENTRAL AV NE 
............... Unilogica 788-2999 2514 CENTRAL AV NE 
-·--· 
G[AAlO J f~LKUSl(J l WJE HIHtollflllltHHHI Holland Neighborhood Improvement Association 781-2299 2516 18 CENTRAL AV NE 
·--- - . -- ------ ----- --·-------------
..................... Rekuski Paint 709-4339 2518 CENTRAL AV NE 
--·-- -·-•··---. ---- -------·- --·· - .. ...... ----------··· ··-----··----· -- ---------- ···------------------------·-··--
IUUMA~ ( ~IJlllVAN IUI.AAAAAAA The Hamburger Joint 781-6657 Mike & Tom Sullivan 2519 CENTRAL AV NE 
·---·-···---- ----------
,, tlUSSA1ti i\ R JMHA %%%% door 2520 22 CENTRAL AV NE 
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Central Avenue Inventory 
UOVOlAS V l.,...,,,SON 4~1 OUPOfff AV[ S MPLS MN S5-t08 
DOVOLAI V IW,,..NSON 4501 OUPONJ AVE. I MPlS MN 56409 
"!OH urA..-...o 2402 CENTRAL AV[ NE MPLS MN SS411 6 
alley 
~IARAA~Jtl[FUtEAO 2407 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5$4111 alley 2 
JJKlAflNOIIRCHI BLOOCORP 2'0e CENTRAL AV[ NE MPLS MN 55-411 15 (5 reserved) 
JAMU P BOOSALIS I CHRISAIO JCDl CLEVELAND sr NE MPLS MN ~ti alley ◄ 
see Central Paging 
JAM[I P & CHRIW'O 800SALIS XXXl CLEVELAND ST NE MPLS MN SS-41I alley see Central Paging 
see Central Paging 
'RANK D SCHUnA mt LINDEN OR NEW !IRIGHTON MN 5'112 
JAMES C LOPUIO uoa MERILANE Al/£. EDINA MN MOS alley 10 >>>>>>>>> 
alley see Redeeming Love >>>>>>> 
·~· - ··-· 
----
alley see Redeeming Love >>>>>>>>>>>>> 
10 
JUDITH l MCCORMICK 24111CENTRAlAYH E MPLS MN $5-411 alley 7 
MICHAEL P VAN GUILDER GGOII IIST AVE N BROOKlYN PARK MN 55-HS alley see Hogetti's 
2 
SINH TRAN & ntlJlE CAO 24tlCENTRAl.AVE NE MPLS MN M-411 alley 3%%%%% 
SINH TRAN I TltULE CAO 2419 CENJRAL AVE.NE MPLS MN 55-411 alley see Vien Tham %%%%%% 
nu TIIORNOALE AVE NEW BRIGltrON MN 
IUOMAS & CotUCN OLSEN SS112 
LUBA PERCttYSltYN 2422 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 alley 5 
AACNlA. LODGE 187 AF ANO AM 920 LO'MiYAVE NE MPLS MN 55411 alley 11 (4 STS, 3 Clean;ng) 
Lowry see STS yes 
THOMAS E SULLIVAN 2'SHI CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411!1 
1503 MISSISSIPPI ST tNINEWBRlOHTON MN 
LARRY I FILINDA MACOONAlO 55112 33 yes 
see Subway yes 
TWN CITY MARINE I HARDWARE 2500 CENTRAl AVE NE MPLS MN 55418 
--
150:J MISSISSIPPI ST NX NEW BRIGHTON MN 
LAARY I flllNOA MACDONALD $5112 alley, Lowry see Subway yes 
,WN ClfY MARINE I MAROVVARE 2506CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN55418 yes 
~ 
GOROOPi C NUElUNO 6-417 RIVERVIEW TERR FRIDLEY MN 55432 alley, Lowry 13 yes 
ROBERT ti; ttERRMANH 0011 WALNUT OR EDINA MN 5.S436 alley 12 
MAYSAINC 2513CENTRAl AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 alley, Lowry, Central 16 




alley see Holland J%%%%%% I 
--------
-------J-------------1yes _-/-------/--- --I IHOMAS £ $Ult/VAN 2Sl9C(N1RALAVENEMPLSMNS$c4I! -) 
jNIIUSSAm• HJAlfCR . "),,i1•,1u1;At1AvI:sM1'tSMN5~n alley 
CIO WAGNER CORPORAi/ON 
------·- ---- ------ ---
35 
\ 
%0/oO/o'¼ 2522 CEtnR"-l /\\J NE Devon Grocery 
--1-----'----------·-----------+----------+----------------+-------------t 
$$$$$$$ Central Giant Wash - 2524 26 CENTRAL AV NE 
---1-----------------------t---------+-------,---------l-'-==:..::...'---------l 
. --- ---- ---------'---·-
$$$$$$$ Intergroup NE Cenlral 
-
2526 CENTRAL AV NE 
UL (RICKSOU UAL Light Industrial Temporary Services of America 2527 CENTRAL AV NE 
--------- --
L OVl llN(S INC address does not exist (Lovelino, etc lot) 2529 CENTRAL AV NE 
-------
Hennepin County Economic Assistance 
C(NfRAL COURJ 'ME ST ASSOC 
-------
Central Court West 2534 CENTRAL AV NE 
I OV[ LIN£$ INC <<<<<<< Loveline, Inc Ministry & Crisis Center 379-1199 2535 CENTRAL AV NE 
<<<<<<< Project for Pride In Living 
<««« Vern & Sandy's/Forsythe Tax Service 761-4647 
utOMAS A( $HA address does not exist ( Central Avenue Liquors lot) 2536 CENTRAL AV NE 
IUOMAS RUt1A Central Avenue Liquors 761-3424 Tom Resha 2536 42 CENTRAL AV NE 
l(QB(RJ UGAl IRUSIEE address does not exist (Taystce, Lovelines lot) 2539 CENTRAL AV NE 
ROBE RI SCGAL TRUSTEE address does not exist (Taystee, Lovelines lot) 2543 CENTRAL AV NE 
l(QB{Rf S FORSGREN ssssssss door 2544 46 CENTRAL AV NE 
ssssssss Central Chiropractic 761-1725 Dr. Scoll Forsgren 2546 CENTRAL AV NE 
TtiOMAS ( SUlllV...,.,, ggggggg Mike's Signs 782-6911 2548 52 CENTRAL AV NE 
ggggggg door 2550 CENTRAL AV NE 
IWBUH S[OAl TRUSTEE lltlltlltlltltl Champion Auto Stores 768-1553 2551 CENTRAL AV NE 
761-0546 2551 CENTRAL AV NE lllltllltllllll Taystee Bakery Outlet 
-·----·-------1-----11--'-------'-----·-·-----------·-·------1---------11----------------•l-------------1 
ggggggg Pizza Hui 766-9155 2552 CENTRAL AV NE 
Dollar Deals Plus 
--·- --------1----.L.----------------------~---------1---------------.ic:..:...;..:._c:..::... ________ , 
26th Avenue to 27th Avenue 
--------------1----------1----------------<f--------------f -- ----------
761-6911 2555 CENTRAL AV NE 
Our Family Grocery & Dollar Store 
--- ----1----1-----'-----'-----------------<----------l----------------11--------------1 789-2670 2600 CENTRAL AV NE 
cu.a.MP10N Auto sToRes Crown Auto & Service 
------- ·-·--
786-1744 2601 CENTRAL AV NE 
--------------l--------+--------------11-----------1 
Clean-n-Press 789-0717 Dave Barthel 2606 CENTRAL AV NE 
_______________ _,._ ___ __, ___________ ------ - ---------·--------·----•---------
6lllRAMI flEAl TH C(HTER INC Central Avenue Clinic 781-6616 Tom Legeros & Deanna Mills 2610 CENTRAL AV NE ' 
C(NTRAL MANOR ,.,.ts PRTSHP Central Plaza Apartments 
-
2611 CENTRAL AV NE 
11 K PIIOl'[Rll[S 
-
2616 16 CENTRAL AV NE residential 
----·------------------·- 1----------+-----------------1------------4 
residential 2616 CENTRAL AV NE 
tWAtt M H[RSll[Y (JAL residential 2619 CENTRAL AV NE 
'RANK A SPART l kkkkkkkk Film & Video Services 769-8622 2620 22 CENTRAL AV NE 
----------!·---
,' _ "-'-"-"'_••-••_r_z ______ ,k._k_k_k_kk_k_k Smith Diving 769-3463 2620 22 CENTRAL AV NE 
761-6131 1" __ ,_v,_r_,o_N_AA_M_, ____ -+----1-S_a_lv_a_t_io_n_A_r_m..;yc..C_e_nt_r_al --------------t---------+c 2623 CENTRAL AV NE 
Salvation Army Central 
------------->-----•-----~-----------------1---------1-fllE SA,lVAJIONAAMY 789-2656 2625 CENTRAL AV NE 
1'"--'-"_u•_u_,_••_c,_ .. _,_._, ____ ~---- v_a_ca_n_t_o_r_C_e_n_tr_al_A_v_e_A_ut_o_B_o._d..;y'----------·--f---------~- 2626 CENTRAL AV NE 
RA ClUPlA IO S CZUPlA Central Avenue Auto Body 761-2711 Ray & Donna Czupta 2626 CENTRAL AV NE 
liA B STACI'. & BA STACK 
-
2632 34 CENTRAL AV NE A_d_e_ln_1_a_n_n_A_u_to_B_o_d:..y ___ ·-----·-·---------l---------11-----------------~__:-~-=-.;._;___::..:..;.:....:.=---I 
ARTtlUR A UlRICII Ulrich Motor Co 781-9379 2636 CENTRAL AV NE Doug Beers 
-------·-·----<----1------·--------------------~----------1---=----------------1-------------1 
,mRlll'M. Sl[RN B(tl TU[l'IIONE U.S. West 2639 CENTRAL AV NE 
--·--- ----------- ·---- ------------ --- -·- --------------------· --------- ------------- -----------------------,-------------1 
AFHtlUf~ A u1mc11 
___ address does not. exist (U~r~ch Motors) . ____ _ 
----···------·- .. ----··-·•··•-- -· ·-•·--·------·1-------------1 2642 CENTRAL AV NE 
, I 141111\.1 l'.',~,IICIAlrS Walgrccns 789-6205 2643 CENTRAL AV NE 
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1...t:1111 di IWt:IIUt: IIIVt:IIIUI y 
see Hamburger Joint yes 
3 
fttOMAS I SULLIVAN 2511 CENTRAi. AVE NE MPLS M" 55411 Central, alley 15 &&&&&&&&&&&&77 
Central, alley &&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
UIOMAS E IOLLIVAH 2511 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLI MN 55411 11 
lOVELINESIHC 2535 CENTRAL AVE NE MPlS MN "411 
Central, alley 39 (3 handicapped) &&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
CENJAA&. COURT MST ASSOC 2511 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN S6411 Central, alley see HeMepin Co Assisi. '&"&'&'&'&'& 
tovt LINES INC 2535CENTRALAVE NE MPLI MN 5S4l1 14 
see Loveline 
see Loveline 
rnoMAS RE SHA 2530 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
JHOMAS R(SHA 2530 CENTRAi, AVE N E MPlS MN 55411 Central, alley 2s ···········•····•··a 
9JSJ JEHERSON tfNt MAPLE GROVE MN 
OOH lAAL HOLDINGS mo, 
ffll JEFFERSON HHf MAPLE GROVE MN 
OOH lAAL HOLDINOS m .. 
ROBERT scan FORSGREN JS41 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
ftfOMAS E SULLIVAN 2519 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
1353 JEFFERSON HW1 MAPLE GROVE MN 
DON EARL ttOlOtNOS ..,.. 50 
see Champion 
26th 25 l!lfll!llll!!llllllll!I 
Ol5J JEFFERSON HW1 MAPLE GROVE MN Central, 26th CHAMPION AUJO S fORES INC 05309 21 
alley 16 l!11!11!11!!1!!!!111! 
tlEAL TH SERVICE, JJOO FREMONT AVE N Central 23 (1 handicapped) FREMONT COM MUNI fY MPLS MN 55412 
2'911 CENTRAL MANOR APT PRTSP ll S 10TH AVE 1120 HOPKINS MN 155343 21 (1 reserved) 
H K PROPERTIES PO BOX 21525 MPLS MN 5$421 
OEVERLY L HERSHEY 2619 CENTRAL NE 
NOAH MACK ttERSIIEY MPLS MN 5$411 
MR & MRS TERRY LOVMSEN 2G22 CENJRAL AVE NE MPLS MN "411 alley 11 
liilR & MRS TERRY LOVMSEN 2622 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5$418 alley see FUm & Video 
JHE SALVATION A.AMY' 2625 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 17 (2 handicapped) 
lltE SM.VATION ARMY 2025 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 155411 see Salv1lion Asrrr, above no 
~owco 2636 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
ff.AYMOND R & DONNA S CZUPTA 2621 CENJRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5.5411 alley 2 (fenced) 
1890 VwEDGEV\oQOD CIR ARDEN HILLS MN 
alley MARK I BARB SlACK SSIU 8 
,VHtWR A ULRICH 26JG CENTRAL NE MPLS MN 55411 Cenltal. 271h, alley cannot be determined 
JAX DCPT ATTN KLAUS COX 8300 S 
SYRACUSE WAY SJE 700 ENGLEV-.000 CO 
alley US \\{ST INC IKJIII 13 (fenced) 
ARflfURAULR/CJt 20.l6 CENTRAL NE MPLS MN 55411 I 




JfJ.l'S CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN554llt 
.)t:tt vve1mng t:.q 1\1\I\I\I\I\I\I\I\ 
./£ANNE F l.ACII 
30;."9CENrRAL AVE NE MP(S MN~!Uta 
.,._.,. ···- .. 
-..... ~~----- --.,- ....... -...... ,__. ......__ 
address docs no\ exis\ \-'-\l_lr_i_c_h_'M_0_10_1_s)-'---------'1---------'-1------------------1=c:..::.-=--=-=..:..:...:.. ,-.i.e.~o C.c.HH\1'\. 1''J \\c. 
' 27\h Avenue to 28th Avenue 
- - .... •-·-------- ---- -----·----------t----------1----------------11------
t..lNfRAl TRUST Central Animal Hospital 781-6941 2700 CENTRAL AV NE 
o,uM"" """' '""'"" c>W>H Billman-Hunt Funeral _C_h_a.c.p_e_l_ -------------f-78_9_-_3_5_3_5 _____ +J_a_c_k&_R_ic_h_a_r_d_H_u_n_t ________ -+-----'---2701 CENTRAL AV NE 
ooNAlD E LAN'SOt• apartments 
------------- ----· ------ ---·----·· ------------~----------•----------------
2717 19 CENTRAL AV NE 
DONN M ,.us1£A Millam-Magnuson VFW 789-1444 Red Asplund 2727 CENTRAL AV NE 
JOSEPH H MURRAY EfAL residential 2733 CENTRAL AV NE 
R lttllfSON duplex 2739 CENTRAL AV NE 
duplex 2743 CENTRAL AV NE 
UAN1(l K LESH vacant (commercial? white stucco) 2747 CENTRAL AV NE 
MIHE RU-HAL SAlES l S£RVICE White Rental Center, Sales & Service (burned down) 2751 CENTRAL AV NE 
St. Anthony Cemetary 2800 CENTRAL AV NE 
28th Avenue to 29th Avenue 
-----· --------1-----,,------------------------+---------1----------------1-----
Muesch Motor Company 2801 CENTRAL AV NE 
Anderson Automotive 788-8686 2803 CENTRAL AV NE 
CARL A AlilQUIS l El Al address does not exist (Central Parlor Frame) 2817 CENTRAL AV NE 
Central Parlor Frame 789-9212 2823 CENTRAL AV NE 
CAAL A AHLQUIST El Al address does not exist (Central Parlor Frame) 2827 CENTRAL AV NE 
HAAOlOMeAfllO residential 2831 CENTRAL AV NE 
GlMSMITH 111111111111111 vacant 2833 35 CENTRAL AV NE 
10 __ ,_M_s_M_"_" ______ _,111111111111111 American Handyman 788-2881 2835 CENTRAL AV NE 
~lllAM J 8-'Rt ET AL residential 
·-----------11----1-------------------------1---------·1-----------------1-----2837 39 CENTRAL AV NE 
J & B Music 
·--·--------'---1-----------------------+---------l-----------------1=-=--==.:.. 2839 CENTRAL AV NE 
~, R M1NrnKo residential 
-------------...J----1------------------------l----------1----------------1-----2841 CENTRAL AV NE 
~~~ ~ ,_1<1M __ ••-'-"----1---- The Volkswagen Clinic 
----·-----------·----------,-----------------+-----2847 CENTRAL AV NE 
'""'''• E ,u,uvm Delores Whirlpool & Massage 
----------t-=2-=g1""h-A-c--ve.._n_u_e---,-to-=3-=o""th-=A-v_e_n_u_e-"------------+--·------1--------------l-----------t 
-----------~----·r-----------------------11---------~~----------------1-------------1 
781-2209 2849 51 CENTRAL AV NE 
MPlS SJ PANOS STE J,I RYCO address does not exist (rail yard) 2900 CENTRAL AV NE 
GEORGE R INOERGMRO ET Al Lowry Repair Center, Inc 781-2619 2907 CENTRAL AV NE 
GARY J lONO New Boston Pub 2913 CENTRAL AV NE 
l M SMlltt & I CtlAMLOt~GSONO vacant otrice 2919 CENTRAL AV NE 
ti M ttASE & 0 E HASE 
uo_••_,_o_•_"•-•-•------1----t-v_a_ca_n_t_l_o_t w_ith....::g_a_ra..:g:..e_2_9_3 __ 1 ___________ --f----------'l----------------l-----
vacant lot with garage 2931 
2923 CENTRAL AV NE 
2927 CENTRAL AV NE 
11 M t\ASE & 0 E t!ASE vacant lot with garage 2931 
-----1------=----'~--------------J...---------1---------------+-'---..:...:-2931 CENTRAL AV NE 
Y SIP ••o s srE M RY address does not exist (rail yard) 
----·------- -----•----------...C.-~-----------•-----------1-----------------1-------------1 2950 CENTRAL AV NE 
Tom Thumb 781-0135 2951 CENTRAL AV NE 
··------·-----·---30th Avenue to 31st Avenue · --------
-•--------------- --- ··---------------+--------~--------------1-----------1 
'-~~M-"-"·-"------- ·--- (i_a_rm_o_n_G_l_a_ss ____ . ------------·----------- ~5_______ ___ 3001 CENTRAL AV NE 
, ~~•:'.'.' :'.'~-' _Sl_o_.,_s ____ , _____ Welding Equipment Brokers __________________ -__________ --·--l----------------t 3009 CENTRAL AV NE 
fRANKllNJSlOP<.E.S address does not exist (Welding Eq Brokers?) 3013 CENTRAL AV NE 
-------------•----·· -------------~----------•----- ·--·------~-----------------1-------------r 
\,'\,\)JACK V.-f I [)ING StJPPl V INC 3017 CENTRAL AV NE 
---------------------1-------------1 address does not exist (Wojck Welding) ---·-·-··· ---·-·------------1----
v•·•UMCK \\\llJING SUPf'l V INC Wojack Welding Supply 781-1712/488-6777 3021 CENTRAL AV NE 
--------------
llt..lt)IIH C ~i,,r; rcsidcnlial 3025 CENTRAL AV NE 
·-·-----. ------. ---··----··-·---· -------------
JI.AtHI[ r lACtt residcnlial 3029 CENTRAL AV NE 
Page 23 
1.,e11tra1 Avenue Inventory 
MA&EMNIEUEN 11« RIVEFtvlEWTERRACE MPLS MN M-432 
OOUOLAS H BURS 2'626 C[NfR.ALAVE NE MPLS MN "411 
--
CENTRAL TRUST 2700 CENTRAL AV£ NE MPLS MN "'411 Central, 27th 24 
~ICtv.RO F HUN1 2701 C[NTRAl.AVE NE MPLS MN 56411 Central 30 
DONALD E LARSON 400,,I Sl[VENSAVE S MPlS MN 55-409 Central 22 
1/F WPOSl tU 2727 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5S411 Central 36 (1 handicapped) 
JOSEPH H MURRAY 27ll CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5S4111 
RON.'.l.D PLIFSON 1829 FARO LA ST PAUl ,M 55111 
PATRtCKKVi.tllTE 7502 JEMPO TERR FRIDLEY 55-432 
DONALD O BAUMGARNER 2147 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 





C10 CENTR.t.L PARLOR FURNITURE 2an 
CARL NtLQUtST CENTRAi. AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
Central, alley 10 (gravel) 
CfO CENTRAL PARLOR FURNITURE 2873 
CARL AHLQUIST CENTRAL. AVE NE MPLS MN 55-4119 
THOMAS A 5'-""ANSON P 0 eox 18124 MPLS MN 55411 
MICHEAL. E & DONNA M V'vUStt 1102 HATttAWAY LANE FRIDLEY MN 5&432 alley see Am Handyman ??????? 
alley 4 ???????? 
MERLIN l BRUNKOV'I 2!37 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411! 
6<110 GREEN LAKE TR CHISAGO CITY MN 
ALEXANDER & ROSE MINENKO 5~1J 
MICHAEL 0 IACDNO 2"'47 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN $5418 alley 3 
HtOMAS E SULLIVAN 25111 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN &54111 29th 12 
ATTN RE DEPT PO OOX530 ROOM 1J90MPLS 
S00 LINE RR MN 55440 
LO'M1Y REPAIR CENTER INC 2?07 CENTRAl AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 Central 8 
GARYJLONO 2913 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55418 alley 8 
lAARYM SMITH 1909 2ND AVE N MPLS MN 55-418 
L IMlfH, T CHAMlONOSONO & PCHAMLONGSONG 2919 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55418 
GAILE LORENZ 151ST ST S IAl718 MPLS MN 55-401 
fJAll E LORtNZ 151ST ST$ fAl718 MPlS MN 5540I 
AHN RE DEPT PO eox 5JO ROOM 13UO MPLS 
SOO LINE RR MN 55-440 
~ 
Central, 30th 10 
-
----
5009 UNIVERSITY AVE NE COLUMBIA 
Central, 30th JOUN D MILLER t1EIGHTS MN 55-421 10 
ructwm t V.OJCIK 3021 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-4111 alley, Central 6 /1./\/\/\/\IV,I\I\/\/\ 
rtlCHAAO T V-.UJCIK 3021 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55419 
NORTHERN AIRGAS 6050 tfWf NO 10 NWANOKA MN 55303 
NORTtlERN AIRGAS U.SOHWY'NO IONWANOKAMN55JOJ alley, Central sea Welding Eq /\l\/\/\/\1\/\J\I\ 




---- -- -- . --
.-. !:- , ... :-".~~=._u! __ .. 
sec .-·1/Jovc apts 
- -~--- ~ 
-----·,---
" 
/¥Pl( SRHOl' vacant ollice 
--
OA.f'UAM I Sl !'LIAM reidential 
---------------- ---· --- ---- -------
~OClR C SllvtNS residential 
11(NN(TH A AAOERSOH residential 
LOCAi. t1l9UE llDOCQt,1MINC United Electric & Machine Workers 781-4843 
31st Avenue to 32nd Avenue 
G Wl.AM(R( SR I AM l>J,l[R( Encore 
-
JAMU, conE lfAt. residential 
JS J(HS(H I I J J(NSlH Red Jensen Tax 781-1500 
OOUGlAS J PERRY duplex 
ANOR[WP fl.OCISCM duplex 
-
RAY HI llllA8£fH P fOSt(FI duplex 
liOORtCK CHARLES P(OOYCOAAJ duplex 
M ( ABDEL K(RIM El Al duplex 
residential 
J(ffR('t JON H0fS1(0£ duplex 
HOF INV[SIM[NTS duplex 
lVO VoAJRO CURISJIAN CTR INC The New Union 
-
St. Anthony Parkway/32nd Avenue to 33rd Avenue 
JOYCE E PE URSON Columbia Park Funeral Chapel 789-8889 
----
DUANE WGUS1AfSON residential 
SUlANN[ l U101KA residential 
BRONSON (R1Cfl.SON INC Bronson-Erikson Reallors/M,W. Tax Accounting 789-8878 
NAO(GE M flOCK residential 
HlOMAS JOltN SETl[RA. residential 
Ml fl.LINE El Al M. EST residential 
'-!ICtlAEl v-.-t:IM(R residential 
BIS HACl(MAN apartments 
33rd Avenue lo 34th A9enue 
···-··-·- ---
Columbia Goll 789-2627 
------
ftUSSUl E oeERNOll[ SR ETAL Kathy's Floral 
-
It E OBERt40llE SR EJAl Columbia Gardens -
ROBERT E ~OtlANEK ElAL duplex 
---
fl IS BIWNS residential 
VICTORIA C GAOLER residential 
J l O OIC~INSON residential 
----·-· 
~lUlA AA Till RtN[ ANDERSON residential 
----- ---- ------
ono H (Nlti[R ETAL residential 









34th Avenue to 35th Avenue 
.... -
----------- ---
<> 0 AS5ll S HtJ[ E J Al IRS l[S apartments 
-- - ... 




!!!!!!!!!/!/!// 111. -- ------
~· 
--
..._ ___ , 
..................... _ 
-
,~I)~"' C£H~'I'\"''- "'" \We \ 
3041 CEN1RAl AV NE 1 
•, 
3045 CENTRAL AV NE 
3049 CENTRAL AV NE 
3055 CENTRAL AV NE 
3101 03 CENTRAL AV NE 
3105 CENTRAL AV NE 
3109 CENTRAL AV NE 
3113 CENTRAL AV NE 
3117 CENTRAL AV NE 
3121 CENTRAL AV NE 
3125 CENTRAL AV NE 
3127 29 CENTRAL AV NE 
3129 CENTRAL AV NE 
3133 CENTRAL AV NE 
3137 CENTRAL AV NE 
3141 CENTRAL AV NE 
3207 CENTRAL AV NE 
3219 CENTRAL AV NE 
3223 CENTRAL AV NE 
3231 CENTRAL AV NE 
3233 CENTRAL AV NE 
3239 CENTRAL AV NE 
3243 CENTRAL AV NE 
3247 CENTRAL AV NE 
3251 CENTRAL AV NE 
3300 CENTRAL AV NE 
3301 03 CENTRAL AV NE 
3305 07 CENTRAL AV NE 
3319 CENTRAL AV NE 
3323 CENTRAL AV NE 
3327 CENTRAL AV NE 
3331 CENTRAL AV NE 
3335 CENTRAL AV NE 
3343 CENTRAL AV NE 
3349 CENTRAL AV NE 
3355 CENTRAL AV NE 
3359 CENTRAL AV NE 
3401 CENTRAL AV NE 
--· 
3415 CENTRAL AV NE 
Central Avenue Inventory 
JAMES H & JOYC[ KJOIINSON JOll CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
,---------------··· ------------1---------+--------+---1-----+-----1 
'MlllAM & [Mil Y REEDY' l'"A 'M)QOLAV'tti WINN(tKAll CIC09l alley 4 
eRAOlEYA I SANORA l PllAM )OU C[NlRAl AVE H ( MPlS MN 5~11 ,--------- _______ , __ 
111142112 AVE NE C0t.UM81AHEIGUTS MN 
ROGER C IT(V(NS 
lf.[NN(1H R ANDERSON 1049 CENTRAL AVE HE MPlS MPi 55-411 
lOCAl IIJ8 
U E BlOO COMMUT(E INC J055 CENTRAL 
AV[ HE MPLS MN 5S-411 31st 16 
1315 PIERCE TERR NE COLUMBIA HEIGHT 
alley O[RAtOWlAM[RE SR MN 56-421 2 
JAl.4£S FCOnE 1GJI TAnOR ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
-
JUlW4 S JENSEN 1109 CENTRAi.AVE H £ MP\.S MN 55-411 alley 2 
1440 XERXES AVE N BROOKLYN PARK MN 
(OOUOLAS J PERRY 55-444 
JOHN C ftlll lCD'J fAlRCttTLD AVE WAYZATA MN 55391 
---
RAY & ELIZAeE1HfOSTER 3121 C[NfRALAVE HE MPLS MH 5:S-41I 
RODRICK CHARLES P[OOYCOART J125CENTRALAVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
-·-
MOST Al A E AB0£l l((RIM 512 l7JH AVE NE MPLS MN 5S421 
JEHREY JON UOFSTEOE Jill CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
tt Of INVESTMENTS 4942 IIJH ST N MPlS MN SS430 
lVO WlRD CHRISTIAN CTR INC 1325 ASPEN LA IIROOKL YN PARK MN 55428 St Anthony 6 
JOYCE E PEfERSON mJ STINSON Pl(W(N E MPlS MN 55-011 Central, 32nd 20 
OUANEWOUSJAISON l211CENfRALAVE NE MPLS MN5S411 
SUZANNE l LHOTAA l22J CENTRAL AVE HE MPLS MN SS.11 
BRONSON ERICl(SOH INC JZJI CENTRAL AVE HE MPLS MN 55411 alley 6 
liADEOE M 80CI( 323] CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
THOMAS JOHN SETTERA 3139 CENTRALAI/E NE MPLS MN 55411 
l20 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
MICHAEL W(IM[R 1241 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5$.111 
,----------------
o_,_.,_._M_,._ .. _•c_•_M_•_• ________________ -- ~~J~ ~~~~ RO s MINNETONAA MN 55J05 _a_ll._e~y-------·- _________ 6·1---- --------1------1 
Central 161 
-----------------· 
RUSSELL E 08£ RNOllE SR JY,5 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 33rd 
----1------t-----·I 
2 
RE OBERNOL TC SR JJ05 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
ROBERT E KOttANEK "19 CENIRAt.AVE NE MPLS MN 5$.1111 
ROONEY & Sn VIA BRUNS ll2l CENTRAL AV NE MPLS MN 55411 
V1CTORIA C Q.&.BLCR ll21 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55418 
,----------··-------
JAMES A OICl(IUSON J020 FILLMORE ST NE MPLS MN 5S418 
NOLA KATtl[RltlE ANDERSON JJ.15 C[NTfMl AVE NE Mf'LS MN 5S411 
--------------------- -------------•-------------
OTTO H [NTNtR ll◄ J CENTRAL AV NE MPLS MN 55411 
-----------·····l------------1----------1----------1----1-----+------1 
DUANE & MAOOtm.,_ flRIJNEAU 
JOIINOCEllETTE 
J.H9 CENTHAL A\/E NE MPLS MN 5$411 
JJ',5 CENTRAL AV[ NE MPI S MN 5S4HI 
----------1---------
---- -------·-----------·· ···--. ·-------------·--------·- ---------- ···-·---·· - ------- ------- ----- -------·•-----
CIU cvn~, SAL[S INC. ll59 CENlUAL AVE N 
'-'"LOIS V"V£R[ ET AL MPlS MN5~111 34th 
-------------- -- --··--------------,------------ ---------<--- _____ ,_ ____ _ 
!OORDON & JOYCE ASSHSIINE 
Ul RUlR lli1lRf>t\l~l.'l lliC 'U'f'N00<1 Ea~\ \,~~-'<;3,"l~"l ,- --- ,~.._ .... ,. 
~------..--------- -
!---/ 
!tA l!RU4NAt~ El Al wt UJ residential ''l''l'l ._ \ C'E.\\"'~\. l'N \\'E. \ 
RIIA C llE (((((((((( apartments 3447 CENTRAL AV NE 
---------
GARr1ttun,c ((( ((( ( (( ((( apartments 3457 CENTRAL AV NE 
35th Avenue to 36th Avenue (virtual) 
---
SA&AI PARll,[RIII residential 3501 CENTRAL AV NE 
l J "-JSSH lfN. residential 3509 CENTRAL AV NE 
MAR't ANNMAl<J residential 3513 CENTRAL AV NE 
-----
l & H lRUONO residential 3519 CENTRAL AV NE 
H[IOt E PAl(RSON residential 3523 CENTRAL AV NE 
'lit IROA.DeENIIJ OROSENGREN residential 3529 CENTRAL AV NE 
DAVID A WJRO[H residential 3533 CENTRAL AV NE 
l.ARRY A MICl".ElSEN residential 3539 CENTRAL AV NE 
-
DORO HIV [ l'lllNGUI residential 3543 CENTRAL AV NE 
ANN[ 0 Bl(RNAT residential 3547 CENTRAL AV NE 
IO MUELLER ETAl residential 3553 CENTRAL AV NE 
ADELINE R EBNER residential 3559 CENTRAL AV NE 
36th Avenue to 37th (virtual) 
CDMM[RS CONDITIONED WA1ER CO Commers Conditioned Water 781-3367 3620 CENTRAL AV NE 
JOHN O COMU[RS address does not exist (Commers) 3626 CENTRAL AV NE 
RAMONJ C tATGC residential 3627 CENTRAL AV NE 
Cl I G(RVAJ$ .....,_ EST residential 3629 CENTRAL AV NE 
tWlBRO IPN[SlM[NTS address does not exist (lot to Home Hospital & Commers) 3630 CENTRAL AV NE 
0 l l WC EBER residential 3633 CENTRAL AV NE 
----
HALl!NO BROS MOTOR SUPPLY IN ####### Home Hospital Equipment 782-9728 3634 CENTRAL AV NE 
G[RALO CLOUTIER residential 3637 CENTRAL AV NE 
lt-'l.UNO BROS MOTOR SUPPLY IN ####### Mpls Electric Balancing 3638 CENTRAL AV NE 
ll(NN[PIN roRfEltEO LANO address doca not exist (open lot) 3639 CENTRAL AV NE 
RUSSELL I ENGSTROM ETAL Joseph Hoak & Wendy Engstrom, Dentist 781-1175 3643 CENTRAL AV NE 
GBSOlZlfOSOLZ address does not exist (Metro VVholesale Auto) 3646 CENTRAL AV NE 
GORDON B SOU l Tt!OMAS SOU Metro VVholesale Auto 769-0474 3650 CENTRAL AV NE 
i.lARl'l l H( Ol UNO address does not exist (parking lot) 3651 CENTRAL AV NE 
MAHI\ l ll[l.JlUNO address docs not exist (parking lot) 3655 CENTRAL AV NE 
OAIWE.Y&PAHALEY Central VVholesale Auto 769-5616 3656 CENTRAL AV NE 
GERALD J SULLIVAN ET AL Hi-Lo Motel 
-
3665 71 CENTRAL AV NE 




Van Buren Street 
' 
Spring Street to Summer Street 
residential 606 VAN BUREN ST 
-------- -·-
---·-
duplex 608 10 VAN BUREN ST 
~-------·-
duplex 612 14 VAN BUREN ST 
~---- -----·- ·-·-
residential 618 VAN BUREN ST 
--· - --
---- ------- ----- -------·-··-➔ --·· - -- ----·-·--- -· ----- -- ----- ➔---- -----·- -- -----•-------- - ·-- --- -
I M"-lllfo( l I Al M (SI duplex 620 22 VAN BUREN ST 
Page 27 
\I'~ RUlR \'11lRPRl'!>l$ INC. 
1 .. • anr•,u•uCI Al VII'\_ (SJ 
1.;entral Avenue Inventory 
'w\ffl:NER ENTERPRISES INC 1'27 CENTRAL AV[ NE MPLS MN 56411 alley 
••IICHA[L V MfHNi )441 CENTRAL AV£ NE MPU MN "411 
42ll ARTHUR ST NE COLUMBIA HEIGHTS, M 
alley RlfAC SONSl(NO 55-421 
-----
rlRSf BANK l'O BOX 64142 ST PAUL MN 5516-4 alley 
ROSCOE, & SUSAN APARl([R l~I CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411!1 
LEOHAAD J tcJSSH l~ CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN ™11 
MARY ANN MAKJ n1s 40THAVE NE MPLS MN 55-421 
LOCH TAUONO JSllil CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
•IEICI E PATERSON 3523 CENTRAL A\/£ HE MPLS MN 5$411 
WAYNE C flROAO!IENT 3529 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLI MN 55411 
Oo\VIO A WJRO(N JSlJ CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55,411 
LARRY A MICl((LSEH 3539 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
DOROTHY E IQINOER JSOCENTRALAVE NE MPLS MN 554111 
~NE O BIERNAT ls-47 CENlRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
1\/AA MUELLER l553CENTRAl. AV NE MPLS MN55◄ 11 
A.DELINE R UHER 3559 NE CENTRAL AVE MPLS MN 55411 
COMMERS CONDITIONED WA.TEA CO l620C[NTRALAVE NE MPLS MN 55411 Central, alley 
3620 C[NfRAl AVE NE MPLS 554111 
RAMONT C TATGE Je27 CENTRAl.AVNE MPLS 55411 
CLARENCE C GERVAIS 3629 CENTRAL.AVE NE MPLS 55-411 
FRED OO'tttilNOIMAAIL YH CARLSON J6J4 CENTRAL AVE NE MPlS 55411 
OAVIO & LYNN MEBER l6ll CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5S411 
FRED Oov-.tl1NOIMAAILYN CARLSON 3634 CENTRAL AVE NE MPU MN 5S411 Central, alley 
OERAlO I CLOUTIER 18]1 CENTRAL AV NE MPLS MN 55411 
FRED OO'MilNOIMAAIL YN CARLSON 3634 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
HENNEPIN rORFEITEO LNIO ~J SALE mt17i'P5tOOAM llST982AO 
R r I E A ENGSTROM ll29 BELDEN DR NE MPLS MN "'411 Central 
METROv-.ttOUSAl.E AUTO J850 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
ME JRO OOOLESALE AUJO 3650 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 
'-"'AK L HEDLUND l750 BRIGHTON WAY ARDEN HILLS MN 55112 Central, alley 
MAAK l HEDLUND l750 BRIGHJON WAY ARDEN HILLS MN 55112 Central, alley 
DA HALEY & PA HALEY J05G CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55411 Central, 37th, alley 











. - . -- --- . --- -- -------------· ------------··----
-- ----· ------ - -
- ----
-· --------------- -----------
-/ ----···------------ ---------------------- I -EVfREfT M KING tJ:n \/AN BUREN sr NC Hllfl MIIUUGE /Ml'ts MN 55,0J 
15 (2 hanicapped) 1111! !!!!!I!! II 
23 
see 3447 
32 (3 reserved) 
.. 




see 3651 @@@@@@@ 






' I_ I I 
-I I I I 
J447 CENTRAL AV NE 
r-- -~tn.c..::..:..._"' --1•eeBCLawn ) I ;· 1 
._ ____ L__ __ .1_1 ---=~-~==~~=--L-=-=~t-===::; 
'\~•'--u•-•-=u- ---- ,-- -•-· -'\-a.uv,,~-...~------·--
---------
... 
---- ..__ ....... 
- ---- .... 
. 
IAAAGAAl 1 lr,\ lRICKIOtt 1eai<1enlla\ 
' ' 
\1:>'2.'!io ~ I'-" U\l~'i:." 'So, 
" JOHNAlHGOAHL &W.Fl residenlial 629 \JAN BUREN ST 
6EANAAO O BROCKHAUS residential 
' 
630 VAN BUREN ST 
11:[NNEfHlA LDNOl & Wfl residential 634 VAN BUREN ST 
---
J ft PE ICRSON & IM PEf(ASON residential 635 VAN BUREN ST 
lilPl$ PUBLIC HSQAUTtt residential ~36 VANBUREN ST 
LAH TlUU residential 640 VAN BUREN ST 
J J SOWADA lfAl residential 641 VAN BUREN ST 
S1EPttANI( C AYMC'I residential 
' 
643 VAN BUREN ST 
UANl(l f A(MES residential 644 46 VAN BUREN ST 
ZUNNIOR(UUN residential 648 VANBUREN ST 
AAYMOND P(RSCN residential 649 VAN BUREN ST 
0Ml1AO fAJARYN UAL apartments 652 64 66 58 VAN BUREN ST 
ElllADl JH GAil AYAH residential 653 VAN BUREN ST 
DANICL 8 UEGSTRAHO residential 655 VAN BUREN ST 
L J & MM CARMICHAEL residential 659 VAN BUREN ST 
Summer Street to Autumn Street 
RAYMOND' sr lfll.AIAE UH.. residential 705 VAN BUREN ST 
. 
ORJR MPLS MEIRDHSOCORP residential 708 VAN BUREN ST 
ttAAL.NI J SYLVESTER residential 711 VAN BUREN ST 
AH KRUEGER [ fAl residential 714 VAN BUREN ST 
JJJo\l'U(CllAL residential 715 VAN BUREN ST 
0 I H PROPERtlU apartments 718 VAN BUREN ST 
GP FOURHl[R & Cl MHUHA Jft residential 719 VAN BUREN ST 
- ---
JOIIN HAONOSKI (JAL. residential 723 VAN BUREN ST 
--· 
J l GUSfAISONIK R IQHAJ0'1'\1CZ residential 724 VAN BUREN ST 
WAI. lAC[ A O'M:ZAAZM residential 727 VAN BUREN ST 
residential 728 VAN BUREN ST 
residential 733 VAN BUREN ST 
residential 734 VANBUREN ST 
------
duplex 736 38 VANBUREN ST 
residential 737 VAN BUREN ST 
----
residential 742 VANBUREN ST 
---
residential 741 VAN BUREN ST 
-------
residential 744 VANBUREN ST 
---
residential 747 VAN BUREN ST 
---·-· 
residential 751 VANBUREN ST 
-·----- Broadway to 14th Avenue 
---·--------
Firelighters Memorial Museum 1100 VAN BUREN ST 
--------- ----
' or NORfH[RN RY co address does not exist (rail road) 1103 VAN BUREN ST 
---
BC Lawn and Snow 1105 VAN BUREN ST 
·------------
Art Store (unnamed) 1129 VAN BUREN ST 
---------·• ----
unnamed olfice 1138 VAN BUREN ST 
--- •--• ----------- ---- -------------------- -
tiA[.AI NOHIH[RN AAllROAOCO address does not exist (rail road) 1201 VAN BUREN ST 
-----·- -------------
--- --- ---------------------
unmarked (commercial) 1330 VAN BUREN ST 
-------
14th Avenue to 15th Avenue 
Page 29 
lA:mral Avenue Inven1ory 
RICHAAO & PATRICIA BAL"-0 870 VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 5S41l 
MARGARET M ERICKSON US VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
JOHN A (N00AHL 819VAN BUREN IT NE MPLS MN 5S41l 
BERNARDO BROCKHAUS UOVAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN '6413 
,o;[NNETH & ARLENE LALONDE SJ.4 VAN BUREN ST NE MPU MN 55-41:J 
JOHN & SUSANNE PETERSON mvAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN M-411 
t,,1Pl1 PVIILIC HSO AUlH JJI 2ND AVES MPLS MN 55401 
LAN TLW 6-40 VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 5541J 
fJSOWA.OA $-41 VAA BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 5S41J 
Sf(PttAHIE C RYMER IOVAN BUREN sr NE MPLS MN 55-tll 
DANIEL t REMES ll-48 4THAVE SE I◄ ROCHESTER MN S5904 
ZOE ClKIN & DANIEL ELKIN 6-4& VAN 8UREN ST NE MPLS M,., 55-413 
RAYMOND A PERSON s.t9 VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55-413 
OMYTRO TATAR'f'N 3112 ROOSEVELT sr NE MPLS MN 5S41J 
ElllAeETHORYAN 65.lVAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 5S41l 
OAAIEL I tiEG'1RANO 153-419THAVE NW NEW BRIGHTON MN 55112 
lEONE & MAAOA.REJ CARMICHAE.l S59 VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55413 
AAYMONO JU HIVJRE 105VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55-41] 
GRfR UPLS METRO HSOCORP $1 ◄ NICOtLET MALL 1m MPLS MN 56402 
tiARI.NID J 1YlV£STER 111 VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN55◄ tl 
,t,HKRU(OEA 11 ◄ VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 5541] 
MR & MRS JOS J JMUIIIEC 715 VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN $541] 
O&HPROP[Rfl(S PO BOX SOOl HOPKINS MN Ml◄] 
0 P FOURNl(R l Cl l<ANUtlA JR 119VAN OUREN ST NE MPLS MN 5641] 
JOHN l ANNE BERNIECE tlRONSKI 1009 12TH 
1'JfN MARY AIJ0t1N J IIRONSKI AVE SE MPLS MN 5,5,414 
-
J ( OVSfAl"SONIK R IONAfOWCZ 724 VAN BUREN Sf NE MPLS MN 55◄ 1] 













14th see BC Lawn 
--- --




G~(Af NORHt[RN R.-JlROAO CO 14th see BC Lawn ) ----- ...... I I 14th /see BC Lawn ---- ------------ I I I I I I ) 
629 \//\N SUREN S"T 
/""" JACKSON sr NE MPLS MN SS41tf ~-r--------1--1 /-/ 
'''''--"~•u,;,;; ..,<.--.,u..;..;,.._..,-- ·- - ,----- -\~;;,,,.,_,;,,·e:"~-i.,.u,\c~ ----
" 
··--' ,--~== ....... ...._ ..... .....,. ....... ""'-,---.~, 
' 
------
15\h Avenue \o railroad 
' ,.,•------• 
'.ttAMHOCK lHJllO[RS INC Century Distributors, PPL Shop 1505 VAN BUREN ST 
Jackson Street 
---·--
18th Avenue to 18 1/2 
--
a.ttlCHtll S eAOO residenllal 1807 JACKSON ST 
residential 1810 JACKSON ST 
A.RNOlOM TA60R residential 1811 JACKSON ST 
residential 1812 JACKSON ST 
PC OG 1 A BcrM.AAA residential 1813 JACKSON ST 
residential 1816 JACKSON ST 
DENNIS l HARRIS residential 1819 JACKSON ST 
residential 1822 JACKSON ST 
I( l M AAD[RSO"I residential 1823 JACKSON ST 
SA [Fl[RJIClO ET Al residential 1825 JACKSON ST 
residential 1826 JACKSON ST 
--· 
18 1/2 Avenue to 19th Avenue 
residential 1838 JACKSON ST 
THOMAS D JAYE l wr( residential 1839 JACKSON ST 
duplex 1840 42 JACKSON ST 
-----
JOHNS SURMA residential 1843 JACKSON ST 
residential 1846 JACKSON ST 
----
JOIIN $ SURMA residential 1847 JACKSON ST 
residential 1850 JACKSON ST 
--·-
residential 1854 JACKSON ST 
-----
19th Avenue to 20th Avenue 
---·---· 
residential 1900 JACKSON ST 
-------- -----
O[RNAAO rt UDl ( IA.I. apartments 1901 03 JACKSON ST 
-----
residential 1904 JACKSON ST 
---
ldCl(lHIIIUYNtt residential 1907 JACKSON ST 
-
residential 1908 JACKSON ST 
--
lA•t•.-HENCE A rRLA.S JR ET Al residential 1911 JACKSON ST 
residential 1914 JACKSON ST 
----------. ----------
JOS[rttt E!Ctt residential 1915 JACKSON ST 
f'tllllP WANDRZ[J[K (JAL residential 1919 JACKSON ST 
JOSE PU J [ICl1 & VME residential 1921 JACKSON ST 
residential 1926 JACKSON ST 
-------·-
Cttl11Sl114[ C NIEBERGAl.l residential 1927 JACKSON ST 
------
20th Avenue to 22nd Avenue 
·--- -·---- ------ ------
residential 2010 JACKSON ST 
--·-··-
lDDO'l'lE&JMOO'l'l( residential 2013 JACKSON ST 
·----
UCOA address does not exist (open lot) 2015 JACKSON ST 
--- ----
MCDA address does not exist (open lot) 2019 JACKSON ST 
-----
22nd Avenue to 23rd Avenue 




. - ·--------- ---- --•--··--------------
lil UHG[ C 01 lNAI DSON residential 2209 JACKSON ST 
- •···---·--
---·-- ----- --- -- -- •-----·-··-----------· -------- ------------- . ------- -----·---
rt & Jo( A(, [rH.IAtl residential 2217 19 JACKSON ST 
Pacie 31 
1.,t:1111 di t\Vt:IIUt: 1111/t:IIIUI y 
IUCKMO M SCHOMMER UOO VAN IUA[N ST NE MPLS MN 5541J uses Eagles 
llCQMAIN IT NWUNIT DJ COON RAPLOSMN 
SHAMROCK IUILCERS INC ss,41 
MITCH[ll I BROD 1001 JACKSON IT NE MPLS MN $$411 
AANOI.D M JABOII J711STFRANCISBLV0AHOl'lAMNS5JOJ 
PIGGY A IO'H,Wf IIIJJACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 55-UI 
-
Of:NMI L HARRIS 1111 JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 55418 
.. 
MICHAtl M FITZO[RMO llll JACKSON ST NE MPlS MN '5411 
SI EVEN A EFJERFIElD 182'5 JACKSON It NE 
LCM€LL A lfl[RFIELO MPLS MN $5411 
---· 
Jackson 
JOHNI IUAMA 2201 FILLMORE ST NE MPlS MN 55411 
Jackson 
JOHN SURMA 2201 FIUMORE It NE MPU MN 5SUI 
Jackson 
JOttNIIURMA 2201 FILLMORE ST NE MPlS MN 55411 Jackson 
Jackson 
BERNARD R & MARGARET UBL 371SJOttNSONST NE MPLS MN55421 
MCLE&HTHUYNH 1907 JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
Jackson 
BARBARA J ROORIOU[Z S72S 147TH ST N ftUGO MN 5503S 
JOSEPH T & BEVERLY M EICH IRIS JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN SS4II 
JOSEPH TEICH 181SJACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
JOSEPH T [ICH 191SJACKSON sr NE MPLS MN $5411 
Jackson 




LARRY D & JANICE M DOYLE 2013 JACKSON sr NE MrLS MN 55411 
MCDA 1055THAVE S IOO>MPLS MN55401 
.. 
MCDA 105 5fHAVE S fOOOMPLS MN 55401 
.. 
------------·--·---·--·· . ···--· ·---·---·- ·-
·-··· ··-·---·-----------
GEORGE C DONALDSON 1:JOIJ.MCKSON sr NE MPLS MN55411 
-; --J--j ' J -·--- -·-·-·· .... /nll.M.Clf.SONSrNEMPlSMN5541~ J I I IIIWCE & KArlltECNAC#f.E.HMAN 
. --·~· -------------
1~M VAN BURE 
,_,.,,.,. ... , • VV•'-'llV'w!Cl 
--------- -· l'1''1HW1Jrl~!_HEW8RIGIIIONMH55111 / 7 j,- I I I )- / I -- I - I I 
' ---------
'\.-.Z."":!i.·u~ ....._ ... -e°nu~·'\.o--LG\.'\.TI.-,,..._...,en-ue. 
' ' 
-·-- ·y -----
'OJIC,._ ,111\l-'IIIIO'l , Benn\e \.oto v.i.~o, ~"-CV..~0\\~~ 
' ---·----,OHN IIAAUttt residential 2311H J,._CKSONSi 
------
JORGE l ,t.VAl OS residential (unmarked) \ 231113 JACKSON ST 
-----
residential 2318 JACKSON ST 
-----·----
JOHN I 8AHUTtt residential/Diesel & Auto Imports 2319 JACKSON ST 
--------
residential 2322 JACKSON ST 
-----·---
MAAUUEffl 8AliK MPll NA First Bank lot 2323 JACKSON ST 
---·--· ------
residential 2326 JACKSON ST 
-----
24th Avenue to Lowry Avenue 
.. 
--·--
residential 2402 JACKSON ST 
--------· 
residential 2414 JACKOSN ST 
--------
residential 2418 JACKSON ST 
---- -----
residential 2422 JACKSON ST 
-·--. -- ·--
residential 2428 JACKSON ST 
----·-
Lowry Avenue to 26th Avenue 
--------
apartments 2510 JACKSON ST 
J OEGC[NOORf' & T OEOOENDORF residential 2511 JACKSON ST 
l & V GAHN[R duplex 2515 JACKSON ST 
·----· . 
residential 2516 18 JACKSON ST 
MARIE GRIVNA residential 2519 JACKSON ST 
residential 2520 JACKSON ST 
------
UW SUIVlS & SJ SIU:VES residential 2523 JACKSON ST 
--------
residential 2524 26 JACKSON ST 
OE ORGE ANDRE MUU residential 2527 JACKSON ST 
----- --·---
residential 2530 JACKSON ST 
--·· ·---- --------· ---- ····--
MARRY Bl I5M.OVVSKI residential 2531 JACKSON ST 
--
residential 2532 JACKSON ST 
------- ---·· 
1(8&PA1ftURN[R residential 2535 JACKSON ST 
-
RANDALL A ft[O residential 2537 39 JACKSON ST 
residential 2538 JACKSON ST 
·----· 
residential 2542 JACKSON ST 
---
JW&JKBURMA.N residential 2543 JACKSON ST 
·-· 
26th Avenue to 27th Avenue 
-- --
.... 
JOllff IIJlf,t,N & V.1f [ residential 2611 JACKSON ST 
-----·---- ----
residential 2614 JACKSON ST 
------- --
DICP(CK residential 2615 JACKSON ST 
---------
residential 2618 JACKSON ST 
·-·- ----···-· 




2622 JACKSON ST 
------- -
DARL 'fS [ MlJrHiON residential 2623 JACKSON ST 
-- -·•-----· 
residential 2624 JACKSON ST 
------
HEVERLY J DARAE11 residential 2625 JACKSON ST 
-----· ---··--· . ------· ·-- --------
residential 2630 JACKSON ST 




------ ------ ·----·-··-·· ------··-
MHOH(ll J Ollll.t. residential 2631 JACKSON ST 
.. --•·· 
. - . -- -··--·--- ------ ·-· 
.... _ ... _______ 
- ·------- --- . --·--····-- ·------··-···-----·---------
residential 2634 JACKSON ST 
Page 33 
Central Avenue Inventory 
Jackson 12 
JOHHFltARUfH \8<1413-4lHAV£N(HAMl.AA(MN 5SJ04 
JOA OE L AVALOS nu JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
Jackson 
------
JOHN F BAA:UIH lfl.44 l 34 Ot AVE N E HAM LAKE MN 55»4 Jackson, alley 1 
Jackson 
PROPERTIES MANAGEMENT 001 2ND AVE & 







ntOMAS OEOGENOORF 580 NE 53 112 AVE 
JOSEPH O(OG(NOORF FRIDLEY MN 55-421 
3717 MAIN ST NE COLUMBIA HEIGHTS MN 
LA~(NCE O DARNER 55421 
··-- -·-· 
MAAIE GRIVNA 2519JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 554111 
SANDRA J STEEVES 2523 JACKSON ST NE 
OARRELLWSIEEVES MPLS MN 554111 
-
GEORGE ANDRE VvtllES 2527 JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 55-418 
MARRY 8LISKOfflKI 2531 JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN SS419 
KENNETH & PATRICIA THURNCR 2535 JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
-
AANOAL.l A HEO 2537 JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 55418 
TIMOTNYWBURMAN 25-43 JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 55418 
JOUN & ELIZABETtl B TURAN 2611 JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN55◄ 11 
,, 
DANIELE PECK 2'615 JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 55418 
A.lfRED K flRMINHAC 20111JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
OARL YS E MUNSON 2G1J JACKSON ST NE MPLS MN!MII 
--





"41CHAH S lANUl[WICl 11'.0NVV IJ1H sr N£WBRIGH10N MN ~s,,1 
--)---)------, J I -- -------· _,, -------- I - I I I j I 
·-~--
111\l-11111:l:!. 'aerm\e. \..oto 
/uc~A -----------1,,~ ~IIIAVE 5Ul,E 600MPlSMN5.s«J, I -~--; ---/ I 
105 SIIIAVE SUl1£ IJOOUptS MN!554Qt I I I I I y,-_-__ ._ ,,._,~,~=~-- - o•• 
-----------· 
I I 
tett\den\\a\ \ \ '\."2.~~~ ~p.,,s;:;.'I",,..'"&,~"''"&,"" 
' 
-------
NIC UlRIC.H residential '2.6'l9 JA.C¥..SONS, , 
-------- ·--··•· 
residential 2642 JACKSON ST 
------·-··-
•lOYSUIS J lMUDo\lfAI. residential \ 2643 JACKSON ST 
---- ---------Vanburen Street 
-----· 
Columbia Boulevard to 37th Avenue 
RA'rMOHOA. 8CNJAM1H(TAL residential 3550 VAN BUREN ST 
. 
'(CI M ASHMORE residential 3557 VAN BUREN ST 
residential 3554 VAN BUREN ST 
residential 3558 VAN BUREN ST 
H KAVELAK UM. M Uf residential 3600 VAN BUREN ST 
HRHAAOM 91.NOIZ residential 3601 VAN BUREN ST 
J 11 SltlREK residential 3606 VAN BUREN ST 
flAYMONO R ROS'MJLD I wn residential 3607 VAN BUREN ST 
IIAl(L OSMUO.\ residential 3611 VAN BUREN ST 
---- --····· 
IRENE wrCSIIH n Al Wl ur residential 3612 VAN BUREN ST 
DONALD A NIELSEN I WIFE residential 3615 VAN BUREN ST 
CA HUFrMAN IMM HUfFMAN residential 3618 VANBUREN ST 
IC. l CHANDl ER I P A CtlANOlER residential 3619 VAN BUREN ST 
KAAEH KUNOlA residential 3622 VAN BUREN ST 
RAYMOND S BUOAHSl<I residential 3623 VAN BUREN ST 
. 
SUSAN R MORIENSEN residential 3626 VAN BUREN ST 
PAUL M JOHNSON residential 3627 VAN BUREN ST 
.\NSAf AKASSAN residential 3631 VAN BUREN ST 
CARRON A GRAF residential 3634 VAN BUREN ST 
JUDY K BAGGENSTOSS residential 3635 VAN BUREN ST 
NICK JOSUl UAL residential 3638 VAN BUREN ST 
OA\110 f WYANDT residential 3639 VAN BUREN ST 
DUANE I GANTZ I WfE residential 3642 VAN BUREN ST 
AA THlUN J WATSON residential 3643 VAN BUREN ST 
0 J HAU I Kl MCNAUOHTON residential 3646 VAN BUREN ST 
OARYAOlSOH residential 3647 VAN BUREN ST 
IHOMAS P BUE TINER residential 3650 VAN BUREN ST 
IIMOIHY C DANIELSON ET Al residential 3651 VAN BUREN ST 
SIEVlN O lA't\fl(NCE residential 3654 VAN BUREN ST 




Spring Street to Railroad 
-----
address does not exist (tar lot) 601-609? HARRISON ST 
-




residential 613 HARRISON ST 
-------·-· -
lllAtt MARJAMA address does not exist (Marco lot) 617 HARRISON ST 




. --·- --- . ·----
--· Marco Sandblasting 379-20GG 621 HARRISON ST 
-- ·----·-··- -----·-· ·-· ---- ------·--------------~--------- -- - ----· ------- ------- -----------------
Mt DA ~ddress does not exist (belong lo 1026 CENTRAL?) 631 HARRISON ST 
----- •--- -- -------- -------
MCDA address does not exist (belong lo 1026 CENTRAL?) 633 HARRISON ST 
Page 35 
t,;entral Avenue Inventory 
JAMES & SHARON OElMONtCO .'GlS JACKSON ST NE MPLS Mti$S-411 
-NIUIAM A UlRJCH 1629 CENTRAi. AVE NE MPlS MN ,5411 
-
OlAOYS ZMUDA 1643 JACKSON ST NE MPlS M" 55411 Jackson 
AAYMONO A l!IENJAMIN 3550VAN BUREN sr NE MPU MN 55411 
KEARY C & MARGO ASHMORE 1557 VAN BUREN SJ NE MPLS MN 554111 
Jackson : 
JOSEPHINE F KA.Vtl.AK )(j(X) VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
OERNAAD M KHOU J001 VAN BUREN SJ NE MPLS MN 55411 
17151 CREEK RIDGE PASS MINNETONKA MN 
JOHN K & SANORA M SHIREK ,.,_., 
AAYMOND R ROS'w\OLD l007VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
liA,l[LQSMUOA 3611 vm BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 5S411 
IAEHE WFUTIN l612VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55411 Jackson 
OON.Al.0 A NIELSEN l615 VANVUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
CRAIQ RI MICHELLE M HUFFMAN l61SVAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN $5411 
KENNETH & PAULA CI-WiOLER 3619 VAN BUREN ST NE MPU MN 55-ttl 
lf.AfttNKUNDlA J622VAN BUREN ST NE MP\.S MN 55418 
MARY 111.IOANSKI 362] VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55-111 
SU~ R MORTENSEN l628VAN BUREN ST NE MPlS MN 55-111 
0 A TVRNER & A E THEIS 3627 vm BUREN ST NE MPLS MN MUI 
ANSAI A HASSAN J63t vm BUREN liT NE MPlS MN 55411 
CARRON A ORAi l6J.4 VAN BUREN Sf NE MPLS MN 5'S411 Jackson 
JUDY K BAOOENSfDSS J6l5 VAN BUREN Sf NE MPLS MN 55-411 
NICKJOSUI. J6J8 VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
---
OAVIOTwtANOT l639VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
DUANE I QAHf Z 3642 VAN BUREN Sf NE MPLS MN &S-418 
MfHLUNJW,t,,fSDN 360 VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
DENISE HAU.JKAR[N MCNAUGHfON 3646 VAN BUREN ST NE MPlS MN M-411 
GARY A OLSON J6.47 VAN BUREN Sf NE MPlS MN 55-411 
TUOMAS p euEnNER 3850VAN BUREN ST NE MPlS MN 55-411 
tlMOTHY & PAMELA OANIElSON 3651 VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
SfEVEN D LA~ENCE 365-4 VAN BUREN ST NE MPLS MN M-411 







ULA H MARJAMA ll11'11 TAYLOR ST NE BLAINE MN 5S.3-4 
- ---
~ Harrison B -/ ) --·- -- ---·----- -- - ·-----·- ·-----------· -- I I ,afC DA -----------J,.ICY.J 5rlfAVE SUlfE 600MPlS MN55401 I J Jyc OA 105 51UAVE swrE 6tXJMPLS MN55401 I I I I I I ''""'~~ ~ ...... C.¥-.~Q""-"i;;,,' --.._ - \ "\ \'2.6~'l ll',.C\<..SOtt S1: \ 
--r~~~--~~=~~-~------;~ -~~::~~:::~:, 
' 
\ \ \2642 JACKSON ST I ;"\- \ I I 
"'.l r- Ill Al\11 
,----------------- ~""''-i'lvl:NLMPLSMN55,flJ !_Yler 1-flh) .............. 
\ ':-\"'j\e, 'S\tee\ \ \ 
" ' 
-----·-·---
Spring S\ree\ \o Summer Slree\ 
-----
Summer Street to Cemetery Street 
duplex 701 03 TYLER ST 
CHRIS l[l[VAAOV duplex 705 07 TYLER ST 
CHRIS lElEVAROV address does not exist (no space for lot) 707 TYLER ST 
HIV.BETH R NELSON address does not exist (no space for lot) 709 11 TYLER ST 
residential 721 TYLER ST 
JUllAH M PISHKO duplex 723 25 TYLER ST 
PATRICIA B JOttNSOH residential 726 TYLER ST 
ROGER O NCLSOH residential 727 TYLER ST 
Cemetery Street to Dead End 
CAROL KALBERER residential 734 TYLER ST 
Slv-.f:K lUMeER I MlllWJAK INC apartments 735 TYLER ST 
GRJA MPLS M[tRO HSO CORP residential (new home) 738 TYLER ST 
l l TURN(A JR IO TURNER residential 739 TYLER ST 
0 & 0 HQPl',.INS residential 742 TYLER ST 
RANDY l JENSEN residential 745 TYLER ST 
L J IIY ZEMl'U I II M SCHAAP residential 746 TYLER ST 
CHARLES H IIEll lRVSTU [TAI. address does not exist (cul-de-sac) 750 TYLER ST 
CAROLINE M GROSS residential 751 TYLER ST 
S1Al(tfffl0[PT address does not exist (cul-de-sac) 754 TYLER ST 
ll(NN[PtN JORHlf(Ol>NO address does not exist (cul-de-sac) 755 TYLER ST 
Broadway Street lo 13th Avenue 
-
PAIRICIA B JOttNSOH address does not exist (Twin City Paper Bldg?, road?) 800 TYLER ST 
f C P HOlOINO l TO LIAS CO address does not exist (Twin City Paper Supply) 1120 TYLER ST 
NP RR CO address does not exist (rail road) 1200 TYLER ST 
Davis-Frost Inc 789-8871 Calvin C Henning 1209 TYLER ST 
Marko Fabrication 
-
1227 TYLER ST 
-----
13th Avenue to 14th Avenue 
--· 
YOUNCOlOOO LUMBER CO address does not exist (Youngblood Lumber) 1300 TYLER ST 
deliveries for Marko Fabrication 1301 TYLER ST 
·---
Sale Lease Marvin Green Stern 1313 TYLER ST 
.. 
Foywood products 781-8500 1315 TYLER ST 
----
Tyler Street Gallery 
-
1317 TYLER ST 
-----· 
Roy Machine & Tool/Gopher Towing 
- 1321 TYLER ST 
------· 
Horizon Fabricators 788-9077 1323 TYLER ST 
.. 
Eide Saw 789-3288 1329 TYLER ST 
----·-
P GRHND[HG l N OOlOElSKY South StudiosNorth Studios 
- 1331 TYLER ST 
·----· ---
8 NRR address does not exist (rail road) 1361 TYLER ST 
---·---- --- --
-14th Avenue to the Railroad Tracks 
- . . -· ·--- --·-·----- ----i-- ---····· -------•--•-·- ···----·····--- -- --·-··-------- ------ -------- -- ------· -·---·-··--·----
1 UUNGfltO(JO l OR CO 
_____ Youngblood warehouses 1400 TYLER ST 
---- -----------
Railroad Tracks to 18th Avenue 
Page 37 
\,l.:lllldl IWt.:IIUC 111vc111u1y 
MCDA 105 $JH AV£ SUITE e:xJ MPU MN 55401 
CHRII UllVNIOV fMtr RIVERVIEW UAR FAIDUV MN"4l2 
CHRIS ZUtvAAOY 64n RIVERVIEW TERR FAIDLEY MN554lZ 
[Ul.AllETHRN(lSON 7,ZI JYlER ST NE MPLS MN5$41l 
.MWtMPISHKO 72S TYlER ST NE MPLS MN 56413 
'ID£MAIII 721 TYLER ST I\IE MP\S MN 5541> 
AOOUI O NELION 717 TYlEA ST NE MPLS MN 5$413 
CAIIOL.YN IC.AlllRER 734 MER ST NE MPLS MN 55-413 
SMt:K lUMIUI I MILLV.OAK 1SJS MARSHALL IT NE MPLS MN 55411 
ORHI MPLS METRO HSQ CORP 514 NICOLLET MALL IS0IJ MPll MN "402 
OOREIHA TURNER 'DlffiER ST NE MPLS 
LOIIIE.tlZO L lUANEA JR MNSS41J Jackson 
QAIIIY E HOPl'JNS 742 TYLER IT NE MPLS MN 5641J 
AAHOY L JEHSlN 745 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55413 
tlROY J IYZEWSIU 741 TYlER ST NE MPLS MN 5$413 
MAYNARD I HASSELQUIST IOI LAKE SHORE 
CHAALUHHUAND PKWr SUITE 350 MINNETONKA MN SS3CJ5 
CAROi.iN[ M OROSS RT J BOX I CASS LAKE MN 58IS33 
STATE tNtt OE.Pl 
ADJ 011\NER SALE "27111 I 00 AM GROUP I 
lf[NN(PIN fORfEITEO LAND UNBUILDABLE PARCELS 
CAROLYN L KALBERER 734 TYlER IT NE MPLS MN 55413 
r C P HOlDINQ UO LIA.II CO 8-45 BROADWAY ST NE MPLS MN 55413 
NORTHERN PACIFIC RR CO 
Tyler 
63 (E lldo, B111adway ID 
************ 14lh} 
Tyler 





- Tyler ********** 
-





1405 SfAfE lf!NV NO 189PLYMOUJH MN 
Tyler .......... COPPER SAi.ES INC !.5441 
·-···· -- -----
1405 S1A1E HWY NO 169 PLYMOUTH MN 
Tyler ********** COPPER SALES IUC 5~41 
·- ------ ·--· 
--------- --- 76{NSlde, Droadway lo 
YOUNGBLOOD lUM8£H CO IJJS C(NIRAl .AVE NC MPLS MN554tJ Tyler J '''"} 
.......... I 
j I I I I I I I 
~ :-l"1\et ~'I.tee\. 
,----------,Spring S\ree\-\o Summer S\ree\ 
----r /' 
y- ... ············"' -






PAIRICKJrOSU(N residential \622 TilER S, 
lilCOA address does not exist (open lot) 1623 TYLER ST 
NICOU J BARHtOlOM[W residential 1626 TYLER ST 
'-ICOA address does not exist (open lot) 1627 TYLER ST 
lA'M(NC( A ROO residential 1700 TYLER ST 
R & J FARRELL SR residential 1701 TYLER ST 
fRANKAPRHS( duplex 1704 TYLER ST 
lUOEN( w.-J.LAC( HOOLUNO residential 1705 TYLER ST 
'IL OlSONJR & S DOLSOM residential 1706 TYLER ST 
f E ROSARIO l O Y ROSARIO residential 1709 TYLER ST 
ML BCNSON & SA eENSON residential 1712 TYLER ST 
·- ---- -- --------
lJ & II ltOllOU duplex 1713 TYLER ST 
RON.A.LOPllfSON(TAl residential 1716 TYLER ST 
f M OOOfR(V & A MA GODFREY residential 1717 TYLER ST 
ll(NNETH l KNUTSON residential 1721 TYLER ST 
'MLLIAM E JHOMAS residential 1725 TYLER ST 
Polk Street 
18th Avenue to 18 1/2 
residential 1605 TYLER ST 
----·-· -
residential 1611 TYLER ST 
duplex 1613 15 TYLER ST 
residential 1619 TYLER ST 
18 1/2 to 19th Avenue 
------
Hindu Mandir 766-1751 1635 POLK ST 
-
OL&OEWLLIAMSJR residential 1636 POLK ST 
residential 1637 POLK ST 
IIUMB(RfOAlARCON duplex 1636 POLK ST 
SECURITY PACIFIC NATL BA.HK. residential (condemed) 1642 POLK ST 
residential 1843 POLK ST 
EARL A KRENZ ET Al residential 1646 POLK ST 
residential 1649 POLK ST 
MANARD R UBL residential 1650 POLK ST 
residential 1655 POLK ST 
19th Avenue to 20th Avenue 
GLNEVIEVE M JENSEN duplex 1900 02 POLK ST 
----
IINA L llNOSl[Y duplex 1904 06 POLK ST 
CR l KA PERKINS duplex 1908 10 POLK ST 
duplex 1915 19 POLK ST 
----
V £ OAHLMEl[R 1RUS1 residential 1916 18 POLK ST 
MA.XIN[ 0 Sflll£R duplex 1920 22 POLK ST 
·-- ---- ----------·--·---
US CAUTON ( JAL duplex 1926 30 POLK ST 
20th Avenue to 22nd Avenue 
--·-·-----
residential 2007 POLK ST 
.. - ---- ---
---·----- ·-·- -
E ti MA.llll.A & 0 A. MCCOllOW residential 2010 POLK ST 
--···-·-- --
--- ---·------
>IV J P:ULCSA.R JR [t A.l residential 2014 POLK ST 
--------
---
residential 2015 POLK ST 
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Le111ra1 Avenue inventory 
ROBERT W'RIM.OIS 1818 TYUR IT NE MPLS MN'6413 
liolCOA I~ STHAVE S leo:JMPLS MN$S40I 
PATRICK JOH FOSLIEN 1872 TYLER Sf NE MPLS MN $$413 
MCOA IO'S 5TH AV£ S l(XX) MPLS MN 5S40I 
NICOU: J BAATltOLOMEW 1826 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55413 
1,1COA IDS STH AV[ S IOCO MPLS MN 55401 
LA'Ml[HC[AROO 1700 JYLER ST NE MPLS MN ~IJ 
ROeERT fARRUL SR 1101 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55413 
FRAHI< A PR[[SE 1091 FOIJIIELL AVE ST PAUL MN 551019 
EUGENE HOOLUNO 1105 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN M-413 
1/tRNON L & SUSAN O OLSON 1706 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55-413 
f[OfllO E ROSARIO 1709 T"l'l.ER ST NE MPLS MN 55413 
DARRELL NUTTING 1712 mER ST NE MrLS MN 55,03 
O[RALO HOllOM 7512 MCKINLEY ST FRIDLEY MN 5502 
RONALD r u,sor, 1829fAROlA 1ST PAUL MN 55111 
THOMAS M OOOfR[Y 1717 TYlER ST NE MPLS MN 55413 
K(NNEJH l KNUTSON PO 80)( 8 AFTON MN 55001 






OAV'vtt & DON"1.D WLLIAMS JR 11ue POlK ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
HUMeERTO ALARCON 1838 POLK ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
SL 5WAYZE IT M BEORAN 423 UNIVERSITY AVE NE MPlS MN $5-413 
CHERYi. ANN TOMCZYCK 18-48 POLK ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
BERNARD R U!!IL 3715 JOHNSON ST NE MPLS MN 5S4:Z1 
-·--
OENEVl[vt M JENSEN 1900 POLK ST NE MPLS MN 55-418 
TINA l llNDSlEY 1904 POLK ST NE MPLS MN $5-4111 
C[CILE I KATHLEEN PERl<JNS HI08 POLK ST NE MPLS MN 55-418 
VERA E D~LMEIER 1916 POLK ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
MAXINE O STILLER 1920 POLK ST N EMPLS MN 55-411 




fUCK I O[BDIE 1<.Rl[NIJZ 1010 POLK sr NE Mf'LS MN 55-411 Polk 
---
'MLUAM Jl'WlCSAR JR 00.JJ 4GhiAVE N MPlS MN .55◄ 18 Polk I I I I 
--- -- I I I I I I 
·- -
·-
====-=======."c"":::";";;;~~~===========~~~~~~~=-:::-::-:-::-::-:===:s\:'.===============-=-==-==-===-=-=----=-----=----=-=~~'~"'~'~ .. ~~'"'~"~,e:5"~"'~"~=====~ \----~-~-~-=j---- f~<l~<l~,e~"~"~<l~o~e~"~"o=\=e~,._~,~~\~~~o~p~e~n~\~o-~\)=-===-=-==~==-=====~\-~=======-4-------=========j~'6~'2.~'2.t=TitL~!:.~R~S~"tt=~~~~J " ~---- ---- - - residential 1623 TYLER ST V,'IRtCl'.JfOSll(N _____ _ 
I 
-----...... _ .. __ - ~~·-----............... ~----
- -·:::ii,--
_, _________ 
----·---- - - . ·-----
--
'2.2no. A.'lenue \o 2.'3to. A.'lenue - ---- - -
' 
\ \ '\ 
.t1(.tt.'t RA( COURfN('f residential 2200 POlKS, 
·----- - - ------ -- ·- -----
l1S&5JISOIA residential 2206 POLK ST 
--
residential 2207 POLK ST 
--
apartments (odd side) 2209 POLK ST 
--
SICARON l [NG(R duplex 2210 12 POLK ST 
EVIH◄ BIS.-:('( residential 2214 POLK ST 
resldenlial 2215 POLK ST 
residential 2219 POLK ST 
unmarked residential odd side 2221-2225? POLK ST 
duplex 2227 POLK ST 
23rd Avenue to 24th Avenue 
lttE OE U,RSON MORTUARY CO residential 2300 POLK ST 
0 E l.AASONS MORJUAAY INC residential 2304 POLK ST 
O ( LARSON$ MORJUAAY INC residential 2310 POLK ST 
OE LARSON OSeORN MORT INC resldenlial 2312 14 POLK ST 
residential 2313 POLK ST 
residential 2315 POLK ST 
residential 2317 POLK ST 
residential 2317 POLK ST 
residential 2329 POLK ST 
24th Avenue to Lowry Avenue 
ON,.;RS IRSI COICA NA. 1AS1EE duplex 2408 10 POLK ST 
-
residential 2411 POLK ST 
-
O&MlAtolOS duplex 2412 14 POLK ST 
residential 2415 POLK ST 
------
residential 2419 POLK ST 
ll[NNEPIN FORFEITED LANO address does not exist (drive lo 966 LOWRY) 2420 POLK ST 
Lowry Avenue to 26th Avenue 
--
RM IM l PASS£K residential 2500 POLK ST 
residential (condemned, open lo 1009 LOWRY) 2501-2513? POLK ST 
Y l JOUNSON & M l JOHNSON residential 2510 POLK ST 
Y l JOllNSON & Ml JOt1NSON duplex 2514 POLK ST 
residential 2515 POLK ST 
'-41L I ON l JOl1NSON & WfE duplex 2518 POLK ST 
duplex _ 2519 POLK ST 
IIIOMAS E SUUIVAH duplex 2520 22 POLK ST 
residential 2521 POLK ST 
---- -
residential 2525 POLK ST 
A.NH MARIE FOERST residential 2526 POLK ST 
O& OJOIINSON residential 2530 POLK ST 
duplex 2529 31 POLK ST 
----- •------
BRUCE R [RICP'-SON ETAl duplex 2532 34 POLK ST 
·----





residential 2535 POLK ST 
--- ---·-·-------- ------ --- -
- ---•-•-·- ·---
OMAR A MO All lM duplex 2536 38 POLK ST 
-----------·--
--- - -----·----------··--
residential 2537 POLK ST 
Page 41 
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1.,e1nr<11 Avenue inventory 
1<.ATHlEEN PE'MWAAO'f 2'011 POLK S1 NE MPLS MN 55-411 
"1CKY RAE COURTNE'f 2200POLK ST NE MPLS MN 5S4l1 
OREOOR'f S ISOl.A UOOf'OLK sr NE MPLS MN5S4111 
---~ 
-- -
SHA.RON l ENG[R lllO POLK ST NE MPLS MN 5S4l1 
EDITH 81Sl'C.E'f 2214 POLK ST HE MPLS MN 55-411 
0 E lAASON OS!IORNE MORfUAR't 2l01 C[NIRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5S-4111 
0 E LAASOHS MORTUARY' llOI CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5S4ts 
0 E lARSONS MORTUARY 1301 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-418 
0 E LARSON 0S80RN MORT INC 2301 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5!>411 
RONALD f' JULIEN 2405 POLK ST NE MPLS MN 5$418 
., 
O[ORGE & MARION ZAHHOS llOOAAMOUR TERRACE MPLS MNM-411 
tl[NN[PIN FORFEITED LAND ADJ O'M-f SAlE 857AOON 41'28195 8 00 AM 
MARY LH VIROINIA PASS EK X07 RANDOLPH ST NE MPLS MN 55418 
MILTON L JOttNSON J2UI 29TH AVE N £ MPLS MN 55411 
MILTON l JOIINSON lllll 29TH AVE NE MPLS MN 554111 
Mil TON l JOIINSON 1218 2'JTII AVE NE Mf'LS MN 55-418 
IHOMAS [ SULLIVAN 2'511CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 5$-411 
--· 
------




DRlOEJOttNSON r.>10 POLK Sf N EMrUJ MN ~~11 
---------- ---·-------
----------. ------
8RUC( R (RICII.SON l<4U [OWARO Sf NE MPlS MN 55-418 
----------- -----
--------··-- ----- --- --
.. -
- ··--- -- --- . ---·-
·-------. --- -- --------------
OMAR A MOAHIM 
_ /JS.Ml PVl_l< srNE UPt.S MN5S418 
-----------
·--; 
:::'\--~---· ""J•-- ---~---- - -- ---•---·-· '''" -____ ,: 










---·-- ·--- -------- ---· 











--,~~=- ~~...._...,._.._,,, - -----, 
i, J eRUNU(R I Hl eRUNNE.R see 2S'36 \"2.',,lll\-\ ?0\.',<,.'S, 
' GAR 1 L OOl OMAN residential 2540 POLK ST 
residential 2541 POLK ST 
26th Avenue to 27th Avenue 
residential 2610 POLK ST 
-·--
residential 2611 POLK ST 
R l EASTBURN IM L EASTtlURN residential 2614 POLK ST 
residential 2615 POLK ST 
residential 2618 POLK ST 
duplex 2619 21 POLK ST 
ILA H TEIGAN ET.A.l. residential 2620 POLK ST 
GEORGE D .-CAMS residential 2622 POLK ST 
residential 2623 POLK ST 
AC GROOM & 0 A CROOM residential 2626 POLK ST 
duplex 2627 POLK ST 
FIOS[ AMLISlE residential 2630 POLK ST 
l[ONA M OAN[UUS duplex 2632 34 POLK ST 
residential 2635 POLK ST 
duplex 2637 39 POLK ST 
JS 'M:ORlYN I J KOSON residential 2638 POLK ST 
J & V StoDOAAT address does not exist (open lot) 2640 42 POLK ST 
residential 2643 POLK ST 
residential 2647 POLK ST 
residential 2651 POLK ST 
27th Avenue to 28th Avenue 
JO MA.RQUAROT ETAl residential 2702 POLK ST 
PWIPAflStt[R residential 2706 POLK ST 
duplex 2709 POLK ST 
---
llE J LARSON residential 2710 POLK ST 
MAVIS C SCHMOU duplex 2714 POLK ST 
residential 2715 POLK ST 
0 D eENSCR & EA eENS[R residential 2718 POLK ST 
-
residential 2719 POLK ST 
SI ANTttONY POSf 11uvrw open lot 2720 POLK ST 
residential 2723 POLK ST 
Fl l fOSllR IR HOST(R residential 2726 POLK ST 
residential 2727 POLK ST 
----·--
CO CAAlS{H4 I Jr CAAL SON residential 2730 32 POLK ST 
--------- ---
residential 2731 POLK ST 
----
GINA K tlllO[K residential 2734 POLK ST 
----
residential 2735 POLK ST 
---•-· ·-----·-- -·-------
-, G t1AMR[ I Al tlAMH[ residential 2738 POLK ST 
---·---- ---- ---
residential 3739 POLK ST 
--------- ----------- ·-------
l OUAAIN( A llt◄UA11l residential 2742 POLK ST 
----- --·-- --------·- --- -- ---------
residential 2743 POLK ST 
--·-- -----· - ---- -
f IR rAovO!;f (f Al V#\. EST residential 2746 POLK ST 
Paqe 43 
\.,~lll1<11 Avtmu~ 111v~11tury 
!IRAOl lY J BRUNNER .ale ll'l Pot.K ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
DOVOLAS I SHIRLEY SWANSON 2842 GARFIELD St NE MPLS MN 55-tUI 
---
RUJH W SCHAEf[R 11510 POLK Sf NE MPLS MN 55-411 
RUSSClL LI. MARIE l (ASHIURN 1G14 POLK ST NE MPLS MN 55-418 
-
one OR ll.A ll!O[N 2911 POLK ST NE MPLS MN 5$411 
GEORGE D ADAMS 1622 POLK ST NE MPlS MN 55411 
A.LAH I DOROTHY GROOM 2616 POLK sr NE MPLS MN 55411 
ROSE A IEUSll 2'6J0 POLK ST NE MPLS Mt<t 55-411 
JOSEPH I GERMAINE 'f\lOUfElD 157 CROVM RDfRIOl[Y MN 55421 
·-
J~ MGAlYN I JAOVvlOA KOSCH 16Ja POLK St N £ MPLS MN 55-411 
JAMES ALLAN sroooART JG40 POLK ST NE MPLS MN 554111 
t.OPE V MARQUARDT 2102 POLK ST NE MPLS MN SS411 
BEVANNA J MEU[MA 2100 POLK ST N [ MPLS MN 55411 Polk 
Polk 
LEE JLARSON 2710 POLK Sf NE MPLS MN 55-411 
1000 A I MARY KAY JOHNSON s.50 RICE CREEK BLVD FRIDLEY MN SS432 
DAVID DI EllZADETtt A BENSER 2711 POLK ST HE MPLS MN M-411 
ST ANTHONY POST 118'NfW2727CENTRAL 
Mill.AM MAQNUSON ,we NE MPLS MN 5!>411 
R l FOSf£R IR J FOSTER 2126 POLK ST NE MPLS MN 55-111 
~ 
CD CARLSON l J F CARLSON 2TJO POLK ST NE MrLS MN 55418 
-------- ·-·----------- -- ----- ----
OIN-'KH\IOEK 2734 POLK ST NE MrLS MN 55'411 
--
A.NOREW& ANN[IJE HAMRE 2138 rOlK ST NE urts MN 55419 
----- - ·--
----
210'5 LAKE COURT CIR MOUNDS VIEW MN 
,.ms LORRAJN[ llNDAlll 55111 
-·-----
----- -·--· -··-· -·-------------- ·---------- ·---- -I I / I I I ---------· ·-· I I I -/ I JflM(RJl'ROVOSf /1146 POU< 51 NE MPtS MN55415 





--\---- - -·~-~ " ..._ ..... -. ··--- - --··--..... -------- ...... ,~ ~-=---
-
dup\cx. \ \ \,, .... ?O\..V..."a, "\ 
f I 8 11>1,11,1Sl"I residential/ St Anthony Investment Co 761-9750 '2.750 POLK ST 
----·- ----
28th Avenue to 29th Avenue 
-~------
residential 2803 POLK ST 
----· ---- --
duplex 2805 07 POLK ST 
[ltZ>DEfH JRAACU (NC[N residential 2810 12 POLK ST 
residential 2811 POLK ST 
HtCHJl[LO l!K & TRSf CO fRST( residential 2814 POLK ST 
duplex 2815 17 POLK ST 
-'J. U Y AOMANOWSKJ residential 2816 18 POLK ST 
residential 2819 POLK ST 
f>AIRICK M AAll[MEYN 3 apartments 2820 22 POLK ST 
--·· 
residential 2821 POLK ST 
residential 2823 POLK ST 
----
residential 2825 POLK ST 
CHAAl(SWUNG(R residential 2826 POLK ST 
residential 2827 POLK ST 
·--------
lttOMAS A SWANSON residential 2830 POLK ST 
residential 2831 POLK ST 
residential 2833 POLK ST 
SONYA A CONROY residential 2834 POLK ST 
J A (RICII.SON & J E. GROtt residential 2838 POLK ST 
residential 2839 POLK ST 
lWA1[B[ICAAt[B[ 6 apartments 2840 44 POLK ST 
---- -----· 
residential 2843 POLK ST 
-----
Tyler Street 
29th Avenue to 30th Avenue 
------
UAVJO JOSlPH GENO duplex 2900 TYLER ST 
- ----
'-MlllAM SOUTttEALINO [TM. residential 2906 TYLER ST 
H l PETERSON U Al. M. ESf residential 2910 TYLER ST 
ll IM P[Fl[IRA residential 2913 15 TYLER ST 
---
GARY JLONG residential 2914 TYLER ST 
[ DMONO ASSAD AWAIJANE: residential 2918 TYLER ST 
JI J JABLONSKI residential 2919 TYLER ST 
MPlS PUBLIC IIOUSINO AUlH residential 2921 23 TYLER ST 
-
MARIi. S SlllANOH residential 2922 TYLER ST 
SEC or HSG & URB OEVM'ASH oc residential 2926 TYLER ST 
------
LAURA J 'fACKEl residential 2927 TYLER ST 
----- --···-
STEVENA.WUiLC residential 2930 TYLER ST 
SHARON l tl[DIN residential 2931 TYLER ST 
CliERYl A BRA.MA residential 2934 TYLER ST 
---
"-0&11.JSCtlUll residential 2935 TYLER ST 
----------·-- ----- ·-·-----· 
JOANE MURRAY residential 2938 TYLER ST 
-------- --·------- ----
I>£ OORAtt fol J'AUl SON residential 2939 TYLER ST 
···---···---- -····- -- -----·- ------- ----- --·---·--- --------·------ ----------- --- ··-- -··---------
CATtl[HIN( M SCOVlll[ residential 2942 TYLER ST 
---------- -·-- --
-··-----· --
•11HRT Cl1.&USER ElAJ. residential 2943 TYLER ST 
Page 45 
l.,~lllldl /-W~IIU~ 111v~111u1y 
THEODORE a BAAl!IAAA AAMINSIY 811 21NO AVE NE MPLS MN 55-411 
Polk 
ELIZABETH rRANCES ENGEN 11!110 POLK ST NE MPLS MN SS411 
ATTN TRUST DEPARTMENT M25 l YNDALE 
IUCHFIELD BANK & TRUST CO AVE S RICHFIELD MN 55421 
··- ---·---
-'l U V AOMANO't'-.'Sl<J /818 POLK ST NE MPLS MN &S411 
PATRICK M l<AlU'.ME'rN 1820 POLK Sf NE MPLS MN 55-418 
-
JHFREY I MA'M:lYK 1129 POLK ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
THOMAS A SWANSON PO BOX 11124 MPLS MN 55-411 
SO~ACONAOY 2534 POLK ST NE MPLS MN !5-411 
JEREMY A [RICKSON 2153& POLK ST NE MPLS MN 55-418 
--
--
LLOYD W & CHERYl A RIEDE 4520 LAKE Ofl ROBBINSDALE MN 55-422 
Polk 
--
Ui\VIDJGCNG 151:M GARNET Sf RAMSEY MN 55XJJ 
---
'MlllAM SOUTIIEAUNO ]<JOO rnER ST NE MPLS MN 55418 
GARYJLONO 2914 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55-tlll 
REYNALDO J PEREIRA 1!109 AMBLE RD SttOREVIEW MN 55129 
GARY LONG 2914 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55-ttlJ 
£0MONO ASSAD AWIJJAAE 1911 TYtER ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
JOHNNIE W & CAMELLIA C BURKS 2919 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55.4111 
MPLI PUBLIC HOUSING AUfH 
MARK SI LIAN Off 39«19 CENTRAL AVE NE MPLS MN 55-421 
SEC OF tlSO I URB OEV 220 2ND ST S MPLS 
"flH SOl fAM PROP DfSP ORCII MN5S«l1 ~ 
LAURA J YACKEL 2921 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 554111 
STMNAWEtlLE 29.lO TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55◄ 11 
SHARON LAVONNE HCOIN 29ll l"YlER ST NE MPLS MN 55◄ 111 
JAMES JASPER NAXAO 3523 VINCENl AVE N MPLS MN 55◄ 12 
KEVIN DI KATHRYN J SCHULL 2935 lYLER Sl NE MPLS MN 5S.4I11 
JOA.NE MURRAY 2938 fYllR ST NE MPLS MN 55-◄ III 
----•--------· ---
DC80RAH M PAULSON 29]9 fYL[R sr NE MPLS MN 55-4UI 
---------·---· --·· 
CAJIIERINE M SCOvtllE 'l94l 1YLCR ST NE MPLS MN 55-418 J I I I J 




-/ / ··-}·---·--· ./ . -/ ,~-· --_, -.......... 
""''""\-A""'--
-·· 
!O & 0 MA.RA.ti residential ,\!'oil \'i\_'\:J\11,~ , . 
-- ·------· 
~0GlR l DOONER [OJ .. residential 2951 TYLER ST 
-
"-Ell Y J CRUIKSti.Af4K residential 2952 TYLER ST 
J l J HANSCH residential 2958 TYLER ST 
---
I Ml CL STROMBERG residential 2959 TYLER ST 
-
30th Avenue to 31st Avenue 
0lSfAPP residential 3000 TYLER ST 
---·· 
0l.AUYI 1 8RMTEN residential 3001 TYLER ST 
--
l00IE l 0UVCR Ill residential 3003 05 TYLER ST 
----· 
MPLS PUBLIC HOUSING .AUfH residential 3006 TYLER ST 
0AV10 M MAHONEY duplex 3010 12 TYLER ST 
--· 
J l BU(CflClE & 0 A ROLAND residential 3011 TYLER ST 
--·---
BRUCE 0 ttlN0ERS0N E JAl residential 3016 TYLER ST 
01 V LEVK0\11CH residential 3017 TYLER ST 
R & S ZACZEK residential 3020 TYLER ST 
RICHARD F LATTIMER IEfAl residential 3021 TYLER ST 
ROSELLA J DAVIS residential 3024 TYLER ST 
DOROTHY .A HEDSTROM residential 3025 TYLER ST 
MAAY M DONATH residential 3028 TYLER ST 
MICHAELE RAEKER residential 3029 TYLER ST 
JOUN .ANOR0SfROM residential 3032 TYLER ST 
DA.RR Yl P S[ 010 residential 3033 TYLER ST 
SA.NORA J N-I0[RSON residential 3035 TYLER ST 
CURIS S DRAPER residential 3036 TYLER ST 
RUTH .AHERN residential 3040 TYLER ST 
MA.RY KAY KUNZA residential 3041 TYLER ST 
PAM[l.A J0A.NNE EVAN0ELISf residential 3044 TYLER ST 
lCE J GUSTAfS0N residential 3045 TYLER ST 
J[AN MAN SCHUTZ residential 3048 TYLER ST 
MURIH l BABCOCK residential 3049 TYLER ST 
-
MlllAM 0 GIESE ETAt. residential 3052 TYLER ST 
MAAK K scan residential 3053 TYLER ST 
A.NN BIZJAK residential 3054 56 TYLER ST 
CORA E AtlDtRS0N residential 3057 TYLER ST 
31st Avenue to 32nd Avenue 
PAUL WV'wtNlEL residential 3100 TYLER ST 
\11JEN0ER KUMAR ARORA residential 3101 TYLER ST 
Pf PR0NISIIAN EfAl residential 3109 TYLER ST 
KA f>RIM[AU & CA PRIMEAU residential 3110 TYLER ST 
--
ANNA. f[O0RS residential 3111 TYLER ST 
-- ----·------
0ONA.10 R BEASLEY & WfE residential 3114 TYLER ST 
--- ----- --•-----
CIIARl£$ A LE ►H0 residential 3116 TYLER ST 
-- ···--·-··· 
.. 
JU0ITtt A PICHRlN0 residential 3117 TYLER ST 
--------------- ----- ----
··-- ------- -- -- ·-· ·-------- --·-----·-·-· ------------ -----·-·-·-
llAN0Y GEISINGER residential 3121 TYLER ST 
-------
·-~----
-------·--·- --- - -· ----·--- ·----·-------.. - ---------------- ·----· - . ------·-· --- -------------
II JVllM0 IS M\lllM0 residential 3122 TYLER ST 
- --·--------- ---- ----------- - --------- ··-. ·• - ·--- ------------ - -----------· ·------ . ---------- ------· ----··-
11ow•A0 J ,,ms ( TAL residential 3124 TYLER ST 
Page 47 
vt:1111 i:11 fWt:IIUt: II IVt:1 IIUl y 
MAHMOUD Alf~ 72' 5fHAVE SE MPLS MN 
'-'OSlAtAA!OEL K(AIM 55-414 
GREGORY & DURA MAAAH 29'...0 TYL[R ST NE MPLI MN ~ti 
ROGER l DOONER 1951 Tl'l[R ST NE MPlS MN 55-4111 
K(LLY J CRVtKSttANK Ml TYLER ST NE MPLS MNSs.418 
JASON & JENNIFER ttANSEN 2"J5.8 t'YLER ST HE MPlS MN 55-411 
rAAVA SfROMMRO 1'Y.i9 TnER ST NE MPLS MN 5S411 
DONALDS TAPP 3CXXl TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55,411 
GLADYS T IIRMTEN lOClt TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 5$411 
EOOIE L OUvtA Ill 3005 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55-418 
MPLS PUBLIC HOUSINQ AUlH 1001 WASltlNOTON AV[ N MPLS MN 55401 
3814 RESERVOIR Bl VD COLUMBIA HEIGHTS 
DAVID M MAHONEY MN 55-421 
JANE MEALEY JOit TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 5S411 
0RUCE O HENDERSON JOII TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
GAI.INA & VA.SlllY l[Vt<OVICH 3017 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN $$411 
RICt1AAO A ZACZEK 3020TYLER ST NE MPU MN 56411 
RICHAAOF LATTIMER 3021 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN M-411 
ROSELLA J DAVIS 3024 JYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55418 
DOROTHY A HEDSTROM J021 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN Ss.411 
MARY M DONATH J010 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN SS418 .. 
MICHAELE RAEKER X?29TYtER STNE MPLSMN55-411 
JOUN A NORDSTROM 3032 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
DAARn P SEOIO 451 PIERCE ST NE MPLS MN 55-413 
SANORA J ANDERSON l6ll ARCHITECT AVE MPLS MN 5S411 
CttRIS S DRAPER J036 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN !55411 
RUTH AHERN J040 TYLER ST HE MPLS MN 55411 
MARY KAY KUNZA JG41 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN !55411 
PAM EVANGELIST 3044 TYLER ST HE MPLS MN 55-111 
lE[ J GUSTAFSON 3045 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
JEAN M CLEM TT[ JO◄a TYLER 81 HE MPLS MNM-411 
MURIEL L BABCOCK 3049 TYtER IT NE MPLS MN 5(5.411 
'MLUAM O Ol[SE J002 TYLER ST N [ MPLS MN 55411 
MARKKSCOTT 3053 TYtER ST NE MPLS MN !55411 
,V,iN HARH,fJ SMITit 505 PARK ISLAND CENTER CITY MN 55012 
CORA E ANDERSON KOZAK 3057 TYLER ST NE MPlS MN M-411 
PAULW~Nl[l 3100 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55-411!1 
VUENOER K ARORA 3101 TYLER ST NE MPLO MN 55411 ., 
PAUL PRONl5HAN 310'J TYLER ST NE MPLS MN55411!1 
CATIIER1NE A PRIMEAU 5525 COLFAX AVE N 
KENNETH A PRIMEAU BROOKl 'l'N CENTER MN 5S4l0 
DANIEL F[OORS 3111 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN ~111 
DONALD R BEASLEY 1114 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 554111 
Ct-tA.RLES A lEHIO 31111 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 554111 
--
JUDITH A PICl(£RINO 3117 TYLER ST NE MPlS MN 55-411 
------- -· 
lfA,NO'l' G[ISING( R )111 l'l'lfR ST NE MPLS MN 55-,tfll 
·-----·-- -- .. ·- ------------- - -- ----· I 
--------- ------· I I OJVllMO&SMVltMO Jl/11n£H SJ NE M/"'lS MN 5S418 --J -l - ----- -···----~----------- - I I I ll~DJ1H[/$ p,z, ry1 ER ST NE MPlS MN 5!>416 
\---- - -- ----"-Ii, lO U.,'..R,,tt 
-----. ---···· .... 
\'(\_'le."-~- \. 
' \ \,%~ \ 
~----Y:~::~:,--------------- \ \2ss, TILER ST I I '7952 TILER ST I 
/OOfJAI DJ l £L-VANOO~'<I 
-·---13-;;,-::c-;;;, N£-M~~:-M~~:::u I I ~=1----f r I I 
I I 
'I"' ---- - - -----·-- . ._._....,._,, ..... _, 
~06ll'\1 tt 111tl$ ,es\den\\a\ \ \ - - -·- - .. - .. '\.~,,~ ~'\..~~~, 
' MARJOHIE A. 80l!N residential 3\29 TILER S1 1 
-----
.&.LlM or VEHRANS A.HAIRS residential 3132 TYLER ST 
OW&PlAAlJI'.( residential 3136 TYLER ST 
OA&PAKl!URG[R residential 3137 TYLER ST 
MPlS PUl!LIC t10USINQ A.UJH residential 3140 TYLER ST 
JAMES H PA.At<[A residential 3141 TYLER ST 
J F flOR(NflNE E J M. WI. [ST residential 3144 TYLER ST 
ti O MO[ll[R I [ A MOELLER residential 3145 TYLER ST 
open lot (New Union) 3146? TYLER ST 
32nd Avenue to 33rd Avenue 
i<.A.9UNNEY IE IIUNNEY residential 3200 TYLER ST 
DA IEE.-:.SMA. a A A BEEKS MA residential 3201 TYLER ST 
'NA'f'N[ D KYLE ETAL residential 3206 TYLER ST 
C T IUAOO'l't~E IE L BURGOYNE residential 3207 TYLER ST 
M&llA't£UX residential 3210 TYLER ST 
JEAN (ll[N COMtNETTI residential 3211 TYLER ST 
GEN[MVE O HOLMGREN residential 3214 TYLER ST 
EUGENE l lA'tlUX ETAL residential 3215 TYLER ST 
rRANCES JOLINE KNUDSON residential 3218 TYLER ST 
MN BOHN l S l THORESON residential 3219 TYLER ST 
DAVID I IOAYS residential 3222 TYLER ST 
l J 01/0RA.K l M A. 01/0RAK residential 3223 TYLER ST 
·----
rtK>MA.S W SPANO residential 3226 TYLER ST 
JEAN l t(QBUS ET Al W\. EST residential 3227 TYLER ST 
El J SCIIMIOll residential 3230 TYLER ST 
O(AN A MC WlllA.MS ET AL residential 3231 TYLER ST 
SOflA. ARNOT residential 3234 TYLER ST 
ll&OKSMlltt residential 3235 TYLER ST 
"'4 I S O[ISINGCR residential 3238 TYLER ST 
LA~ENCE A. BEY residential 3239 TYLER ST 
PA.TRICK E 'MlASE residential 3242 TYLER ST 
Stt(ARY l ecxnt residential 3243 TYLER ST 
Mf'LS PUBLIC IIOUSINO A.UTH residential 3246 48 TYLER ST 
l 'TNNE [ LA.ASEN residential 3247 TYLER ST 
J A. NAMYSl l MM NAM'f'ST residential 3251 TYLER ST 
·------·-- ---- ----
U[NtSE MOUSE rosidontial 3255 TYLER ST 
9 AJ AAC ►tER I l K THlll residential 3259 TYLER ST 
33rd Avenue to 34th Avenue 
·-----
\ltRA. M ►lOLMBL.AO residential 3301 TYLER ST 
LARRY D l':OOlMO ET.&J. residential 3306 TYLER ST 
SA. IV(STER l Ml lVESflR residential 3307 TYLER ST 
. 
PAUL $CHl[CK residential 3310 TYLER ST 
J All R NOY(S residential 3311 TYLER ST 
·------- ····----- --
MARGAR( IM CA.MERY' residential 3314 TYLER ST 
---·-·· ---- ---------·-----· ----------
" [ IHH JO!trl~ON residential 3315 TYLER ST 
------
(10,IA.l OJ l f ......... ,mo~ ... J I w, E residential 3318 TYLER ST 
Page 49 
L-e111ra1 Avenue 1nvenlory 
J A UOER I KA (LOER ]12$ TYLER UN E MPLS MN 55-411 
ROBERT H THEIS l121 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 5S411 
JENNIE I KRATZER lt2'9 TYlEFI ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
DEAN S PHILLIPS ]ll2 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN ,S,411 
DONALD W i PAfRICIA l RADKE ]Ile TYLER ST HE MPlS MN 5S411 
DAV1OMATRICIAA K BURGER J1J7 TYlER ST NE MPLS MN 55Ata 
MPlS PU!ILIC HOUSING AUTH 
JAMES PARKER 3141 m[R ST HE MPLS MN 56411 
JOHN f flOR[NTINE 3144 TYLER ST HE MPLS MN 55418 
lt[NRY OltllZAMJH A MOELLER lf45 TYLER 61 NE MPLS MN 55411 
I( A IUHNEY & E IIUNNEY 320:J TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
DR IIEEKSMA& AA IUEKSMA 3201 TYLCR ST NE MPLS MN SS411 
M'mEOKY\.E 3206 TYLER ST HE MPLS MN 55-411 
C T IURGOYNE IE l lUROOYNE ]207 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55,4111 
MARKE I SHERRY l lAYEUX 121D TYLER Sf NE MPLS MN $5411 
JEAN ELLEN COMIN[TTI :J2tl JYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
GENEVIEVE O HOU.tGR(N 3214 TYLER ST NE MPlS MN 55411 
tUOENE l LAYEUX 3215 fYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55-IUI 
FRANCES J KNUOSON 3218 f'r'LER ST NE MPLS MN 56-411 
MICHAEL BOHN/SANORA THORESON 3211 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 56411 
OAV,01 IIORYI Jm rYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
lAv-AUHCE & MICHELLE DVORAK 3221 fYLER ST NE MPLS MN$5.418 
THOMAS W IPANO 122'8 rYLER ST NE MPLS MN $5411 
JEAN L KOBUS 12'27 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 5$4111 
(CMIARO I JUDITH SCHMIOTZ 3130 rYl CR ST NE Mf'LS MN 55-411 
--·----- ·--·-- ---- -- ----·- ---
DEAN R MC WUIAMS 3111 IYUR ST NE MPLS MN 5$-411 
------- ----
SO,IA.AANOT 3U4 IYltR ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
l.AARY l & DIANE K SMITH l2'J5 TYL(R ST NE MPLS MN !6411 
MARK Y OEISINOlR l1le TYLER STNE MPlS MN$S4l1 
LAMEHCEABEY' 1131 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 5S4l1 
PATRICK E ~ASE 1242 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN "411 
SttERRY l eEXEll 310 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 5S.11 
MPll PUBLIC ttoUSINO AUIH 
l YNNE LARSEN ]247 TYLER ST N £ MPLS MN 55411 
JON A I MICttEllE M NAMYST 1251 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 53-411 
-
DENISE M BUSE 32'5S ffiER ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
.. 
IS A J ARCIIER l l K TtllLl 3259 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
-
-------- ~ --···-·· -- ---
vt.R.\ M UOlMOLAO l.101 fYllR Sf NE MPLS MN S~II 
LARRY O KOOLMO JJ06 TYLER SfRECT NE MPLS MN 55411 
SCOTT A I MELODY l !VESTER JJ07 TYLER S1 NE MPLS MN 55415 
PAUL SCHIECK 1110 TYLER Sf NE MPLS MN 55-411 
JAMES A I LUCIA R NOYES ll11 TYL CA ST NE MPLS MN 5~11 
---
MA.RO,.,R[fUCAM[RY Ut ◄ l'rl LR SINE MPLS MN SS-411 
---·--· -·--------· -- - ·-·-·· ---- -------·-----·· ---
K£1ftt l JO/INSON JJl5 IYl[R sr N £ MPLS MN 55-418 I I j 
----- - I I I I I DOrMtD J LEWANDOWSKI JJ.IIIJ ,ncn sr NC MPLS MN554IIJ I 
l~R111ACAA!SON 
_________ i:-·~ ,_,..."" . .,.,,.. ... '1 j.Jf( :.IIUHEVIEWMN 55126 / I I 
-J- J J5,91nEnsrNcMl'lSMN554t• / I I 7 
-'- -""•••""'- a ... ,_..__ 
' 
--·-·--· -- .. -... , 
~~-...- .... ~.._:....;;,_....._.._ .... 







CAROL J GROSl'--t>.GS residential 3323 TILER Sl 
M[FUO,WUORAH residential 3326 TYLER ST 
------------ -
~!CHARO ll[RQAHL residential 3327 TYLER ST 
M.(N~4E Ill V lltl[lUORN Et Al. residential 3331 TYLER ST 
V\4ll1AM II POR{M8J<A residential 3334 TYLER ST 
r,ORMAN E N[l$0N E JAL residential 3335 TYLER ST 
-
OCANA N.tJ [ZNY residential 3336 TYLER ST 
"4 A fAl'lOR l Y tr.I fAYlOA residential 3339 TYLER ST 
U O CUAMOPH IM L CllRMONf residential 3343 TYLER ST 
U l W AOORJOU(l residential 3344 TYLER ST 
-
CL YOE A NYGAARD [f,l,l residential 3350 TYLER ST 
------
\l'lRQlNIA M DUNCAN residential 3351 TYLER ST 
ANNA ( LINDMAN residential 3355 TYLER ST 
8[1/(RLY C ANO[RSON residential 3356 TYLER ST 
J l L R[l'l.[R residential 3359 TYLER ST 
34th Avenue lo 35th Avenue 
apartments 3400 TYLER ST 
.t.Jf0ROA8l[ fAMIL Y HOMES INC residential 3411 TYLER ST 
apartments 3414 TYLER ST 
MO HAU MANN IC AMIU[R residential 3419 TYLER ST 
THOMAS M etNSON residential 3423 TYLER ST 
R J M>OERICH II & l M ACTON residential 3427 TYLER ST 
KR1$IINA JO FIX residential 3430 TYLER ST 
CA PAYN[ I $ $ 6 TOPPEL residential 3431 TYLER ST 
MP\ S PU8llC llOUSINO AUTH residential 3434 TYLER ST 
OE lC f P[IERSON residential 3435 TYLER ST 
IUOMAS G MU[llN[R SR residential 3436 TYLER ST 
PA l!LE$1 IE JOLES! JR residential 3439 TYLER ST 
LORAINE M JEROME residential 3442 TYLER ST 
DONNA f GUMP residential 3443 TYLER ST 
M SUMt4[R I S SUMNER residential 3450 TYLER ST 
(>.Rl TORGERSON ETAL residential 3451 TYLER ST 
MI II IIOOYIISPl.'t residential 3454 TYLER ST' 
--
DA\ESTERICRLEST(R residential 3455 TYLER ST 
P l[VKOVIC ►l & I/ LEVKOVICH residential 3459 TYLER ST 
---- 35th Avenue to 36th Avenue 
------ ----··-·- --------·· --
S [ CAROL>.N I NS GIANCOLA residential 3500 TYLER ST 
-
A IM OZUBM residential 3501 TYLER ST 
---· 
l([NN[ TH l PE ft A SON [JAL residential 3507 TYLER ST 
---- -- -------------
11 l NORDSTROM JR ETAL residential 3506 TYLER ST 
·----
A&[,.__ElltR residential 3513 TYLER ST 
··--· 
DOLORES W JOll~iSON residential 3514 TYLER ST 
-------------
-·------ ·--- --··---··------ -- --•·-
MICIIA[ l l GOlll residential 3516 TYLER ST 
---~---------- ----- ---·---------·-- ----- -------------------- -- ---- --------- -----
fW'M:AV£RIRAW[.Al/lR residential 3519 TYLER ST 
Paqe 51 
(.;enlral Avenue Inventory 
IAAJCJNE JEANE fl( ALMCN ll19 TYLER Sf HE MPLS MN 5:S-411 
CDWAADlORANI nn TYL(R ST NE MPLS MN "'411 
CAACX. J OROSl(LAQS lln TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 5&411 
"4[RLIHWHORAN JJ29 TYLER ST N [ MPLS MN $S411 
RICKARD BCAOAtfl ll21 TYLCR ST NE MPLS MN 5S411 
I( V IHl[LHORN llll TYLER ST NE MPU MN 5:S-411 
'NlllAM I POR[M8r'.A lJl.4 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
"fOR~(H[lSON lllS TYLER 111 NE MPLS Mli 55-419 
OE.AN A KAt.EZNY JlJ8 fYlER Sf HE MPLS MN 5,S,411 
MICHAEL & YVONNE TAYlOR lll9 TYlER ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
O>J.( CLERMONT lJO TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 56411 
ORLANDO & WLMA AOORIOUEZ UU TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
CL YO[ A NYGAAAO ll~ T'rLER ST NE MPLS MN 55-411 
I/IROINIA DUNCAN 3151 HUR ST NE MPLS MN $:S,411 
AANA ( LINDMAN lJ.55 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN $5<1111 
8E¥£RLY C ANOlRSOH JJ~ TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 5.5-tll 
--
JAY J & LAURA J A[l({A 11~9 TYLLA Sf NE MPLS MN 55-411 
--- ------· 
CMM[N JUDY JOIINSON 3411 TYLER ST NE 
DENNIS A JOltNSOH MPLS MN 55-4115 
M 0 tW.rMANH & CA MILLER J◄ HI TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 5S4tl 
rtt0MAS M BENSON J.Cll TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
ROBERT J W.OERICH II :M27 TYLER 1ST NE MPLS MN "'411 
KRISTINA JO FIX l◄ JO TYlER ST NE MPLS MN 65◄ 11 
SANORA S STOPPEL 3◄31 m.ER ST NE MPLS 
CHRISTOPHER A PAYNE MN 55◄ 18 
MPLS PU8llC HOUSING AUTH 
GEORGE E PETERSON 105 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55◄ 11 
ruow.s 0 MUELLNER SR 1113 FERNDALE ST N ST PAUL MN ~111 
PATRICIA A BLESI l◄ l9 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN $5-◄ 18 
--------
LORRAINE M JEROME 34◄2 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55◄ 11 
0ONNAFGUMP 340 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55◄ 11 
MELISSA & Sl[V[N SUMNER J450T'rUR ST NE MPLS MNM-418 
EARL TORGERSON 3451 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55◄ 18 
MYK0LA & BARBARA H00YNSKY 345-4 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55418 
DANIEL R & COllHN R LESTER 3455 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 65◄ 11 
f'AV[l & VERA LEVK0V1CH 3459 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55◄ l8 ~ 
"·• 
NIC0IA S GIANCOLA 3500 TYLER MPLS MN 
SANORA [ CAROL.AN ANO !,5418 
AJ.AN l I MARY A DZUBAK 3501 TYLER ST HE MPLS MN 55◄ 1! 
K[NNEllt L PETERSON )507 nuR ST NE MPLS MN 554111 
"-
OCNJAMIN N0H0STR0M JR l~ TYL CR SJ NE MPLS MN 55418 
-
. 
..._RNOL0W~EllER 3513 TYl[R ST NE MPLS MN 55◄ 15 
-
DOLORES WOCH 'l/05 JOHNSON (}R EDINA MN 554JG 
. -·----·-·----·--
-------------" "-- -----
MICttA£L l GOlU IOIOIAH O[ACH OR S/IOUEVIEWMN 55128 I 
-J I I -----··-· ··--- I --1 I I I ~R1UACARlSO/'i / 1519 TnER 51 NC Mf'l.S MNSS41a 
··~ 
0 J MEIZO TRUCKING INC residential 3524 TYLER ST 
CttESlER V PROSE Et.\l residential 3525 TYLER ST 
---··- ----
SO O(Cl([R EfAL residcnlial 3530 TYLER ST 
----- .. 
'-\ARGARETBWASSEN residenlial 3531 TYLER ST 
.. 
EI O EllH&ON residential 3535 TYLER ST 
----· 
R08ERJ I HAUGEN ETAL residential 3536 TYLER ST 
fRAAK CIIOV.A.N E1.A.l residenlial 3541 TYLER ST 
---- ·-----
C11ERYL A ANDERSON residential 3542 TYLER ST 
JOIIN fEl[G'I' El.A.l residential 3547 TYLER ST 
-•··•-··· -·•··-
JI I l[VOIR residential 3548 TYLER ST 
--·--- - -· -·· -··· ----·· 
t;.AJL O SlANK['t residential 3553 TYLER ST 
---
lUCIUE E MUHt residenlial 3554 TYLER ST 
--- ------
11El(NMU4GSIROM residential 3558 TYLER ST 
------
RICHARDO ROl(K EIAL residential 3559 TYLER ST 
0(80RAJt J t'.NOll residential 3564 TYLER ST 
·----· 




MPLS ruouc HOUSING AUHt residential 3570 TYLER ST 
---
KIBLANGCRETALWLEST residential 3571 TYLER ST 
-
36th Avenue to 37th Avenue 
-- -
l) It fl 'l"NU I l GlOJlGE address docs not exist (open loVrail road) __ 3600 TYLER ST 
-- ····- ··- ··-----
~lNEE J ARAGORN residential 3638 TYLER ST 
PAUl H SPERRY ETAL residential 3639 TYLER ST 
LINO.A. l(AONSCIINABLE resldenlial 3642 TYLER ST 
JD&LEKR[Ctc.OW residential 3643 TYLER ST 
AGNES I BR["w"vt:R residential 3646 TYLER ST 
-----
PAUL l lEWANDOV't'SKI residential 3650 TYLER ST 
- ---- ··- ·--··- - ·---------
ROO[RJ J lUNDDCRO I W'v\fE residential 3654 TYLER ST 
CHURCH or GOO me Korean First Baptist 781-3699 3665 TYLER ST 
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~entral Avenue Inventory 
0 J MEIZO TRUCIUNO INC 3524 TYLER ST NE MPlS MN 56411 
CHESTER VPAOSE 3525 TYLER ST NE MPU MN "411 
SD DECKER l530 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 56411 
MARGARET I WASSEN J5Jt TYLER St NE MPLS MN 55-411 
ELVIN & DORIS ELLEFSON JSl5 TYl(R ST NE MPlS MN5$411 
ROBERT I HAUGEN SR J5Je TYL(R st NE MPLS MN 5S411 
FRAHIC CHOVAN 3541 TYLERITNEMPLSMN56411 
CHERYLAANOERSON JS4J TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 5$411 
-
JOHN FUEQY JS41 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55411 
-- ---
JtAIEAL[VOIR l"t48 lYlCR St NE MM.S MN 56411 
--·. ------ ·-- ---· -- . ·•· ·-· ··•------- ·---
GAIL D SfANK£1 355] JYLER ST NE MPlS MN !6411 
LUCILlE E MUTH JS~ TYLER Sf NE MPLS MN 55411 
-
ttElEN M ENGSTROM 35SI TYlER ST NE MP\.$ MN 56411 
RICHAAD O ROZEK 3551 TYLER It NE MPLS MN $5411 
DEBORAH J KNOLL J~ TYLER ST NE MPlS MN "411 
D M TRACZYK I F J TRACZYK 3565 TYLER ST NE MPlS MN 56418 
UPLS PUBLIC HOUSING AUTlf 
.. 
KJ I.ANGER I BETTE MI.ANGER 3~71 TYLER ST NE MPlS MN 55411 
OONALOHrLYNN 13211 OSAGE ST NW COON RAPIDS MN5S44 
RENEE TARA.GORN 3638 TYlER ST NE MPLS MN 55418 
PAlA H SPERRY JIJJ9 TYLER ST NE MPLSMN55411 
-
LINDA t<.RONSCtfNABLE 3642 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 56411 
JEROME D & LORI E KRECKOW JGU TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 56411 Tyler 
-"ONES I DREMA JG48 TYLER ST N£ MPLS MN 55411 
PAULL LEWANDOWSKI 3G50 TYLER IT NE MPLS MN 65411 
ROBERT J LUNDBERG 30M TYLEFl ST NE MPlS MN 55418 
KOREAN FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 3005 TYLER ST NE MPLS MN 55411 Tyler ~ 35 
On-Street Available Parking 
Appendix D 
East/South West/North 
East/South Side West/North Side Block 
Side Soaces Restnct1ons Side Spaces Restrictions Total 
Cross Street Parking Spaces Spring Street to 37th Avenue 
Spring Street (East Side) 
8 7 15 
Spring Street (West Side) 
0 0 0 
3rd Avenue (East Side) 
6 0 6 
3rd Avenue (West Side) 
0 0 0 
Summer Street (East Side) 
3 I 3 6 
Summer Street (West Side) 
4 4 8 
Cemetery Street (East Side) ' 
0 0 I 0 I 
Cemetery Street (West Side) : 
I 0 i 0 0 I 
Autumn Street (East Side) i i 
I 0 i 0 0 
Autumn Street (West Side) : 
' 
10 I 11 21: 
Broadway Street (East Side) ; I 
' 
I 0 : 0 0 
Broadway Street (West Side) I i 
i 0 i 0 0 
' 
13th Avenue (East Side) · I 
I Q; I 0 I O' 
' 
13th Avenue (West Side) 
I 
I 0 0 0 
14th Avenue (East Side) 
i 0 I 5 5 
14th Avenue (West Side) i I : 
10' 0 10 I 
18th Avenue (East Side) 
I 3 3 6 i 
18th Avenue (West Side) 
; 14' ! 0 14 
18 1/2 Avenue (East Side) ! : 
! o' I 6: i 6 i I 
18 1/2 Avenue (West Side) i I I I 
i 9. ! 16· 25 : 
19th Avenue (East Side) i ! I 
i 14i ! 14'1-hour 28 I : 
Page 1 
On-Street Available Parking 
19th Avenue (West Side) 
10 1-hour 
20th Avenue (East Side) 
13 12 1-hour 
20th Avenue (West Side) 
10 1-hour 
22nd Avenue (East Side) 
14: 1-hour 
22nd Avenue (West Side) 
15 1-hour 
23rd Avenue (East Side) 
. 14' 1-hour 
23rd Av'enue (West Side) 
! 11 1-hour, 2 
I handicap 
13 : transfer 
24th Avenue (East Side) 
: 11 1-hour, 2 
ihandicap 
10 i transfer 
24th Avenue (West Side) 
1 o! 
Lowry Avenue (East Side) 
I 1-hour, no ! 
j parking rush [ 
9/hours : 
Lowry Avenue (West Side) 
I 1-hour, no ! 
i parking rush : 
8 ihours ' 
26th Avenue (East Side) 
:, ai 
26th Avenue (West Side) 
' 9 
27th Avenue (East Side) 
i 5; ! 
27th Avenue (West Side) 
I 8' 
28th Avenue (East Side) 
i 11 i 











i 1-hour, no ! 
i parking rush I 
6 'hours : 
12 
15 
i no parking I 
'(odd side 
13 plowing) 





















29th Avenue (East Side) i 1 
i 13! ' 0. 1 13 / 
29th Avenue (West Side) : I : I 
r-=-=:-:----=l ___ o=l=------=-:--:-"7"""1 ___ o ___ ___,i ___ o-'-. ____ ! ___ , 
30th Avenue (East Side) : ' 
Page2 
On-Street Available Parking 
7 5 12 
30th Avenue r,Nest Side) 
0 0 0 
31st Avenue (East Side) 
g g 18 
31st Avenue r,Nest Side) 
0 0 0 
32nd Avenue/St. Anthony Parkway (East Side) 
--
0 7 7 
32nd Avenue/St. Anthony Parkway (West Side) 
0 0 0 
33rd Avenue (East Side) 
10'.1-hour 8 1-hour 18 
33rd Avenue r,Nest Side) : 
0 0 0 
34th Avenue (East Side) 
: no parking 7-
10·5 1-hour 10 5 20 
34th Avenue r,Nest Side) 
-
0 0 0 
35th Avenue (East Side) ' 
0 0 O' 
35th Avenue r,Nest Side) ; 
; o: ; o· 0 . 
36th Avenue (East Side) : 
4 5 9: 
36th Avenue r,Nest Side) i 
0 : 0 o: 
Columbia Boulevard (East Side) ! : 
; 0 : 0 0, I 
Columbia Boulevard r,Nest Side) : : 
i 0: 3 3 
37th Avenue (East Side) 
0 0 0 
37th Avenue r,Nest Side) 
o· I 0 o: 
Central Avenue Parking Spaces 7th Street to 37th Avenue 
7th Street to 8th Street ! 
: 8·metered I 0 8 
8th Street to 3rd Avenue 
0 0 0 




Summer Street to Broadway Street : I \ 
I 0 i 0 0 I I i 
Broadway Street to 12th Avenue I i i 
i O' . I 0 0, 
Page 3 
On-Street Available Parking 
12th Avenue to 13th Avenue 
0 0 0 
13th Avenue to 14th Avenue 
20.2 1-hour 29•2 1-hour 49 
14th Avenue to 18th Avenue 
8 before rr, 9 · 0 before rr. 
after (3 30- 11 after (7 30 
17,min) 11 min) 28 
18th Avenue to 18 1/2 Avenue 
8 2-hour 4 1-hour 12 
18 1 /2 Avenue to 19th Avenue 
6 10 1-hour 16 
19th Avenue to 20th Avenue : 
10 1-hour 10 1-hour 20, 
20th Avenue to 22nd Avenue i I 
9 1-hour 5 1-hour 141 
22nd Avenue to 23rd Avenue 
10:1-hour 10, 1-hour 20 
23rd Avenue to 24th Avenue 
10: 1-hour i 14 1-hour 24, 
24th Avenue to Lowry i 
' 10 i 1-hour i 9· 1-hour 191 
Lowry Avenue to 26th Avenue 1 ! 
16'1-hour 
I 9 1-hour 251 i I 
26th Avenue to 27th Avenue I I , 
' 
175 1-hour 15,2 1-hour 32' I 
27th Avenue to 28th Avenue I I 
21 · I 22 43 
29th Avenue to 30th Avenue I ! I 
>t 20 ! 25 45i I 
30th Avenue to 31st Avenue I i i 
14 : 24 38; i 
31st Avenue to 32nd Avenue 
21 28 49 ' 
St. Anthony Parkway/32nd Avenue to 33rd Avenue ! I 
19; 27, 46 I ! 
33rd Avenue to 34th Avenue i i 
25 23 48 ' 
34th Avenue to 35th Avenue : 
i \2 handicap i 1 
23 'transfer ' 29 52 I 
35th Avenue to 36th Avenue (rr tracks) 
31: I 30 61: i 
---- ---
36th Avenue (rr tracks) to 37th Avenue 
20 27 47 
Parallel Streets i I I 
Van Buren Street I I I 
Page4 
On-Street Available Parking 
Spring Street to Summer Street 
25 26 51 
Summer Street to Autumn Street 
23 23 46 
14th Avenue to rr tracks 
15 15 30 
Jackson Street 
18th Avenue to 18 1 /2 
13 12 25 
18 1/2 Avenue to 19th Avenue 
8 9 17 
19th Avenue to 20 th Avenue 
14 9 23 
20th Avenue to 22nd Avenue 
10 11 21 
22nd Avenue to 23rd Avenue 
10 ' 14 24 
23rd Avenue to 24th Avenue ' 
' 
8 8 : 16 
24th Avenue to Lowry Avenue ' ! 
' 
13 11 24 
Lowry Avenue to 26th Avenue ' :
27 23 50 
26th Avenue to 27th Avenue : 
26 24 50 
Vanburen Street 
Columbia Boulevard to 37th Avenue 
35 i 33 68 
East Side ' i· I 
Harrison Street ' 
' ' 
' 
Spring Street to Railroad 
6 7 13 
Tyler Street ! 
Cemetery Street to Dead End 
1 no parking 7- : : no parking 7- • 
19'5 15 s : 34 
Broadway Street to 14th Avenue 
1undefined ! 
Railroad Tracks to 18th Avenue 
20 19 39 i 
Polk Street : i 
' 
I 
18th Avenue to 18 1/2 Avenue 
6 14 20 
18 1/2 to 19th Avenue i i ' I ; 
10: i 12 i 22 i 
19th Avenue to 20th Avenue 
. 
Page 5 
On-Street Available Parking 
11 1-hour 13 24 
20th Avenue to 22nd Avenue 
10 7 17 
22nd Avenue to 23rd Avenue 
19 11 30 
23rd Avenue to 24th Avenue 
15 15 30 
24th Avenue to Lowry Avenue 
10 7 17 
Lowry Avenue to 26th Avenue 
16 24 2 handicap 50 
26th Avenue to 27th Avenue ' 
' 2?! i 26' 53 
27th Avenue to 28th Avenue 
! 27: I 28: I 55 : 
28th Avenue to 29th Avenue : : 
! 25 l 26 ' 51 ! 
Tyler Street i ' 
; 
I 
i ! ' I 
29th Avenue to 30th Avenue i 
25: 26 ' 52 ; 
30th Avenue to 31st Avenue I 
' 
' 
: 28: 28' ' 56 I 
31st Avenue to 32nd Avenue 
: 25; j_ 26 52 
' 
32nd'Avenue to 33rd Avenue ; i 
i 29[ I 28: 57 l 
33rd Avenue to 34th Avenue 
25; : 25'. 50 I : 
34th Avenue to 35th Avenue 
' 
: 291 27 56 
' 
35th Avenue to 36th Avenue ' ' 
351 35 70 
36th Avenue (alley) to 37th Avenue 
15 16 31 
! i 
Total Available Parking On-Street: 2582 
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Appendix E 
CHAPTER 478. PARKING, STOPPING AND STANDING* 
ARTICLE I. GENERALLY 
478.10. To be parallel to curb. No person shall stand or park a vehicle in a roadway other than 
parallel with the edge of the roadway, headed in the direction of traffic, with the curbside wheels of 
the vehicle within twelve (12) inches of the edge of the roadway, and not closer than four (4) feet to 
another vehicle parked at the cu~b, except as provided in section 478.30. (Code 1960, As Amend., 
§ 411.010) 
State law reference(s)--Similar provisions, M.S. § 169.35. 
478.20. To be parallel to edge of roadway in absence of curb. Upon streets and highways not having 
a curb each vehicle stopped or parked shall be stopped or parked parallel with and to the right of the 
paved or improved or main-traveled part of the street or highway. (Code 1960, As Amend., § 
411.020) 
State law reference(s)--Similar provisions, M.S. § 169.35. 
478.85. Parking of unattached trailers prohibited. No person shall stop, stand or park a trailer which 
is not attached to a properly licensed and insured motor vehicle on any street or highway except as 
otherwise specifically exempted by Minneapolis City Ordinances or state law. A " trailer" for the 
purpose of this section is any vehicle without motor power designed for carrying persons or property 
and for being drawn by a motor vehicle. For the purposes of this section, "not attached" means a 
trailer that is not attached to a motor vehicle in such a manner that the motor vehicle and trailer can 
immediately be operated in a safe and legal manner without further attachment. (92-Or-114, § 1, 
9-25-92) 
478.90. Prohibited in specified places. No person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle except when 
necessary to avoid conflict with other traffic or in compliance with the directions of a police officer 
or traffic- control device, in any of the following places: 
(a) On a sidewalk or boulevard between sidewalk and roadway; 
(b) In front of a public or private driveway or alley or within five ( 5) feet of the intersection of 
any public or private driveway or alley with any street or highway; 
( c) Within an intersection; 
(d) Within ten (10) feet of a fire hydrant, provided that this does not prevent the parking of 
taxicabs in taxicab stands established by the city council within ten (10) feet in either direction of a 
fire hydrant; 










(f) Within twenty (20) feet of a crosswalk at an intersection; 
(g) Within thirty (30) feet upon the approach of any flashing school signal stop sign, 
traffic-control signal or school sign at the side of a roadway; 
- ' -
(h) Between a safety zone and the adjacent curb or within thirty ( 30) feet of points on the curb 
immediately opposite the ends of a safety zone unless a different length is indicated by signs or 
markings; 
(i) Within a designated or marked bus stop; 
G) Within fifty (50) feet of the nearest rail of a railroad crossing; 
(k) Within twenty (20) feet of the driveway entrance to any fire station and on the side of a street 
opposite the entrance to any fire station within seventy-five (75) feet of said entrance when properly 
signposted; 
(1) On the roadway side of any vehicle stopped or parked at the edge or curb of a street, except 
as provided in section 478.200; 
(m) Alongside or opposite any street excavation or obstruction when such stopping, standing or 
parking would obstruct traffic; 
(n) Along the curb adjacent to any school property from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on days when 
school is in session unless otherwise designated on sign erected and installed; 
( o) Upon any bridge or approach or other elevated structure upon a street or highway or within 
a street or highway tunnel, except as otherwise provided by traffic code; 
(p) At any place where temporary signs prohibit parking as long as such signs are in place; 
(q) No person shall move a vehicle not owned by such person into any prohibited area or away 
from a curb such distance as is unlawful;· 
(r) No person shall, for camping purposes, leave or park a house trailer on or within the limits 
of any street or highway or on any street or highway right-of-way, except where signs are erected 
designating the place as a campsite; 
(s) No person shall park a vehicle so as to block a fire escape or the exit from any building; 
(t) No person shall stop or park a vehicle on a street or highway when directed or ordered to 
proceed by any peace officer invested by law with authority to direct, control or regulate traffic; 
(u) At ~y place on public property which is not at the time open for the use of vehicular traffic; 
(v) At any place where official signs prohibit stopping, standing or parking; 
(w) On any portion of a street or highway or other public property between the roadway and 
abutting property; 
(x) Between any adjacent roadways which are part of a street or highway; 
(y) At any place on any pathway, sidewalk area for pedestrians or other portion of any public 
property which is not intended for the use of vehicles; 
(z) At any place where marked and signed fire lanes have been established by authorization of 
the city council. (Code 1960, As Amend.,§ 411.090; Ord. of9-28-73, § 2; 85-Or-022, § 1, 1- 25-85; 
92-Or-165, § 1, 11-20-92) 
State law reference(s)--Similar provisions, M.S. § 169.34. 
478.100. General time limits for parking. (a) No person shall park a vehicle or permit it to stand upon 
any street in the congested zone for a period of time longer than sixty (60) minutes during the hours 
between 8: 00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., except on Sundays and legal holidays. 
(b) No person shall park a vehicle or permit it to stand upon any street for a period of time longer 
than sixty (60) minutes between the hours of2:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. of any day, except physicians 
on emergency calls. 
(c) No person in charge of a vehicle shall park or permit it to stand upon any street or highway 
in the city for more than two (2) consecutive hours, between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., 
unless otherwise designated on signs erected and installed. 
(d) No person shall park a vehicle or permit it to stand upon any street or highway in the city for 
more than six (6) consecutive hours between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 2:00 a.m., except in an 
emergency or unless otherwise designated on signs erected and installed. 
(e) For the purpose of the regulations relating to limited parking, any vehicle moved a distance 
of not more than two (2) blocks during the iimited parking period shall be deemed to have remained 
stationary. (Code 1960, As Amend., § 411. 130) 
478.110. No-stopping zone. No person shall stop or halt a vehicle, even momentarily, in any place 
on any street or highway where official signs prohibit stopping, except when necessary to avoid 
conflict with other traffic or in compliance with the direction of a police officer or traffic- control sign 
or signal. (Code 1960, As Amend., § 411.150) 
State law reference(s)--Similar provisions, M.S. § 169.36. 
















street or alley in the city shall lock the ignition, remove the key, and take the same with him. (Code 
1960, As Amend., § 411.190) 
4 78 .180. Parking in alleys. Vehicles other than commercial trucks shall not be parked in public alleys, 
and commercial trucks shall not be so parked for a longer period of time than is necessary to load or 
unload commodities, and then not to exceed thirty (30) minutes. (Code 1960, As Amend., § 411.21 O; 
Ord. of9-28-73, § 5) 
478.200. Double parking. Vehicles shall not be double parked on a street or highway, except 
commercial trucks when calling for or delivering merchandise when access to the curb at or 
immediately adjacent to the place of delivery is blocked by other vehicles, and then only for such 
length of time as may be necessary to load or unload, such length of time in any event not to exceed 
fifteen (15) minutes. No commercial truck shall be double parked in any area designated by the city 
council as a parking meter area. No truck shall be double parked in any area between the hours of 
7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. and between the hours of 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. (Code 1960, As Amend., 
§ 411.220; Ord. of 9-28-73, § 5) 
478.210. Impounding of violations. Any unoccupied vehicle found in violation of the provisions of 
the traffic code may be immediately removed and impounded by any police officer or duly authorized 
person in accordance with this code. (Code 1960, As Amend., § 411.240) 
478.230. Exceptions. The provisions of this article, or any other ordinance pertaining to parking or 
stopping, shall not apply to authorized emergency vehicles while used in the regular performance of 
duties, nor to authorized traffic code enforcement personnel engaged in performance of their duties. 
(Code 1960, As Amend., § 411.290) 
478.240. Parking of overweight vehicles and commercial vehicles and commercial passenger vehicles. 
No vehicle, with or without load, which weighs more than six thousand (6,000) pounds or is 
. . 
registered for a gross weight of more than nine thousand (9,000) pounds, nor any commercial vehicle 
or commercial passenger vehicle whi~h is within or abutting, including across a street or alley from, 
an RI to R6A zoning district shall be permitted to stop, stand or park on any street unless such 
vehicle is actually engaged in the loading or unloading of passengers or materials from the vehicle or 
is actually engaged in the providing of services at that location, or in compliance with signals or signs 
or the directions of a police officer. (Code 1960, As Amend., § 411.310; Ord. of 10-26-73, § 1; 
78-Or-155, § 1, 8-11-78; 90-Or-319, § 1, 12-28-90; 91-Or- 099, § 1, 5-10-91) 
478.250. Abandoned motor vehicles; penalty. (a) No abandoned motor vehicle shall remain upon any 
street or highway in the city. Any vehicle which is permitted to remain upon any street or highway 
in the city in excess of seventy-two (72) consecutive hours or any vehicle lacking vital component 
parts shall be presumed to be abandoned and may be immediately removed and impounded by any 
police officer or duly authorized person in accordance with this code. 
(b) Any person violating the terms of this section shall be punished by a fine of not less than 
twenty-five dollars ($25.00) nor more than one hundred dollars ($100.00). (Code 1960, As Amend., 
§ 421.190; 79-Or-123, § 1, 6-8-79) 
State law reference(s)--Abandoned vehicles, M.S. Ch. 168B. 
478.260. Use of alleys for through traffic prohibited. (a) Purpose. The city council declares that the 
public alleys of the city are constructed and maintained primarily to provide limited access to abutting 
residential and commercial property, and are not intended or designed for use as through streets. The 
city council finds that it is necessary to limit access to public alleys in order to address the use of 
public alleys by operators of motor vehicles who use alleys to avoid traffic congestion on city streets, 
thereby increasing the risk of bodily injury and property damage by increasing vehicular traffic in 
alleys which are not designed to safely carry such traffic; to address problems of "cruising" alleys in 
motor vehicles by persons who do not reside or conduct business in abutting property or who are not 
invitees to abutting property, which can lead to vandalism, burglary or other criminal activity. The 
city council finds that the protection of the public health, safety and welfare requires that traffic in 
public alleys be restricted to protect residential neighborhoods and to insure that use of public alleys 
by operators of motor vehicles is consistent with the purpose of such alleys as stated in this section. 
(b) Use prohibited. No person may operate a motor vehicle on a public alley unless directed to do 
so by a peace officer, authorized traffic code enforcement personnel or authorized traffic control 
device, except abutting property owners, tenants their guests or invitees, operating a motor vehicle 
in an otherwise lawful manner. This section shall not be interpreted to preclude use of alleys by the 
following: 
( 1) Persons performing authorized law enforcement activities on behalf of any law enforcement 
agency; 
(2) Persons providing emergency medical or fire services; 
(3) Persons performing public service activities or inspections on behalf of state, federal or city 
regulatory agencies or departments; and 
( 4) Persons performing installation, maintenance or inspection activities for public or priv<!te 
utility or communications companies. (93-Or-152, § 1, 10-29-93) 
ARTICLE V. NO-PARKING ZONES 
478.590. Established. The no parking zones established by the city councilas of July 1, 1960 (Chapter 
9:23, 1948 Compilation of Ordinances) are continued in effect, and the council may add to or modify 
the said no parking zones by appropriate ordinances from time to time. The city 
traffic engineer shall maintain in his office at all times a complete listing of all no-parking zones, which 
said listing is hereby incorporated in this Code the same as if fully set forth herein. (Code 1960, As 





478.600. Parking prohibited; exceptions. (a) No person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle on any 
street or highway where there has been established a no-parking zone and such zone is marked by a 
sign or yellow curb, provided, a driver may stop his vehicle momentarily while actually engaged in 
receiving or discharging passengers from his vehicle. 
(b) Commercial trucks may stop in a no-parking zone while actually engaged in loading or 
unloading merchandise or freight for a period oftime not to exceed thirty (30) minutes. 
(c) No commercial truck shall stop, stand or park at any time in a no-parking zone which has been 
established for a United States post office drive-up mail collection box, or a traffic turning lane, fire 
lane or traffic clearance lane, to provide additional traffic lanes during peak traffic hours or street 
maintenance, or in violation of any provisions of section 478.90. (Code 1960, As Amend., §§ 
411.100, 446.020; Ord. of9-28-73, § 3; 78-Or-161, § 1, 8-11-78) 
478.61 O. Hours. Said zones shall be in effect twenty-four (24) hours of every day, except as may be 
otherwise provided with respect to particular zones. (Code 1960, As Amend., § 446.030) 
478.620. Where may be established. No parking zones may be established by the city council at 
auditoriums, churches, clubs, depots, funeral· parlors, hotels, hospitals, theaters and other buildings 
not owned by the county, city, state or federal government, upon compliance with the conditions 
stated in this article. The city, county, state or federal government may obtain no parking zones 
without the payment of any fee therefor upon the filing of the application as herein provided. (Code 
1960, As Amend.,§ 446.040) 
478.630. Procedure for establishment. Any person desiring that a no parking zone not uniform with 
the adjacent area be established abutting the premises occupied by such person, shall make written 
application therefor. Such application shall be referred to the city engineer, who shall make a survey 
of the traffic conpitions in the vicinity of the proposed zone and recommend either the granting or 
the denial of such permit. If, in the judgment of the city council, the traffic conditions in the vicinity 
of the proposed zone do not justify the issuance of such permit, the same shall not be granted. (Code 
1960, As Amend., § 446.050) 
478.700. Church zones. No parking during church service zones shall be established at a fee no more 
than sufficient to cover the cost of the signs, publication and investigation. No costs representing the 
replacement of damaged or stolen signs and painting maintenance of curbs or signs shall be incurred 
by the city, unless the incurring of such cost shall be requested by the religious organization having 
the privilege of a ''No Parking During Church Service" zone. In the event such costs are incurred as 
hereinabove set forth, the religious organization shall be charged the rates prescribed in this article. 
(Code 1960, As Amend.,§ 446.120) 
ARTICLE VI. LOADING ZONES, TRUCK ZONES, LIMITED PARKING ZONES AND 
HANDICAPPED PERSONS TRANSFER ZONES 
478.730. Establishment generally. (a) The loading zones established by the city council as of July I, 
1960 (Chapter 9:25, 1948 Compilation of Ordinances) are continued in effect, and the council may 
add to or modify the said zones by appropriate ordinances from time to time. The city traffic engineer 
shall maintain in his office at all times a complete listing of all loading zones, which said listing is 
hereby incorporated in this Code_ the same as if fully set forth herein. 
(b) Loading zones, truck zones, limited parking zones, passenger loading zones or handicapped 
persons transfer zones may be established by the city council at auditoriums, churches, clubs, depots, 
funeral parlors, hotels, hospitals, theaters, residences and other buildings not owned by the county, 
city, state or federal government upon compliance with conditions stated in this article. The city, 
county, state or federal government may obtain loading zones, truck zones or limited parking zones 
without the payment of any fee therefor, upon the filing of the application as herein set forth. No fee 
shall be charged where a handicapped persons transfer zone is established at a residence. (Code 1960, 
As Amend.,§§ 447.010, 447.040; Ord. of7-27-72, § 2) 
478.735. Procedure for establishment. Except in the area bounded by and including Ninth Street 
South, Washington Avenue South, Third Avenue South and Hennepin Avenue, any person desiring 
that a loading zone, truck zone or limited parking zone not uniform with the adjacent area, be 
established abutting the premises occupied by such person, shall make written application therefor. 
Such application shall be referred to the city engineer, who shall make a survey of the traffic 
conditions in the vicinity of the proposed zone and recommend either the granting or the denial of 
such permit. If, in the judgment of the city council, the traffic conditions in the vicinity of the 
proposed zone do not justify the issuance of such permit, the same shall not be granted. No loading 
zone, truck zone or limited parking zone less than twenty-two (22) lineal feet shall be established. 
(Code 1960, As Amend.,§ 447.050; Ord. of 5-29-70, § 1) 
478.790. Hours. Said zones shall be in effect between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. except on Sundays and 
legal holidays, and except as may be otherwise provided with respect to particular zones. (Code 1960, 
As Amend., § 447.030) 
478.800. General prohibition against parking. No person shall stop, stand or park any vehicle in any 
loading zone, handicapped persons transfer zone, truck zone or limited parking zone except in 
accordance with this article. (Code 1960, As Amend.,§ 447.020; Ord. of7-27-72, § I) 
478.810. Use of truck loading zones generally. No person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle, other 
than a commercial truck, or other commercial vehicle which complies with and displays special 
parking permit decals issued pursuant to the provisions of section 478.820, or a truck or other 
commercial vehicle which has a vehicle license, tag, decal or other identification device issued by the 
city pursuant to this Code, in any space established by the city council as a truck loading zone. Such 
ti 
d 
vehicles shall not be parked in truck loading zones for any purpose or length of time other than the 
expeditious unloading and delivery or pick-up and loading of materials upon any street or highway 
between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. where loading zone time is not posted, nor during such other period 
as may be posted for a particular loading zone, Sundays and legal holidays excepted. In no case shall 
the stop for loading and unloading of materials exceed thirty (30) minutes or such other time as may 
be posted pursuant to action of the city council. Parking of commercial and passenger vehicles 
in such truck loading zones shall be permitted during hours other than those posted or above 
specified. (Code 1960, As Amend.,§§ 411.110, 447.130; Ord. of7-26-74, § 1; Ord. of 1-10-75, § 
1) 
478.820. Special permits to park in truck loading zones. Any vehicle which properly displays 
Minneapolis special parking permit decals, and complies with all provisions of this section, shall be 
entitled to park in truck loading zones in accordance with the provisions of section 478.810. Such 
special parking permits shall be subject to the following terms and conditions: 
(a) Any person engaged in a bona fide commercial business who has need for and desires a 
special parking permit, may make application therefor to the city department of licenses and consumer 
services on such forms as required by that department. 
(b) Special parking permit decals may be issued by the department for one year beginning July 
first upon payment of a fee of three hundred fifty-seven dollars ($357.00) per vehicle per year. Fees 
for periods of less than a full year shall be prorated in accordance with the provisions of section 
261 .40 of this Code of Ordinances. 
( c) All applications for such permits shall be promptly reviewed by a special parking permit 
advisory committee appointed by the president of the city council, and composed of a member of the 
city council transportation committee, an employee of the police department, an employee of the 
department of licenses and consumer services, and a member or staff person of the business 
community, whicli committee shall promptly report in writing its recommendation regarding the 
application to the department, which shall then either issue or deny the permit. Any permit issued may 
subsequently be revoked for cause by the department, after a review and recommendation of the 
committee. Any person aggrieved by the denial of an application or a revocation of a permit, may, 
within ten ( 10) days of notice of such denial or revocation, appeal in writing to the city council for 
a hearing before its license and consumer affairs committee regarding such denial or revocation. 
Gathered from page 67 / 68 of Title 18 TRAFFIC CODE* (0l-Feb-96) 
(d) Permits shall be issued in the form of special parking permit decals, which shall be 
permanently affixed to the upper half of the front doors on each side of the vehicle. 
(e) When any vehicle for which a special parking permit decal has been issued is disposed ofby 
the business which made original application for such permit, the decal must be removed or 
destroyed so as to preclude the use of such vehicle and permit by any other person. The permittee 
shall also notify the department of licenses and consumer services that such permit is no longer valid. 
A new decal may be issued to the same business for a replacement vehicle under the original 
application upon payment of an eleven dollar ($11.00) fee. 
(f). Any special parking permit may be revoked by the director of the department of licenses and 
consumer services when any driver, owner or other person in charge of any vehicle which has aspecial 
parking permit violates any provision of this section or any other provision of this article, or uses or 
attempts to use the permit privileges for purposes other than the pick-up and delivery of merchandise 
in commerce. 
(g) No permit shall be issued for any vehicle unless such vehicle for which the permit is requested 
is used exclusively for the pick.-up and delivery of merchandise, and not as incidental to another or 
primary use. (Code 1960, As Amend., § 411.320; Ord. of 7-26-74, § 2; Ord. of 3-14-75, § 1; 
79-Or-178, § 1, 8-30-79; 79-Or-320, § 1, 11-9-79; 80-Or-048, § 1, 3-28-80; 83-Or-088, § 1, 4-8-83; 
84-Or-128, § 1, 7-13-84; 90-Or-014, § 1, 1-26-90; 91-Or-041, § 1, 2-22-91; 91-Or-049, § 1, 
3-29-91) 
478.830. Use of passenger loading zones. No person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle for any 
purpose or period of time other than for the expeditious loading or unloading of passengers in any 
place officially designated and marked as a passenger zone during hours when the regulations 
applicable to such passenger zone are effective, and then only for a period of not to exceed three (3) 
minutes. (Code 1960, As Amend., § 411.120) 
478.840. Use of handicapped persons transfer zones. No person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle 
for any purpose or period of time other than for the loading or unloading of passengers who are 
handicapped persons in any place officially designated and marked as a '' Handicapped Persons 
Transfer Zone." (Code 1960, As Amend.,§ 411.125) 
478.850. Use of limited parking zones. No person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle for any purpose 
or period of time longer than for the expeditious loading or unloading of passengers ormerchandise 
and materials in any place officially designated and marked as a limited time parking zone, during the 
time when the regulations applicable to such zone are effective. (Code 1960, As Amend., § 447.120) 
ARTICLE VIII. NO STOPPING ZONES 
478.940. Establishment. The city council may establish no stopping zones and may add to or modify 
the said no stopping zones by appropriate ordinances from time to time. The city engineer shall 
maintain in his office at all times a complete listing of all no stopping zones, which said listing is 

















478.950. Hours. Said no stopping zones shall be in effect for the hours as provided with respect to 
particular zones. (Code 1960, As Amend., § 450.020) 
_____________________________________ ..._::P._.:_ane 2 
5hared 
Buildong Business Name 
Total Percent Percent 
Property Address Spaces Friday Time Occupied Monday Time Occupied 
- ------ --------·---- -------
'""~"• T~in ~i(r ~ffice ~upply c;~ 718 20 CENTRAL AV NE 32 28 9:02 87.5 34 9:53 106.25 
-------11---- -------- ------+-----1------1---,-,,-,,-
""""' ".Ii~~ ~~h~I Suppli~sfT~~s/H~~!t~~i~~ 722 CENTRALAVNE 23 11:56 71.875 21 12:02 65.625 
---------------1---- 1------- -------- ---------
......... For rent 379-3350 
Eagles 
Burger King 
@@@ Senior's Place 
- ' -- -· . - . 
@l~@l P~r~~r ~k~vi:~ 
Central Care Center 
Holly Perras Income Tax 
- --- - . -· 
19 4:05 59.375 21 4:04 65.625 
. ---·· .. ---·-·-··----- -----·-1----1 ,----•----
Average Average Percent 
_ _ _ _____________ 1o __ =-'p,'-·e_d. __ 1_2_4_._3_3_3_33_ 1 -----1--o_=...:p,_·e_d: __ 1 __ 7_6_._04_16_7--1-----1-----• 
1404 CENTRAL AV NE 278 41 ------ 9:10- 14.7482 49 --il:46 17.6259 
42 12:02 15.10791 -46 12:09 16.54676 
····--·------•----- ----!----- ------- -------· 







---------------· .. -- --- -- -·-·---•------------•-- ----------- ---·---- 1----1-----+----
1717 CENTRALAVNE 41 4 9:16 9.756098 6 9:45 14.63415 
-----------l----l----21 12:0551.21951 - 19"----i2:1146.34146 
----------·----·---------- --- --··----------- ---- 7 --- 4:17 --17.07317 3 -- 4:137317073 
---------- --- -- ----- --------------1 




1 ___ 1_0-1------,0COJ __ P'_·e_d: ___ 2 __ 4_._3_90_2_4_I-----+----
1------ ----- ---- --- __ _,__ __ _ 
107 79 9:19 73.83178 76 9:44 71.02804 
-----···---- ------ ------ -·---- --- ----·-· - -- ------ ------·· ----- --------- -
1815CENTRALAVNE 65 12:06 60.74766 63 12:12 58.8785 
-------------------- -------- ------------ --- ------ ··- -- ------ - ----------- ----- - ---
70 4:15 65.42056 67 4:14 62.61682 




OCOJpied 65.42056 1---- ------- ------- ----- _______ _, ___ _ 70 
--- --------- ------------ ------·---- , .. ----- --------- --- -------. --,-----•----. ---·- -------·-··· 
1828 34 CENTRAL AV NE 26 17 9:57 65.38462 17 9:25 65.38462 
-- 16 -- 12:39- s·1.s3a46 ---1--3 --12:44 ----so 
.. ---·- ·-·- -------•---------- -------·---- ------· ----------- ----------•-----
-------- ____ 1'-2 4:54 46.15385 13 4:40 50 
Average 
Occupied: 14. 66667 
Average Percent 
Occupied: 56.41026 
--- -------•-•-------- ------- -------
1a31 cENTRALAvNE----••+- ---·-·-- 16 -------2 ·------9:·19-· -12.s ·-------2 -----·1a.12s 
_____________ ,,___ - -------- >------
0 12:06 0 2 0 
---------· ------·l----
0 4:15 0 0 0 
Average 




Parking Lot Counts 
~~~ !lllP.!llt~ 1840 CENTRAL AV NE 
··- ------- ----··-------
18 7 9:55 38.88889 5 9:24 27.77778 
$$$$$$ Farmers' Meat 
·--- ------------
$$$$$$ door 
1844 54 CENTRAL AV NE 
--------· - --- -------1------1-----½--
. -··-·---- ·------------•----
1846 CENTRAL AV NE 
9 12:39 50 8 12:48 44.44444 
9 4:53 50 9 4:42 50 
$$$$$$ Patel Grocery _ 1848 CENTRAL AV NE 




43.51852 Occupied: Occupied: 
S$S$$S Sharezad Middle Eastern Grocery 1850 CENTRAL AV NE 
1852 CENTRAL AV NE $$$$$$ Coin Laundromat 
------------ -· --- .. -------•--- -------·· -------->---------- -----~-------1-----l-----l----~----+----
({((({(({( Mr. ~CJ~ie~ _ 
H((!(!((( ~!~~• I~~: . __ 
({(((({(({ New Boston Square _ 
((((!((({( ??? 
<mmm !i ; ~ ~1?~-~ 
•·-··-·-·- ····--·--·--· ····-·-·-------- ----1-----1-----+---- --------------
44 38 9:21 86.36364 34 9:28 77.27273 2001 CENTRAL AV NE 
---l---37 ---12:08 -84.09091 30 12:14 68.18182 -------· -----------2003 CENTRAL AV NE 
2015 CENTRALAVNE 29 - 4:17 65.90909 ------27 --- 4:16 '-61.36364 
-1------------1-----1-----1-
Aver1g1 
2017 CENTRAL AV NE Occupied: 




. -- -··· ----- -- -·--- -· ---1--·---
2019 CENTRALAVNE 
·-·-·-· --· -------------1----1------1-----·--- ------ --------- ----1----((!(<!!m ~-~BO-National ~in~!~ ~~~iness Directory ·-----·- ~!05 CENTRAL AV NE 
(({(((({(( Edison Youth Hockey Center ·-·····--- ______ _ 2107 CENTRAL AV NE 
2109 CENTRAL AV NE 
1----- I-----,_ ____ ------------1-----+----
({(((({((( ~aw ~_ffice-Derek Amerin~~ ____ _ 
(({((((((( for lease _______ ···-- _ 
(((((((({{ Hearing Society of Minnesota 
(((((({((( First Impression Hairstyling 
Minneapolis Public Library 
............. Northeast Vision Center 
............. Marino's Restaurant 
&&&&& K~ ,:ra~~~· Inc,: ~rt~ ~ ~uppli~~ 
&&&&& Kwik Cash 
»>»> M~n_ny's B'!rber ~hop 
>>>>>> Jackson Hewitt Tax Services 
.. -· -·· 
Higgins/Theilmann Insurance 
- . . ------ - .... 
»»» Joelle D~s(gn Ta~oring 
--~--- Christia~ Scienc~ R~a~ing RCJ':ITI 
------ Chinn Fua Restaurant 
------·-··-- -----------1----1---- -----1----1--------- ------1----1 
--------- ·---- -··-------------1-----l-----l-------r-----·-- ------- ----->----
2111H CENTRALAVNE 
2113 CENTRALAVNE 
··----1-----1- -----· ------· - ·--- ···- --- --------+----
2200 CENTRAL AV NE 23 4 9:54 17.3913 1 9:23 4.347826 
1-----
···-·--·--. -·-··----- ·----------1----1----7 
6 
12:4·2 30.43478 ------·---4 ---12:47 -17~3913 
. 4:51 26.08696 14 - - 4:41-60.86957 
-· ··- ----•-·- --------- --- ··---------1-----l-----l-
Average Average Percent 
Occupied: 6 Occupied: 26.08696 
-- ·------ --------------1---'-----1----- -·------ ----- ---·-·-·--
2201 07 CENTRAL AV NE 61 22 9:22 36.06557 17 27.86885 
---- 2205-CENTRAi-AVN_E ___ ··------ ---3-2-' --12:09 -52.45902 ----- 25 40.98361 
---- 2209-11-CENTR_A_L_A_V-NE--·--·--··-··--·-1---27 4:18 44.2623 ________ 13 ---- 21.31148 
____________ , ___ _:_;_I 
Average 




2213 15 CENTRAL AV NE 
. ···----·-·· -··--· ·-·------------- ··-----· . --·--- --·-- ----- -··----- -------- -·-··--··- --- --------------
2213 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE 
... ···-··-·····-·---•· ----·-· - ------ -·--· ------ ---------- -------··- . 
2214 18 CENTRAL AV NE 
2215 CENTRAL AV NE 
2217 19 CENTRAL AV NE 
-·-- -------·-·- ------ -··-·-
----- ·--··----- ___ ....!_ ___ _ 
2219 CENTRALAVNE 
- . ·-·• ··---->---




......... A ~e~nd ~ook Wom!n's' ~~n!i~nme!1! I ~-~~ 2220 26 CENTRAL AV NE 18 1 . 9:52 5.555556 3 9:21 16.66667 2222 -CE-NTRAL AVNE ____ ------ --- ----3 --f2:36 16.66667 3 ---9-:2-116]6667 
......... door 
......... Northwest Dental Center 
1111)11~\\I R~s~f~!d 8.(n~~ H~II 
11111111111\1 Rushford Square 
1111111111111 Central Meat and Grocery ____ _ 
111111111111' Cost Cutters 
2224 CENTRAL AV NE O 4:50 0 0 4:40 0 
-------1-----1---_.:_-'-l------'-i-----•-----1-----
2226 CENTRAL AV NE 
Average Average Percent 
Occupied: 1.666667 Ocaipied: 9.259259 
------ __ _.:._.:...:.:..:..i-----l-'-"=-'-~~----1----+-----
. ------------------- ---------- 1------l------- t---- _____ ,__ __ _ 
2221 CENTRALAVNE 24 10 . 9:23 41.66667 13 9:29 54.16667 
·--· ----- - - --·-·- -----1----1----1-----1-----1------ ---
2223 CENTRAL AV NE 15 12:10 62.5 15 12:16 62.5 
··-------·- - ·------- --------------------l-----1-----13 4:19 54.16667 21 4:17 87.5 ??7 CENTRAL AV NE 
Average Average Percent 
60.41667 occupied: 14. 5 Dccupied: 
--· - ------·- - -- -----·- ------ ------------l---'----+-----1----1-~--1-----1-----+-----2223 CENTRAL AV NE 
-----· - ----- --------------1-----lf------1-----l----- +-----+-----1----
24 20 9:51 83.33333 9 9:20 37.5 (((((((((( Attorneys al Law _ 
-------- ··---------·-
2300 06 CENTRAL AV NE 
2304 CENTRAL AV NE 11 12:35 45.83333 12 1--12-:4_0 ___ 5_0 <m<5<m Northeaster and_"!~~ ~~~! ___ ... ___ _ 
---+---------4----1-----10 4:19 41.66667 -11 4:40 45.83333 (((((((((( unmarked door ___ _ 
-· ·- ----------------- -----1-----1-----1 
(((((((((( Fastronic _Service _________ _ 
Average Average Percent 
_ _______ 23_0_6 __ CE_N_T_R_A..:.L_:__A_:__V_:__Nc=E __ -l,o-'-ccu;__:__::_p,_:__·ed::...: _-4--_1_2._1_6..:.6..:.67.+-----+=0ca,.::..::.;::Pl:;.:·e..:.d: __ l--"5-"0"-.6:..:9:_4:;.:4....:4_1--___ +----
-- ----------· - ------------·-··--------- ------------1----- 1----
125 ------. -George_AKnutson,_CPA _______________________ ~~~~~~!'-ITRALAVNE 8 10 100 9:51 8 9:20 
------·-
--_ Northeast Economic Developm_en_t_C_o_un_c_~ ______ ~~~-~~~!_R_A_L _AV_.:_N,_;E ___ l-----l-----=-9 12:35 112.5 4 12:40 50 
-------- ------ -----
7 87.5 5 4:40 62.5 --Dr. CA Wilken, Dentist 
-- Jiffy Print ___ _ 
}))))))})) Norwest Bank __ 
+++++ First Bank 
;;;;;;;;;;;;; Alias Travel 
;;;;;;;;;;;;; American General Finance 
2308 CENTRAL AV NE 4:49 
Average Average Percent 
2310 CENTRAL AV NE Occupied: 
·· ··-- -··-------------l-----------+-'----l----+-----l---'---l----'-.:...:.=-..:.1----_,_ ____ , 7.166667 89.58333 Occupied: 
·· --- ------ -- - --- -- 232_9 __ cENTAA-L A-1/NE ___ , ____ 11 a ---- ---§s ---9:26 -4r45763 ----55 -----9:31 46.61011 
--------- ----------- ---------------1----- 48 12:12 40.67797 51 12:17 43.22034 
---·-----·-·····-·------1------------'-----.1---'---5·6- - 4:2·1 47.45763 - 47 --4:1·8 39.83051 
···------------------·--·------·-·------'--------
52.16667 
Average Percent Average 
Occupied: Occupied: 44.20904 
--1----+----- -------- ----------
--- 2338·--CENTRALA\/.NE-- --10 - 38 - 9:50 54.213571 ---40- 9:19 57.14286 
Average 
_____ ··------------ _ o_ccu_pi!~- _ 
------1-----=-· ____ ,, _______ ----·-
35 12:34 50 38 12:38 54.28571 





13 13 9:48 100 10 9:18 76.92308 




- . -- --· --- . - . -
9 12:31 69.23077 8 12:36 61.53846 
------·-·--· -··------- - -----------




===== Central Foods 
===== door 
Phoenix Graphics 
Parking Lot Counts 
2402 06 CENTRAL AV NE 






















6 9:18 100 
4 12:36 66.66667 
3 4:37 50 
75 
0 9:30 0 
0 12:16 0 
·-




·-· ·· -· ····· · ··· · ·· ···-·--·· ····- -··-·-·l-----------f--'----l-----l----1--'---+-----+-----t-----l 
............ - · · ---·······-····-·- ··-··----------1-----t------1-----f----
1111111111111 National Association.of Letter Carriers ······---- ···---· ~~ 10 CENTRALAVNE 15 
1111111111111 door... __ ... ·-· 2408 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE 
3 9:48 20 6 9:17 40 
--12:31 ---·· 12:36 53.33333 6 40 8 
·---· ----- ------2 4:52 13.33333 2 4:37 13.33333 






····--· --··-···--····· ····-···· ····- · ········------·-·---1-----------1---'----t----1----+-_..;..-- -·----··-•-----+----Occupied: 
////1//////1 Re~eeming ~o~~ . _ 
/l///////1// SLP Diversified Services 
//////1////1 B-Sharp_Music . 
lllllllllllll Vi~~ T~~~ Pv1y ~i~~ ~go~ _ . . 
llll[!!!(!lll "!"~~~ ~a~~ ~h~ ~~c Th~ _ 
2413 CENTRAL AV NE 10 3 9:26 30 3 
·- ------. --·. --·-- ---·-·-- ____________ .. ___ , --------
--- ---- ------· ------ ---·-
2413 CENTRALAVNE 3 12:13 30 2 
.. ·--····· ···-·--·--- ---···--··------- ----1----
2414 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE 
. 
---------- ---- ·----
3 4:22 30 4 





3 Occupied: 30 
- --··--------·---·-·--·- -----·------•----➔-----•------- -------- ------
..... ·······- ··············- ..... ··-·-··---
2414 CENTRAL AV NE 10 8 9:48 80 7 
-----·-·----- ----··--- -- --- ----------- ------·- ---·- ---- ·-----·- ----.-- . -
6 12:31 60 6 
.... --··· ··········-- ·----···------·--- -··---- ---- ------- -----·-·-7 5:52 70 8 





.... ------------ ---------- -------------------------·•---- ----
2419 CENTRAL AV NE 3 1 
.. ---------·--- -·-· ---- ------,----- --•·----
0 






9:26 33.33333 --·-1 
-·------···· 
12:13 0 1 
·----·---




, __ _ 
20 
---· 4:19 -t----40 
------- ,__ __ _ 
9:17 70 






·····- -· ----·- ·--------------------- ---- ---- _____ ,__ ___ ------·- ------ -----
Average Average Percent 
Occupied: 0.5 Occupied: 16.66667 
.... ----·----··---------- -------·-··- ---------- - ·--· ----- -------- ·-- --- --·--··- ------· 
























--· ------- ----·- ... 
4:37 40 
PagelJ 
@@@ STS Temporary Service~ 2428 CENTRALAVNE 11 2 9:48 18.18182 2 9:16 18.18182 
~~~ L~ry ~:ntral ~~wlers ~nd Trophy SupJ)li:~ 2430 CENTRAL-AV"NE __________ ------- ---- ------3 1~i:31 -21:21273 ----3 ~12·:36 27.27273 
---------- ----3- ------4:52 27.27273 4 '--7:37 36.36364 
lllllllllllll Subway 
·-· .... -· ..... --
lllllllllllll Northeast Office Plus 
. --··· ---· -- ... 
&&&&& ~~==~ ?' Cups 
&&&&& door 





Occupied: 2.833333 Occupied 25.75758 
- -- ----l--'------1------1------+-----I 
--- ---- - ------ -- -----------· --------
2501 03 CENTRAL AV NE 33 
·-------- ---- -----1----- ______ ,_ ___ _ 
9 9:45 27.27273 7 9:34 21.21212 
2503 CENTRAL AV NE 12 12: 14 36.36--3--6-4· 1-----·1--3 --:i 2:20 39.39394 
------ ------ ---------------------- ------->----- ---------- ---------- ----- ------1------1 
2505 07 CENTRAL AV NE 





4:23 42.42424 11 4:20 33.33333 
Average Percenl 
Occupied: 33.33333 
· -----------··------------ -·---·-- --- ---------,-----•---->----+----- -----1-----1,----1 
2509 CENTRAL AV NE 
1------ ------ ------- -- ---- --------1------
29 16 9:30 55.17241 15 9:34 51.72414 
-----------------·--·---- _______ , ____ - --· ----- ------ - --- - -------· --------- -----------
Holyland Bakery & Grocery Deli _________________ 2513 CENTRALAVNE 15 12:14 51.72414 15 12:20 51.72414 
15 - 4:23~51.72414 14 4:20 48.27586 




... ----------·-- ---- ------------!--'-- --- ------ ---------
Average Percent 
Occupied: 51. 72414 
·------ ----1----
.. --------------·-- ---- __________ ,_ ___ 12•------ -------------- ---·-· ·- ------- -----,-t----:-c-".C'C'C 
::::::::::::: Tax Services Ins Retirement Planning (Hermann Agency) 2512 CENTRAL AV NE 5 9:45 41.66667 5 9:15 41.66667 
::::::::::::: Unilogica 
- . ·----- ----- - . --
.. , ............... Rekuski Paint 
........ The Hamburger Joint 
- - ---------··· -• 
.,.,.,., Sully's Pub 
-- - -
0/0%%% door 
%%%% Devon Grocery 
. ---· - . 
$$$$$$ Central Giant Wash 
$$$$$$ Intergroup NE Central 
2514 CENTRALAVNE ---5 ---12:30 41J36667 . 6- 12:35 50 
-----·-·-----!----- ------·-·--- ·- -------- ---·-----. ----·----- ---i----
6 4:45 50 6 4:36 50 







251618CENTRALAVNE 12 1 9:45 8.333333 1 9:15 8.333333 
·-··--·--·-· ---- ---·--- --- -------------------- ------------ ·---~---- ------ ------ ---------- -------·· ------ --- ·- -------- ---
2516 CENTRAL AV NE 1 12:30 8.333333, ___ 1 12:35 8.333333 
---· ------·------· ------ ·----------- ------- --·--4:45 8.333333 1 -----4:36 r-8.333333 






------------- --------- -----·--- ----
-·-·-·-- ----- ----•----
2519 cENTRAi::-Av NE ______ - ------26 ----9 ------iljo --34.61538 - ---10 --9:34- 38A6154 
-- --- ---- -------- •·-··----------·----- ----··-··- ------ ---- ---- ----- ----- -- -- ----· -- --- ------. 
2521 CENTRAL AVE NE 17 12:14 65.38462 21 12:20 80.76923 
2520 22 CENTRAL AV NE 
2522 CENTRAL AV NE , 
--· - ----· - . 
2524 26 CENTRAL AV NE 






---· - ---------··---- ---------·- ---------·-· + - -------- ·----·----· 





·- - --- . - -- -
18 7 9:30 38.88889 7 9:15 38.88889 
8 12:30 44.44444 11 - 12:35 -61:ffi11 
-·--··--------- ---
-·---- ---- -·--------- ----·---- -----·--·-·-





Parking Lot Counts 
Ugh! Industrial T~mp<>r~ry Se_rvices of ~rTl~~!~ 2527 CENTRAL AV NE 11 2 9:30 18.18182 5 9:34 45.45455 
-------· ---- --- -·--· ------ ----- ---· ----· ----·--· 
Central Avenue Liquors 
- -· .. -· ---·-- - -
IIUllll(l!ll (;h_!lrTl~ion ~_LIi<> ~l~re~. 
lll(lllll~ll Tay~!:~ ~a~~ry ~~~el _ 
Dollar Deals Plus 
Central Avenue Clinic 
kkkkkkk Film & Video Services 
kkkkkkk Smith Diving 
. . .. - -
5 12:14 45.45455 5 12:20 45.45455 
- -··---·~----------- --------- ---- --------- ------ ------
6 4:23 54.54545 5 4:20 45.45455 
·- -------• -------·----------· -------- -----




--- - - - ----------- -----·-·--11----
4 
7 
.. ---· ----------------- -----·-•----
Average 











16 2 9:14 8 
---· 
16 4 12:34 16 
-----
28 7 4:35 28 
Average Percent 
Occupied: 18.66667 
-------·-· -- 2551-CEN-TR_A_L_A_V-NE ___ , ____ 50 10 - 9:30 - 20 -·---···6 --9j5 12 
--·--··-----• --- -----------· ---- ----- --------· -----·- ------ -----·--1----
2551 CENTRALAVNE 12 12:16 24 13 12:20 26 
--··------- ------- ---·-----··-------1----·t----- ----- -- -------•----





--- -· ------------•-------- ---- - .. - ------ --------------,----
2600 CENTRAL AV NE 
---···--·t----
25 8 9:42- 32 9 9:13 36 
I---- --9 - ··12:29-36 12 ···-·12:34 48 
------------------------ ----·-·· ---------------- ------------·-- ------- --------- --- - ----· .. 
3 4:46 12 10 4:34 40 
··-- - -· ---· -------- --------·- -----1 -•··---· ----- ·-·-·--·-···. --- ----- ----
Average 
·--- -·------------ lo_cw_p,~·•d_: -I ·--·---8_.5 
Average Percent 
Occupied: 34 
--- --------- ---------·· ---------- - ---····------ -- . 
2610 CENTRAL AV NE 23 12 9:42 52.17391 9:13 226.8431 
------ ---·----------~---- ----------- ---------- ---- -·---·-·- --------··-- - --- --·- ... - ·----
6 12:28 26.08696 12:33 113.4216 
. -·-··- ·---- ·-- ------- ------··i----- --------·-··---· --------- -----·-· -· - -- ·-·· - --- -------
9 4:43 39.13043 4:34 170.1323 







-- ------· .. -·-•------ --------·t-----·- ------··------··-1----
-------- ---- ______ ,, __ ·----·- - .. ----·-- - . 
2620 22 CENTRAL AV NE 11 -- 2 9:13 18.18182 
------ - ------·· - -- - -------. - -------------- -------- ---
2620 22 CENTRAL AV NE 7 12:28 63.63636 5 12:33 45.45455 
···- ------------- --·------ --------------- ----·------···-
--- -·------ ------·--· - --









Central Animal Hospital 
---··-- ·--· ----·------ -
New Boston Pub 
PageB 
2643 CENTRALAVNE 35 12 9:41 34.28571 11 9:26 31.42857 
----'----!----- -------- -----•---- ,__ __ _ 
18 12:17 51.42857 23 12:22 65.71429 
·····-•••-- --------------- --------1---- .. -------- -1------ -------
16 4:30 45.71429 33 4:23 94.28571 
-- ---- ----- ------ -----1-----,----•-----•----•----• 





----1··------- -------- --------- ------1------
24 20 9:46 83.33333 18 9: 11 75 
-------- ---1-3 - 12:2754.166671---12~12:32-l----5-0-
--------------------I------I------ -
----+----
20 4:42 83.33333 14 4:33 58.33333 
· ------------· .. -- ---·-- ·-------- ---------1-----1------1----+-----l-----f-----f----1 
Average 
_ -·---·------- ______________ ·-------- Occupied: 
Average Percent 
__ 16_.16667 _____ 1_0_ca,_p,_·e_d: __ t-_6_7_.3_6_1_11 1 ___ ---f----
---- --- _ ---------------------1---- 1------l----
9:33 2913 CENTRAL AV NE 8 8 100 6 9:38 75 
-------. -- -
----- --------
8 12:18 100 8 12:23 100 
-·-----~ ·----- --------1----+----- -------- ----- -----
10 4:31 125 10 4:24 125 
--·-····· - -------------- -----1------
Average Percent Average 
Ocaipied: 
- -------- ------ - ---------- -----------1--....c_ __ 8.333333 Ota1pied 104.1667 1----'-
Columbia Golf ------------------- .. -- ... -- 3300C_E_N_T-RA-L--A-V-NE ___ ---18--1I----I ---- ----- 58 9:09 32.0442 
Commers Conditioned Water 
tar lot 
---·-------- ---------------'----i----8--2 ·---12:25 45.·3o:"i87 -----·---47 12:30 25.96685 
.. ------- ----- -------- ------------------ -----1-------












--· -- - "----·-·--·--·--------------- --------




9:36 31.25 13 9:05 40.625 
------- -·--·--·-- ------------- - -- ------- ···- -- ·---- .... 
12:21 28.125 17 12:27 53.125 
4:35 28.125 - ---8 . 4:28 • 25 
Average Percent 
Occupied: 34.375 
--· -------·•---------------- ·------- -1----- ----·--·--- -------·---- ·- ----- -------·-- --------
3634 CENTRAL AV NE 25 5 9:37 15.625 16 9:06 50 
--------1------ -----···· ---·- ---------- ----- --·------ ----··· -
14 12:22 43.75 20 12:27 62.5 
- 8 - 4:35 25. --15 -----4:29..___4_6 ___ 875 
------------------ ---------·-------- ------- --------- ----- ------- -· -- ____ ..__ __ _ 























7 9:51 70 
-·-- --· -- ----1---






Parking Lot Counts 
1209 TYLER ST 
. - - - - ·- ··--·-- - ------ .. 
1227 TYLER ST 
139 80 9:13 57.55396 73 9:49 52.51799 
.. . 67' - - - ---· - ---·- - ----- ----·-··- ·- -- -· . --- --- -~------·--12:01 48.20144 65 12:07 46.76259 
address does not exist (Youngblood Lumber> .. 1300 TYLER ST _,____ 38 4:16 27.33813 . 46 4:10 33.09353 
---·!------- ·----
deliveries for Marko Fabrication 
Sale Lease Marvin Green Stern 
Foywood products. ___ ·-•-. 
Tyler Street Gallery 






1313 TYLER ST 
-- ---- ----~-------··--- ----- ----1 ----1·-·---- ___ __, ____ ,_ __ _ 
1315 TYLER ST 
--------- ·-·--··· ----·. ·---- --- -·-------·--------- ·-----'---- ------- --------- - ------·· ·----
1317 TYLER ST 
----- ---· -·----------'·--------1------1- ----------- ------- ------· ----·---•----
Roy Machine & Tool/Gopher Towing __ ... _. __ ._.···········- !321 TYLER S_T ____ . ______ 1 ___ _ 
Morizon Fabricators 1323 TYLER ST 
------------ --------- --------·------------ -·-··-----· -----,---··- ---- --------- -----·-· 
Eide Sau 1329 TYLER ST 
···--- ---------·-----1----1----- -------·f---- ------- ------------- ------
South Studios North Studios 1331 TYLER ST 
----!-.----- ----------- 1------1--------- ------·------+----
- ------------- --------------------1-----1-----1----------- ----- ------ -·--·-·--·- -----
A~~ra~e ~€:~~~!1.!~~~ ~!~~! ~_eace Used~ __ l'v1~r~~·--·-·- -~?:~~~~21 ____ 1 ... ···--->----•---- ·---·--1------
Noon 48.74999 
. ···-----·-·· ·•· ····--·-· ·····-·---·--·-·---·-·--·- -··---1----.j-. ----·- ---- ·----· 
Afternoon _______ 1 44.702 




0 J1t111r. r•l.ail 
' ' 
\ 
' ' Buslnen 
Survey 
Responses: Business Name Property Address Type of Business Peak Business Hours Size of Public Area 
Early AM Late AM Noon Mid PM Late PM Evening 
Twin City Paper Supply Co/ Sign Center, Inc 945 BROADWAY ST Screen printing 0 1 0 1 0 o 144ftsq 
Premier Auto 701 CENTRAL AV NE Auto Rental 0 0 0 1 1 0 90 ft sq 
Mintz School Supplies/Toys/Hairstyling 722 CENTRAL AV NE Wholesaler 1 0 0 0 1 0 -
Dresser-Rand Electric Machine 800 CENTRAL AV NE Custom Motor/Generator 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Auto Truck Service Co 958 CENTRAL AV NE vehicle repair facility 1 0 0 0 1 o 400 ft sq 
King ol Clubs Liquors 957 CENTRAL AV NE Bar/restaurant 0 0 0 0 1 1 2500 ft sq 
Julius B Nelson & Sons 962 CENTRAL AV NE Painting contractor 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Vegas Lounge 965 CENTRAL AV NE restaurant 0 0 0 0 1 1 1500ftsq 
Union Welding & Machine Co 1132 34 CENTRAL AV NE Machine & welding shop 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Crown ol Minnesota, Inc 1200 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 0 0 1 0 1 0 1000 ft sq 
Ideal Diner 1314 CENTRAL AV NE Restaurant 1 0 1 0 0 o 200 ft sq 
Youngblood Lumber Co 1335 CENTRAL AV NE Lumber distributor 1 0 0 1 0 o 60000 ft sq 
Aaron Carlson Co 1505 CENTRAL AV NE Manufacturing 0 1 1 0 0 o oft sq 
Al-Cast Mold & Pattern 1513 CENTRAL AV NE Light industrial 0 1 0 0 1 o 15000 ft sq 
Whirl-Air-Flow Corp 1515 CENTRAL AV NE Manufacturing 1 0 0 1 0 0 200 ft sq 
Hannay's Marine 1708 CENTRAL AV NE Retail marine & boats 0 1 1 0 0 0 4000 ft sq 
Burger King 1717 CENTRAL AV NE Restaurant 0 0 1 0 0 1 2400 ft sq 
Senior's Place 1801 CENTRAL AV NE Low rent housing 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Central Car Wash 1814 CENTRAL AV NE Car wash 0 1 0 1 0 0 600 ft sq 
Gene's Barber Shop 1822 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE Service 0 0 1 1 0 0 900 ft sq 
Kim's Vietnamese 1824 CENTRAL AV NE Restaurant 0 0 1 0 0 o 1300 ft sq 
-----·--
Central Care Center 1828 34 CENTRAL AV NE Service 1 1 1 1 0 0 32000 ft sq 
·-· 
Holly Perras Income Tax 1831 CENTRAL AV NE Tax Service 0 1 1 1 0 0 200 ft sq 
Rhythmland Rollerskating 1835 CENTRAL AV NE Amusement 0 0 0 0 0 1 13000 ft sq 
-
The Neon Shop 1839 CENTRAL AV NE Retail signs 0 1 0 1 0 o 1900 ft sq 
Asia Imports 1840 CENTRAL AV NE Grocery 0 1 0 0 0 1 1750ftsq 
Fat Boy Billiards 1920 CENTRAL AV NE Poolroom 0 0 0 1 0 1 5000 ft sq 
------
Tobasi's Furniture World 1928 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 0 1 0 0 0 1 3000 ft sq 
Rise, Inc 2003 CENTRAL AV NE Service 0 1 0 1 0 0 
------- --- ---
Malalda's 2026 CENTRAL AV NE Restaurant 0 1 1 0 0 1 600 ft sq 
------------ -
. ·-------- -- ·----------- -NMBD-National Minority Business Directory 2105 CENTRAL AV NE Publisher 1 0 0 0 0 0 
-- -- ------ ---Hearing Society of Minnesota 2111H CENTRAL AV NE Nonprofit Rehab 1 1 1 1 1 
-------·-·---·-
---~ir~~ Impression Hairstyling CENTRAL AV NE 2113 Salon 0 0 1 0 1 0 1260 II sq 
-----------
-
Minneapolis Public Library 2200 CENTRAL AV NE Government Library 0 0 0 0 1 1 14000 II sq 
------ --------
---------- ----------- -------------------- -----------
----
Northeast Vision Center 2201 07 CENTRAL AV NE Service, retail 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- .. - -- ·- ----• 
----- --------------------·-- ---- --- ----
~
--- ---· -----
Kwik Cash 2211 CENTRAL AV NE Unbank 0 0 0 1 1 0 340 It sq 
--- --- ---- -----
-·--- -------- ·-- ·- ---Service Manny's Barber Shop ________ 221315CENTRALAVNE 0 0 0 0 0 0 750 II sq 
------------ ---
A Second Look / 3 Rs Counseling 2220 26 CENTRAL AV NE Treatment center 0 0 0 0 0 1 2000 II sq 




Cost Cutters 2223 CENTRAL AV NE Salon 0 1 0 0 1 0 




Attorneys at Law 2300 06 CENTRAL AV NE 0 1 0 1 0 0 1500 II sq 
-------------- ----------- ·- -- ----- -- - - --· -- -- -----
-----
--O.E. Larson-Osbourne Mortuary 2301 CENTRAL AV NE Mortuary 0 1 0 0 1 1 bldg 
~- ---•--·-- -~--
------f- --·- --- ----
Northeaster and North News 2304 CENTRAL AV NE Service 0 1 0 0 1 0 o II sq 
-····------- -- ---
-----· ----- ----- ---
Fas Ironic Service 2306 CENTRAL AV NE Service 0 0 0 1 1 0 200 ft sq 
P-:>no 1 
Business Survey Results 
, 
Size of Entire Space Employee Parking Customer Parking Shared Lot Advertised Sufficient Expand? Residents in Building Concerns 
yes no. spaces ++ no. employees no yes no.spaces no yes no yes no yes no 1 no. units no 
4000 fl sq 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1.5 acres 1 4 0 1 10 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 crime 
---------- -··-- --21,000 fl sq 1 6 18 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 -
---
300000 fl sq 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 -
--· 1 : 30000 fl sq ________ 1 80 0 1 20 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
·-· - -- -- using MCDA lot 
4500 fl_sq ________ .. 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 ,.,,,.rt.Ing 
·- - --
7000 fl sq 1 15 15 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 safely, upgrading 
-·-2400 fl sq 0 1 1 38 0 0, 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 cr1me 
30000 fl sq 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 vandalism. police 
-· 12000 fl sq 1 10 0 1 5 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
--640 fl sq 0 1 1 13 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 
hocleyarena 
139250 fl sq 1 35 0 0 1 20 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 f)lrt.ing 
70000 fl sq 1 2 82 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 crime, vandatism 
dlt1rioralion of 
15000 fl sq 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 .... 
150000 fl sq 1 65 65 0 1 5 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
22000 fl sq 1 15 0 1 5 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
2oooof1 sq 0 1 1 45 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
25 stories 1 8 10 0 1 75 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 335 0 cr1me 
1 9 0 1 6 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
-900 fl sq 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
1300 fl sq 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
-· 32000 fl sq 1 24 60 0 1 4 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 111 0 
.. 
deterioration of 
600 fl sq 0 1 1 6 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 ., .. 
--
-20000 fl sq 0 1 1 20 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
posllrs In 
2400 fl sq 1 1 4 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 windows 
pa,1<lng. dean 
2700 fl sq 1 2 0 1 5 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1re1, ■cce11 
5000 fl sq 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 g1tdlloxNE 
6000 fl sq 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 5 0 pa,1<lng 
3700 fl sq 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 cr1me 
0 1 1 8 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 area regreallng 
--- --1600 fl sq 1 4 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
1440 fl sq 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
1260 fl sq 0 1 1 0 1 0 0, 1 1 0 
··-
15680 fl sq 0 1 1 23 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
----
- -- - -0 3 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
- -- lighting In lots, 
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 6 0 crime 
----
750 fl sq 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
. --
-3000 fl sq 1 3 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 securily 
---- 0 --1 4 4 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
---
- -- ----!500 fl sq 1 7 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
----- ---· -- -- --bldg 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 ) - --· - - OJ OJ i/ I 0 J11t1t1r. ,.,~ii ~~001!~ 1 4 6 0 0 1, 1, OJ 0 I I I 
----
1500 fl sq 
' 
,, 21 I OJ 0/ I 1/ 11 OJ 0/ OJ of 1J J 0/ I ,,cnrn- , 
w \aualnen \ ' ' \ \ \ \ \ 
--· '--, ........ , --. .... , .C.-Y, V-Y/ U&ff ''I IU/ LU/ "IIU/ :JIJ/ 
George A Knutson, CPA 2308 10 CENTRAL AV NE CPA practice 0 1 0 1 0 o 2000 It sq 
-- -------- -· ----- -- -·-- -------· - ------ ---
Norwest Bank 2329 CENTRAL AV NE Bank 1 0 0 1 0 0 bldg 
····-·---·----·---- ------- o 60 It sq 
~inn~:!~ ~igns and Graphics, Inc 2337 39 CENTRAL AV NE Printing 0 0 0 1 0 
----- -------
~~bor ~eady 2339 CENTRAL AV NE Temp Agency 1 0 0 0 1 o 700 It sq 
----------· 
Icebox Picture Framing (2401 1/2) 2401 05 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 0 1 1 1 0 o 600 It sq 
·----------- ·-----------
Phoenix Graphics 2407 07 CENTRAL AV NE Service 0 0 0 1 0 0 1200 It sq 
·------------- - -------------Sirius Books 2409 1/2 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 840 It sq 
·-·-- ---· -- --- - .. ---- ----- - ---Schutta, Nelson end Zembal CPAs 2414 CENTRAL AV NE Service 0 1 0 1 0 0 2400 It sq 
-- . - --·- -- -- ----- ---------
Hogetti's Pizza 2416 CENTRAL AV NE Restaurant 0 0 0 0 1 1 744 ltsq 
--· 
Photos By Beth 2418 CENTRAL AV NE Service 0 0 0 0 1 1 429 It sq 
- O 3000 It sq !em's Barber Shop 2421 23 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 0 1 0 0 1 
--------
STS Temporary Services 2428 CNTRALAVNE Service 1 0 0 1 0 0 
---· 
~owry Central Bowlers and Trophy Supplies O 4000 It sq 2430 CENTRAL AV NE Trophies 0 0 1 0 1 
-----· 
Discount 70 2500 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 0 1 0 1 0 0 
Subway 2501 03 CENTRAL AV NE Restaurant 0 0 1 0 0 1 10001tsq 
Northeast Office Plus 2503 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 1 0 1 1 0 o 1150 It sq 
--·--·----Queen of Cups 2505 07 CENTRAL AV NE Restaurant 0 1 1 0 0 o 800 It sq 
Holyland Bakery and Deli 2513 CENTRAL AV NE RestauranURetail 0 0 1 0 0 1 
The Hamburger Joint 2519 CENTRAL AV NE See Sully's 
-------
Sully's Pub 2521 CENTRAL AVE NE RestauranUBar 0 0 1 0 1 o 3500 It sq 
---
Devon Grocery 2522 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 0 0 0 0 1 1 2000 It sq 
- Intergroup NE 2526 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 0 0 0 0 0 o 576 It sq 
Central Avenue Liquors 2538 42 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 0 0 0 0 1 1 5000 It sq 
-
Mike's Signs 2548 52 CENTRAL AV NE Service 0 0 0 0 0 o 1500 It sq 
------
Champion Auto Stores 2551 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 0 1 0 0 1 O 1800 It sq 
Pizza Hut 2552 CENTRAL AV NE Restaurant 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Muesch Motor Company 2801 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 0 1 0 1 0 o 270 It sq 
Anderson Automotive 2803 CENTRAL AV NE Auto Repair 1 0 0 0 1 o 800 It sq 
Central Parlor Frame 2823 CENTRAL AV NE Manufacturing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
American Handyman 2835 CENTRAL AV NE Office 1 0 0 0 1 o 2700 It sq 
---Lowry Repair Center, Inc 2907 CENTRAL AV NE Auto Repair 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----~-· 
Wojack Welding Supply 3021 CENTRAL AV NE Retail 0 0 1 0 1 o 1000ltsq 
-------- Columbia Park Funeral Chapel 3207 CENTRAL AV NE Funeral home 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-------
Bronson-Erikson Realtors/M.W. Tax Accounting 3231 CENTRAL AV NE Broker 0 1 0 0 1 o 1600 It sq 
--------
Kathy's Floral 3301 03 CENTRAL AV NE Florist 0 0 0 1 1 0 half bldg 
-----------
-
Steven Fabrics 1400 VAN BUREN ST Manufacturing 0 0 0 0 0 0 450 It sq 
----- -·----
----·-Davis-Frost Inc 1209 TYLER ST Manufacturing 0 1 0 1 0 0 
----- --- - -- --- ------- --- ------
Roy Machine & Tool/Gopher Towing 1321 TYLER ST Service 0 0 0 1 1 o 144 ltsq 
----------
Totals: per 80 responses 17 28 20 29 31 18 
l 3 
Business Survey Results 
emply bldgs, 
2000 It sq 1 6 4 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 appearance 
----- -- -·-·-·"·---· ----- --· ---- - 0 1 ~ 0 0 1 bldg 1 30 30 0 1 0 0 1 1 
·-· --- ---------900 It sq 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 cigarette butts 
--- -- ------- ------
-----
1500 It sq 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 want bike rod< 
------- -- ---- --
- crime.litter, 
2800 It sq 1 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 drunks 




----- -- loud youths, 
drugs, drunks, 
2000 It sq _______ 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 trash 
- --- -- -- --·----· - - -->-- ---- -- ---·· --840 It sq 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
-- --
2400 It sq 1 10 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 delerioration 
------------ ·- -- -- - ---- --
--
taxes, crime 
113611 sq 1 3 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 welfare, bussing 
--- - >-- ---- cars parked in 
front or slor■ all 
day, bikes on the 
!~~!! sq 1 4 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 sidewalk 
3000 It sq 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
!000 It sq 1 4 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 trash receptadu 
-- -
4000 It sq 1 3 3 0 1 4 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 vandalism, theft 
violence, gangs, 
crime, pal1dng, 
1650 ft sq 1 6 6 0 1 15 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 lenanl mix 
1150 It sq 1 3 3 0 1 15 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 soo above 
1275 It sq 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 crime, loitering 
0 0 1 1 14 0 1 0 0 1 1 ---~a 1 0 1 
rental 
5500 It sq 0 1 1 50 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 deterioration 
2000 It sq 0 1 1 4 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1_!~!!!~ 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
-
!5000 It sq 0 1 1 20 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 loiloring 
McGrurf hOUHI, 
cops walking, 
1500 It sq 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 4 0 litter 
1800 It sq 0 1 1 25 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
-- -
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
- -- vandalism, stolen 
bldg 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 t.llll 
~~!! sq 1 3 0 1 8 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
-16000 It sq 1 10 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 s ■foly, laXII 
- -2700 ft sq 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
--
0 1 1 10 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
----- ·--
---~a 3000 ft sq 0 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 graffiti 
-- --
0 1 1 25 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
-- -- -
3200 ft sq 0 1 1 8 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
·- --- . - --half bldg 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 parking, crime 
·- - -- -- labor pool, 
43000 ft sq 1 128 128 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 security 
--· ----- ------- -- -- -- -- --
1-- --
--55000 ft sq 1 15 30 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
·----- ----- -------- - - -- -- -- -- --
crime, odor from 
35000 ft sq 1 9 9 0 1 4 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 Davis-frost 
43 542 498 35 46 527 32 38 40 24 34 64 11 16 20 470 58 
Customer liowmany New types of 
years regularly 1 business business Survey shopping on frequented wanted on 
Results: How often do you shop on Central Avenue? Central? What type of business do you use on Central? often? Central How did you come to Central? 
------
Daily 2x/Week Every 2 Weeks Once/Month Infrequently Bar Salon Retail Service Grocery Restaurant Bus Car Walk Bike Taxi Other 
·----------
1 0 0 0 0 20 1 0 0 0 0 0 yes food store 0 1 0 0 0 0 
--·--·------· ·---
0 1 0 0 0 7 0 0 1 1 0 1 Walgreens apparel 0 1 1 0 0 0 
--·------·---
----
0 1 0 0 0 15 0 1 0 1 0 1 no 0 1 0 0 0 0 
----------- ·- -----
0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 1 1 0 1 auto grocery 0 1 0 0 0 0 
---
-··----- -
0 0 0 1 0 40 0 0 1 0 0 0 all Cub 1 1 1 0 0 0 
-·--·- ---· - ---- -
1 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 1 0 1 Ideal Diner 0 1 0 0 0 0 
·-· --·- ·-·---
1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
----··· -·- --·-· 
Service & 
1 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 1 0 1 Ideal Dine Shopping Stores 0 1 0 0 0 0 
-----· ---
1 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 1 0 1 yes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
--- --··--- SllperValue, King 
1 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 1 1 of Clubs 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
- --
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 bars bars 0 0 1 0 0 0 
------ --· 
0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 SuperValue 
restaurants, am.al 
businesses 1 0 0 0 0 0 
-------- -------
0 1 0 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 617 Bar 0 1 0 0 0 0 
·- ···---
1 0 0 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 
major 
0 0 Falboy Billiards supermarket 0 1 0 0 0 0 
--· 
1 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 Fatboy Billiards 0 1 0 0 0 0 
--- ---
1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 Fatboy Billiards unreadable 0 1 0 0 0 0 
-· ·--· 
0 0 1 0 0 20 0 0 1 1 0 1 no not sure 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 Queen of Cups 0 1 0 0 0 0 
----- - ---- Teen resource 
1 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 1 1 0 1 Queen of Cups cenler 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 NE Office Plus 
Larger grocery, 
0 1 0 0 0 0 Applebee, 
--
1 0 0 0 0 1.5 0 0 0 1 0 1 NE Office Plus TCF 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 no Brueggers 0 1 0 0 0 0 
-------
1 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 1 0 0 0 yes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
------- ---· ----
0 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 1 0 1 no 0 1 0 0 0 0 
-----·----- ·--
0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 Tom's Barber retail 0 1 0 0 0 0 
---------- ·-- ·--- --· 
0 0 1 0 0 10 0 1 1 0 0 0 no 0 1 0 0 0 0 
·---------· ---- -----
0 0 1 0 0 25 0 1 1 0 0 1 Tom's Barber retail 0 1 0 0 0 0 
----------· 
-·--- -----
0 1 0 0 0 20 0 1 1 0 0 1 Tom's Barber retail, grocery 0 1 0 0 0 0 
------ -- ---




1 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 1 0 yes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
---
0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 yes (art) 0 1 0 0 0 0 
number of people per 31 surveyed: 
average years 
number of people per 31 surveyed: number of people per 31 surveyed shopping: 
Totals: 13 9 5 1 2 10.67742 5 6 11 11 3 17 4 26 4 0 0 0 
Customer Survey Results 
\/\'here do 
you park on 
Central? Aware of off-street parking What is your zip code? 
On Street In Loi Yes No Reason for not 55413 55418 55414 55112 55433 other zip 
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
·--
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
---------- --· --'-----1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 D D 
-----------· -D 1 D 1 0 D 0 D 0 1 55412 
-- -D 1 1 D 1 D D 0 D D 
1 0 1 D 0 D 0 D D 1 55113 
0.5 0.5 1 D D 1 D 0 D D 
----·-- -··- -- - -------
1 D 1 0 D 0 D 1 D D 
--
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 D 1 D 
----- --· ----
'----- -
D 1 1 0 Too far lo walk with bags 0 0 D D 1 D 
- -- -- -
1 D D 1 0 0 0 D D 1 55411 
0 1 D 1 theft 1 0 D D D D 
-- '--· D D 1 0 too many cops D 0 D D D 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 56007 
1 0 0 0 security 0 0 0 0 0 1 55404 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 55421 
1 0 0 1 safety 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0.5 0.5 1 0 obnoxious people 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 Q 0 
1 0 0 1 dangerous 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0.5 0.5 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
-----
c--
1 0 1 0 car would be towed 0 0 0 0 D 0 
·-------· 
-- ----1 0 0 1 too far to walk 0 1 0 0 0 0 
-- - --1 0 0 1 security 0 1 0 ~ 0 D 0 
--- ----------
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 55421 
0 ·o ----1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
.. 
--· ---- -- --
1 0 1 0 can't find spot 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 D D 1 D D D 
number of people 
per 3 I surveyed· number of people per 31 surveyed number of people per 31 surveyed: 
18.5 11.5 16 14 5 12 1 2 2 7 
I 'I u( 11 01 0/ 0/ o[ i I ol of of ~! ;l -, 'I Uf "I Uf U/ U/ ,1/ of , l al o[ o[ al oz 
Rcsidcn\ ' ' ' 
\ 'I 'I 'I 'I 'I 
Survey 
Results: People per household Single family home? Vacant units? Self-owned bldg? Enough parking? Where do you park? Nearby 
-----·----
1-17 yrs 18-24 yrs 25-39 yrs 40-59 yrs 60+ yrs yes no no. units yes no no. vacant yes no owner yes no street driveway lot yes no 
. ---·-
0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
-- - ------·----·-
2 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
---- ------··- -
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
. ----- -------
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 : 
. -·--- -- ------
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 1 0 0.5 0.5 0 1 0 
------- ----- -------
0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
------ -----
0 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
Ben 
0 0 2 0 0 0 1 18 1 0 1 0 1 Hackman 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 Ann Forest 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
. 
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 9 0 1 0 0 1 Tom Olsen 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Love Lines 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
------
Scott 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 11 0 1 0 0 1 Oeben 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
--· 
Columbia 




0 0 2 0 0 0 1 99 0 1 0 0 1 Mgmt 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
··-----------
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
-------
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
---------
2 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
. 




0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Church 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
-------- ----
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
------------- -------- --~ 
~ 






0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 c.. 1 























































































Kes1uem ::>urvey Kesuns 
How often do you shop on Central? What time do you shop? 
t,ally 2x/week Every 2 weeks 1x/Month lnlrequenlly EertyAM Lele AM Noon Mid PM 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
--0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
-
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
---
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 




How do you get to Central? Ctnnn 
Lele PM Evening Bus Car Walk Bike Taxi Olher yes no 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
-
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 
1 1 0 0 1 .o 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 OJ 0 0/ o, OJ ,, 
I -1----1-----1-----l--- -- ·-// 11---I -/--;,__/ -7--/ f /,_/ -/ /,__! -)-,J-~2~· )+/ 
Where do you park? Aware parking provided Suggestions 
Slreel lot yes no reason not 
losing bus nenes: 
0.5 0.5 0 enforce peril.Ing 
hard lo pull oul 
0 0 inlotrlffic 
0 0 
----- -- --- need ■ bike lane, 
coop, health lood 
1 0 0 slor1 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
too many 
drunks/drugs; gel 
0 0 looks like LA slum more home OY111en 
0 0 
0 0 get ■ supermarket 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 keep sidewalks dean 
0 1 1 0 
0 0 crime 
need upscale 
boutique 1hop1 lo 
0 0 0 attract others 
0 0 0 
get viable businesses 
0 0 0 inlo '11' ■canl buildings 
0.5 0.5 0 
0 0 get on-foot policemen 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
,. 
could uu tome 
1 0 0 cosmellc work 
0 0 0 vlsibilily better nlghl lighling 
get more co-ops, 
dells, meat mar1'.ets, 
0 0 etc. 
0 1 0 
gel rid of low inco~e 
rentals on Central, 
0 0 Joe Biernat problems 
--- ---- have some grocery 
slores, show house 
0 0 clothing stores 
----- --- ---0 0 
Pa~e 3 
Hes1aent ~urvey Hesuns 
NIJ,IISt'ubhC 
Housing 
0 0 0 0 1-----1-----1------1---- -
0 0 0 2 0 
0 
0 
0 1 "ulhorily 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
----I-----•-- Mpl1 Public 
Housing 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Authority 0 0 0 0 
--------•-----+-----,-----,----- ---1---1-----1-----+-------1-----1----1--+----~----+---
o O 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 Michael Maile 0 0 0 0 
-------1-----1-----~----1-----1---<---+-----•'-----1-----+-----1--+--i-----'1----
0 o O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
··-- ----- ------•-----1----1---- --
number 







number of percen perc of people 
,rot 
tage or ent1 number of people people per home ge of people per per 25 por25 
25 number of owner rente 25 response rupo 
responses: vacant units: ,: rs responses: s: n111: 
3 0 14 9 16 13 11 159 9 1 100 50 23 0 4.5 14.5 5 23 0 
------1-----1-----➔-----1------+----1---1---1-----1-------1-----+-----1---+-+-----1----+----1----t-----+--+--+-1 
------ -----+-----+----1-------1---- 1---+---t-----1------"1-----+-----t----+--+-----1-----+-----1---+-----+--t---+--i 
------- ----11------1------1-----➔-----1-----1---t-----1-----+----+-----1--t--+----1----+-----1----t-----+--t---+-t 
--------- ----1-----i-------t------+-----1---+---+-----1-------1,-------+-----1---+-+-----1-----+----1----t-----+--+--+-t 
---- ----·-- --· --1---- ---- ---- ----'l----11---1----+-- ---
...... ·- .. ···- ···-··- ·------t-----1-------1,----
---- -- t-----1----
------t----·1------+-------1-----+----1---t---lc------1------+-----t-----+--t-+-----1----+-----1----t-----+--+--t--l 
•-------------- - ------ -----~----+-----1-----
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